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Ahslra&l of the Proceedings of Ihe Cou,lcil of Ihe Governor General of India 
assembled far the purpose of making Laws and Regulati(J1Js under the pro~ 
visions of Ihe Indian Cou.ncils Acts, /86/ and /893 (34 & 3:5 Vicl., cap. 67, 
and 55 & 56 Vicl., cap. /4). 

The Council met at Government House on Thursday, the 28th February, ,895' 

PRESENT: 

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General of India, P.C., LL.D., 
G.M.S.I., G.M.I.E., presidi,lg. 

His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir A. E. Miller, KT., Q.c. 
The Hon'ble Lieutenant-General Sir H. Brackenbury, K.C.B., R.A. 
The Hon'ble Sir C. B. Pritchard, K,C.I.P;., C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir J. Westland, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir A. P. MacDonnell, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir Luchmessur Singh, K,C.I.E., Maharaja Bahadur of Dur-

bhanga. 
The Hon'ble Baba Khem Singh Bedi, C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble P. M. Mehta, M.A., C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Gangadhar Rao Madhav Chitnavis. 
The Hon'ble H. F. Clogstoun, C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble P. Playfair. 
The Hon'ble Maharaja Partab Narayan Singh of Ajudhi.i. 
The Hon'ble Prince Sir lahan Kadr Meerza Muhammad Wahid Ali Baha-

dur, K.C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Mohiny Mohun Roy. 
The Hon'ble Sir G. H. P. Evans, K.C.U':. 
The Hon'ble Sir F. W. R. Fryer, K.C.s.I. 
The Hon'ble C. C. Stevens, C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble H. E. M. James. 
The Hon'ble A. S. Lethbridge, M.D., C.S.I. 

NEW MEMBERS. 
The Hon'ble MR. JAMES and the Hon'ble DR. LI!.:THBRIDGR took their 

seats as Additional Members of Council. 

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE AND PUNJAB LAWS ACT, 1872, 

AMENDMENT BILL. 
The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER moved that the Reports of ~h~ 

Select Committee Oil the Bill to amend certain sections of the Code of e,Vll 
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Procedure and to repeal certain sections of the Pl,lnjab Laws Act, 1872, be taken 

into consideration. He said :-" The Bill has emerged from the Select Com-

mittee in a very mutilated condition, and, speaking for myself, I find, for the 

first time 1 think in my experience in this Council, a Bill returned from the 

Committee in a condition which I do not think an improvement. I twas 

originally introduced to effect five objects: the first to relieve an inconvenience 

which had been felt in the case of the advocates in the Chief Court of the Punjab. 

The Select Committee have taken advantage of the introduction of this Bill to 

add also a clause which will have the effect of enabling the High Court of 

Bombay, if they should think fit, to remove a similar difficulty felt with regard to 

gentlemen who propose to practise in the Sadr Court of Sindh. 

II The second object was to ~  rid of a somewhat strained interpretation 

with regard to one of the clauses of the Procedure Code which some of the 

Courts had adopted, an interpretation entirely contrary to the spirit of the 
procedure, but which possibly might have been supported as a mere matter of 

strict grammar: but the words have been altered so as to make it quite clear 
what is really intended . 

.. The third object was to get rid of an innovation introduced about 

eighteen years ago into the Code of Civil Procedure. The Select Committee 

have considered, however, that' the country is not yet ripe for the change in the 

existing law which it is proposed to make,' and they have accordingly omitted it. 

I had intended to say a few words explaining my position with regard to this, 

because it seems to me a curious expression that 'the country is not ripe for a 

change' which itself is less than twenty years old. What I understand this to 

mean is that they do not think the time an opportune one for the change. But 

1 do not think it necessary to say anything on the subject at present, because the 
Hon'ble Member from Bombay has given notice of an amendment on the subject, 

and what I want to say can, I think, be better said when his amendment comes on 
for discussion. 

" The next thing originally proposed in the Bill was introduced in deference 

to certain representations made by practitioners in the North-Western Provinces 

as to the inconvenience under which respondents in some cases of appeal ~r  

placed from want of knowledge of the case to be made by the appellant, and. 

although the case was never felt to be a strong one, it was thought wonh while 

to endeavour in the Bill to get rid of that difficulty and place respondents under 

this Code in aU respects on the same footing as respondents in other 
places. However, the High Court of Calcutta showed us very clearly the 
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practical difficulties in the way of the introduction of the particular amend t 
d  h S I  . men, 

an tee ect CommIttee have found so much difficulty in framing another 

amendment which would get rid of this difficulty and at the same time effect the 

object, that they ~o~ h  it best on the whole merely to strike out the provision, 
and leave h~ law mlts pr ~  state, and I for one have no reason to object 
to that decIsIOn, and do not Intend to ask the Council to in any way depart 
from it in that particular. 

1/ The fifth and last object in the Bill is to make some minute alterations 

in the procedure affecting the Punjab which were introduced at the request of 

the Punjab Government, who have made some observations with which I do 

not think it necessary to detain the Council. I therefore move the motion 
which stands in my name." 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA moved that the following be inserted as sec-

tion ~  of the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, namely:-

'2A. After the first paragraph of section 260 of the said Code the foUowing shall be 
added, namely:-

I Provided that no decree for restitution of conjugal rights shall be enforced by im-
prisonment of the defendant if the Court shall, for any sufficient reasons, to be slated in 
writing on the face of the order, think fit that it shall not be 10 enforced.' 

He said :-" I have not brought forward this motion, my Lord, with the view 

of obtruding my own personal predilections on the subject. But I find that, 

while the subject affects all India alike, the Select Committee whose report we 

are considering, numerously as it is composed, comprises within it representa-

tives only of the provinces of Bengal and the Punjab, while Bombay and Madras 

had no voice in it. I should probably have even then remained silent, if this 

Council contained a Hindu or Muhammadan member from Bombay or 

Madras who would have voiced the best Hindu view of either of these 

Presidencies. In the absence of any such member, I think it a duty to represent 
what, I believe, would have been the views put forward if, for instance, there 

't\'as sitting at this Council a Hindu like my late friend Mr. Justice K. T. Telang, 

a true and sincere Hindu of Hindus from whom I, as well as many others, have 
I .' I d 

learned to respect and appreciate many valuable aspects of ~  sO.CIa an 

religious life, and many valuable lessons of Hindu social and r h ~o  ph o op~  
I am not one of those who believe in th.e utility of meddling With so peculial 
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and complex a system of social life and religion as Hinduism, especiaUy from 

outside and 1 should go with those who hold that whatever reforms may be 

desirabie and necessary should be left to be developed by the action of time 

and education. But the proposal originally embodied in the BiH, and which I 

have put forward by my amendment in a somewhat different shape, is not, l 

think, oneofiadigenous essential Hindu. growth i it is an excrescence which has 

got itself grafted from an extraneous jurisprudence. However that may be, I 

find in the papers placed before the Council such a weighty consensus of Indian 

opinion in favour of the proposal as I do not think the Council would be justi-

fied in passing by lightly. The mode in. which. 1 have framed my amendment is 
in accordance with a suggestion made by the two eminent Judges who at 

present adorn the bench of the High Court of Bengal, Mr. Justice Ghose and 

Mr. Justice Banerjee.. Their opinion on the subject is. contained in. the follow-· 

ing joint Minute ~

I With reference to the· proposed amendment of section 260. of the Code of Civil' 

Procedure, we adhere t-o the opinion expressed by us in our minute of the uth July, 1889. 

For .the reasons therein stated, we think the law should be modified; not in the manner 

proposed by the Bill, which would. ma!te the enforcement of decrees for restitution of 
conjugal rights by imprisonment the exception and not the rule, but by adding to section 

a60 a proviso to ~h  folJowing effect :,.--

• Provided that no decree for restitution of coniugal rights shall be enforced by im-

prisonment of the defendant, if the Court shall, for any sufficient reasons to be stated in 
writing on the face of the order, think fit that it shall not be so enforced.' 

I This wtll have the effect of disallowing imprisonment as a mode of enforcement of: 

decrees for restitution of conjugal rights in. any case in which it ought not to. be allowed, 
without practically abolishing it, as the ~ropo  amendment is lill:ely to do.' 

II The District Judge of Burd'wan, Mr. ro r~ Cumar. Seal,. and 

the District Judge of Midnapur, Mr. K. N. Roy, both approve of the pro-

posal, so also do the Zamindari Panchayat. That eminent scholar and distin-

guished Indian historian, Mr. Romesh Chunder ~  'Officiating Commissioner 

of the Burdwan Division, gives it his entire support and approval. He says:-

I Section 3 is a move in the right dir.ection. To enforce a decr.ee for restitution of 
conjugal rigilts by imprisonment of the defendant is a provision which is, 1 believe, not 
sanctioned by the aucient laws 01 the Hindus and Muhammadans ;. it is a provision which 
has been imported into the law of this country (rom the English law. Its repeal therefore 
cali give no just ground of complaint to Hindus and Muhammadans. . 

I 10 practice, no respectable Hindu or Muhammadan ever seeks to get back his wife 

by p ~  her in ~r o  The only instances in w.hich I have seen the law resorted to were: 
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instances of seduced or depraved women. Sections 497 and 498 or the Indian Pcnal Code 

are sufficient to mect the cases of seduction, and it is not necessary to have an additional' 

provision in the civil law to meet such cases. 

'On the other hand, the presence of the provision in the Civil Procedure Code is a 

standing threat against wronged women. It practically empowers the most profligate 

and cruel of husbands to keep his wife in custod.ylike his cattle, and it prevents her from 

the only possible escape which is upen to her, to go and live with her parents. The 

practice of habitually maltreating wives is not common in this country any more than 

in other civilized countries. But nevertheless such practice is not unknown among 

certain classes, and it is cruel ~ iniquitous to prevent a woman in such instances 

from going and living with her parents. 

, I do not think the enacting of section 3 of the Bill will give rise to any great agita-

tion. One section of the community will oppose it-it is the section which would stop 

al\ reforms-it is the section which would like to see the practice of . the burning of 

widows re·established in India. But the great mass of the Hindu and Muhammadan 

population will look upon the enactment of the section with indiifen:nce, and for the 

reasons which I have stated above it is incumbent on Government to enact it for the 

protection of those ,vho cannot protect themselves. 

'I have only to add that the clause allows imprisonment "for sufficient reasons to 

be stated in writing" by the Court. I myself think that imprisonment for the restitu-

tion of conjugal rights should be abolished altogether.' 

" Writing for the Central National Muhammadan Association, Nawab Syud 

Ameer Hossein says:-

I The Committee have no objection to the proviso, but they would lIuggest that a 

rider be added to it to the following effect :_H Should the Court be of opinion that a 

decree for restitution of conjugal rights should not be enforced by imprisonment of the 

wife, the latter should be debarred from suing for her maintenance or (or her dowcr as 

long as she does not return to her husband" '. 

" With regard to this proposed rider, it should be borne in mind that no 

married woman could sue for maintenance if she refused to go to her husband 

without legal cause, and the very fact of a decree for restitution being ~  
would establish that there was no such cause. The Muhammadan Lrter:try 

Society of Calcutta also approve of the proposal, only suggesting that' the ~
.  . .  .  f  h 'd section 3 should be 10-pressIOn II suffiCient reasons" m the provIso 0 t e sal ,. 

terpreted consistently with the personal law of the Muhammadans. f AI gamst 
thO h" d f .. ., . ht t ntl'on that the power u vOlet: IS aut oTltabve bo y 0 opinIon It IS ng 0 me . 
f h B·· h  ( d' ... I ra'lsed in condemnatIOn of the o  t  e ntis n Ian ASSOCiatIon IS strong y 

8 
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'chaDge. But their strongest arguments are directed against the way in which 
section 3 of the Bill as introduced'in Council was framed, as they apprehended 
that, in that form, it would be tantamount to a virtual abolition of imprisonment 
for the wife's' contumacy. It seems to me that the modified form proposed by Mr. 
Justice Ghose and Mr. Justice Banerjee, and which I have accepted in my amend. 
ment, should go far to disarm their opposition. Under the strictest Hindu law 
that has been expounded, the KiRg would have ,a discretion (in practice he had a 
large one) in imposing the fullest penalty for contumacy or disobedience ac-
cording to the special circumstances of each case. 1he opinions received from 
the Bombay Presidency not only do not disclose any disapproval, but the Local 
Government recommends a step further and is inclined to abolish imprisonment 
altogether, in accordance with a strong expression of opinion in that behalf by the 
District Judge of Satara, Mr. Satyendra Nath Tagore. The Madras Presidency 
is not only unanimously in favour of the proposal, but a voice comes from it which 
is entitled to the greatest respect. 1 refer to the opinion of a Hindu Judge whose 
loss all India deplores in common with the Presidency to which his great 
services were devoted, Sir T. Muthusami Aiyar. His devout and sincere' con. 
servatism was, as unquestioned as his knowledge of Hindu law and usage was 
profound. In the Minute appended by him, Sir T. Muthusami Aiyar says:-

'The proviso added to section 260 is, I think, necessary, as cases frequently arise in 
which the relation between the husband and wife is so strained that their own permanent 
interest requires that execution by imprisonment should be safeguarded in the manner 
prescribed by the proviso. ' 

II 1 think that the above consensus of opinion is of so weighty a character 
that it justifies me in asking the Council whether it is not right and desirable 
that the proposal in the extremely moderate form in which I have put it in my 
amendment should not be passed into law. Iil'their further Report, the Select 
Committee say that they' have omitted section 3 of the Bill as introduced, 
because in our opinion the country is not yet ripe for the change in the existing 
law which it proposed to make.' This is a startling statement to make. There 
are certain pieces of legislation which I should have thought the Government 
would never hring forward at all unless they had ascertained that the country was 
ripe for them. I should have thought that section 6 of the Bill as introduced 
was one of such pieces. The announcement of the Select Committee cannot but 
therefore come upon the Council with great surprise. The materials before the 
Council, however, do not quite bear out their conclusion, and I therefore venture 
to place before the Council the amendment I have moved." 
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The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS said :-" As a member of the Select 

o ~  I ,;ish to state my p.osition in regard to this matter. I entirely 

sympathise with those who desire to have imprisonment inflicted in cases of 

execution of a decree for the restitution of conjugal rights under the safegu ard 

prop~ ~  by h~ Hon'ble Mr. Mehta. I ~  personally, am very strongly 

of opmlOn that It would be a very good thlOg for many reasons. First of all, 

there can be no doubt that imprisonment as a method of executing these decrees 

for the restitution of conjugal rights was taken from English ecclesiastical la w, 

applied to Europeans in India, and there was before 1877 considerable doubts 
as to whether such a decree could be made between Natives, and further, after 

it had been once made, how it should be executed. Some Judges thought that 

the wife ought to be produced in Court and handed over to her husband, leaving 

it to him to keep her or not as it'was in his power. But, when the amendment 

of the Civil Procedure Code was made in 1877, Mr. Whitley Stokes, who was 
then the Legal M,ember, considered that for the sake of uniformity there should 

be some method prescribed for executing every Civil Court decree, and he 

inserted this provision of imprisonment on refusal to obey the decree. Under 

these drcumstances it was difficult to say how it could be a question of Hindu 

law, but it appears that a very large proportion of the lower clas'ses of a great 

portion of India have resorted to this procedure to get back their wives who go 

,away from them. They consider it a very valuable privilege to get back an un-

willing wife, though the upper classes do not. Under these circumstances ~  

seem to have made considerable use of this procedure, and they seemed to con-

sider that, if the compulsory power exercised on their behalf by the Administra-

tion were taken away, their position would be weakened and they would not be 
able to get back their wives. It also appeared, whether it is according to our 
views reasonable or not, that there is a very large body of orthodox and con-

servative Hindus who, whether their reasons are good or bad, very strongly 

object to this change. Their reasons do not appear to be ~ ~  to me, but 
they appear to be sufficient to them. and they hold very strong optnlons on h ~  
However, this change which has been proposed is such a small one, dnd Its 

effect would be so very beneficial in preventing such a scandal as that 

of Rukmabhai's case, which very nearly led to strong agitation in ~ ~  
which would have been exceedingly inconvenient, that I would have been mclmed 

. .  k  f d' b' th f elings of certain classes of to run a certain amount of TIS 0 Istur 109 e  e 
Hindus, had it not been that in Select Committee, when the Hon'ble ~~  
S· h  B  b  h II k  . Guru among the Sikhs, and whose opmlOn:. 
109 a a, w 0, as we a now, IS ad' '1 bl 
carry the very greatest weight amongst them, was absolutely an IrreconCI a y 
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opposed to it. Enquiries were made from him ; we got other Native members of 

the Committee to discuss it with him; it was discussed, so that there could be no 

misunderstanding, and we found that his attitude was resolute and uncompro-

mising. Under these circumstances, much as I should like to have this amend-

ment passed, we have to consider the political effects of it-whether we should 

leave a thing which we disapprove of, or in the attempt to remove it excite 

strong antagonistic feelings among the Hindus whom we were attempting to 

benefit by the amendment. Looking at it as a matter of policy in this way,  I and 

others came to the conclusion, very reluctantlYt that it would be safer to leave it 
alone. t, 

"The Hon'ble MOHINV MOHUN Roy said:-" I must oppose this amend-

ment. The change in the law seems to be wholly uncalled for. It is called for 
only by a very insignificant and microscopical minority of the people of lndi,a. 

We have, after much deliberation in Select Committee, omitted section 3 of tpe 

Bill, ,because we thought the country was not yet ripe for the change in the law 

which it proposed to make. The object of this amendment is to re-introduce 

section 3 of the Bill in a slightly modified form. I am not sure it is any great 

advantage to' be what is commonly called • in advance of the age.' Possibly 

a grateful posterity may do honour to the memory of men of such advanced 

ideas, but the present generation will not understand them, nor fan in with their 

views. Rukhmabai's case is generaHy cited in connection with the proposed 

change in the law. She was a lady of advanced ideas and thought her husband 

was not good for her. But according to Hindu notions this was very wrong of 

her. A few months' involuntary retirement to a place where she might think over 

this matter was a very good thing for her and might bring her rourid. Of the 

several provincial Governments which have expressed an opinion upon the pro-

posed amendment of section ~ o of the Code of Civil Procedure, a large 

majority are against it. The Punjab Government is strongly against it. It 

says: • the practical effect of the amendments would be that no decree for the 

restitution of conjugal rights would be enforceable at all.' The general consensus-

of opinio.n was strongly in favour of maintaining the remedy on its existing foot-

ing, and there were very clear indications that the proposal to amend the law in 

the way proposed was looked upon with distrust and alarm. 

The Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces says :-

• The Legislature is, so 'far as we are aware, acting on its own motion or on the motion 

of a few.faddists. We are not aware that the change of law has been asked for by the Hindu 

commuDlty at large. The question being a purely ~o  one, ,it should fairly be left to be, 
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dealt with by the Hindu society as it may think best in its own interests. It' I 
r th d" IS C ear 
rom e newspaper ISCUSSlon (If 1887 that the orthodox and therefore tl I d ,Ie or o ~ y 
prepon era nt, ~ r  among the Hindus were under the gravest apprehensions as to the 

effect, upon their system, of these incidents and accidents of British law.' 

II The Government of the North-Western Provinces says:-

I The amendment of section 260 will probably be laid hold of as a covert attack on 
the Hindu marriage custom .. 

The Bengal Government says :-

I It would be inadvisable to alarm the orthodox and conservative class of Hindus 

by passing a measure for which it appears that there is little urgent necessity. It may be 

added that the persons most ~  by the proposed legislation will be the lower 

classes. ' 

" It is important that the Legislature should take specially tender care of 

the interests of those who have the most difficulty of being heard. The 

Assam Government is in favour of the amendment with some modification. The 

only Governments which are in favour of the proposed amendment are those of 

Bombay and Hyderabad Assigned Districts." 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MADHAV CHITNAVIS said:-" My Lord, 

the amendment as proposed by my friend the Hon'ble Mr. Mehta does not 

abolish imprisonment altogether. It givell discretionary power to the Court 

just as in the case of imprisonment for debt, so that the measure proposed is 

a very mild one indeed. Even the strongest advocate of the husband would 

admit that there might be cases where it would be cruel to force the wife to go 

to the husband. Of course, so long as the marriage tie is not dissolved (and 

among Hindus it cannot be dissolved except among some of the lower classes), 

the Court is bound to give a decree against the wife. But all the same it rnay 

be a very great hardship to force her to go to, it may be, a very cruel husband, 

so that there ought to be some discretion given to the Court in the matter .. It 

ought not to be made obligatory on the Court to send every wife who refused to 

go to her husband to jail. As regards the general question, how far disobe-

dience to the orders of the Court directing a wife to return to the society of her 

husband shall be dealt with by imprisonment, as far as I have been. able to 

make out the Hindu law does not recognise deprivation of personal liberty or 

employm;nt of physical force as a legitimate means of compelling an ~  
wife to go and live with her husband. The present law seems to. owe Its o~ ~  

~ r  to the extra-judicial dictum of their or ~ p  of the Privy ~  If! 
the case of Munshi BU6100r BII""'" v. Sltllm!lUZlSsa Btgum (Moore s Indian 

c 
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Appeals, Vol. Xl, page 531) to the ~ h~  disobedience to the order.of. a 
Court directing the wife to return to cohabitation would seem to fall .wlt.hm 

section 200 of the Civil Procedure Code (Act Vlli of 1859). The pnnclple 
underlying the provisions of section 260 of the pre.sent Code appears ~o be that 

marriage is an ordinary civil contract, and a refusal to perform its obligations is 

like breaking a contract i therefore the same penalties that attach to nOD-com-

phanc.e with the order of the Court to specifically perform a contract should also 

apply to the refusal to abide by the decree for restitution of conjugal rights. But 

among Hindus marriage is not a contract, but a religious sacrament, being the last 

of the initiatory rites prescribed for men of the regenerate classes, and the only 

one for women and sudras. Non-compliance with the duties and obligations 

of a religious rite should not, according to Hindu ideas, be visited with worldly 

punishment. Hindus as such will therefore have no right to 'complain if the 

Legislature curtails to some extent a power existing under a provision of law of 
its own creation, and which finds no place among their own Dharma Shastras. 

1 d9 not think the present amendment will injuriously affect the social relations 
of the Hindus. Hindus of the higher and respectable classes seldom, if ever, 

seek the aid of our Courts to enforce their marital rights, and even if they were 
. to do so they would never think of enforcing the decree' by a coercive pro-

ce'ss directed against the person of the recusant wife. The disgrace and in-
famy resulting from incarceration in jail would attach to the husband and his 

family more than to the wife, and before a wife, who has been to jail, can be 

taken back into the family, she will have to go through a series of expiatory 
ceremonies. It would thus appear that, if the machinery of the present law is 

t:ver set going, it can only be with a view to the &ratification of vindictive feel-

ings and not to secure the society of the wife. I do not see why the Legislature 

should aid and abet a Hindu in the commission of an act so repugnant to the 

dictates of his personal law and religion. 

&I My hon'ble friend Sir Griffith Evans has just told us that a considerable 
class, especially the o~ r classes, have taken advantage of this section, and 

their position would be weakened if this section were radically changed. But 

the ame-ndment now proposed, I humbly beg to submit, while it does not 
take away what ought to be considered ~  a sort of pro ~ o  which 
the present law afforded to some. sections of the people, only allows 

a discretion to the Court in cases where the motives of the suitor can be 

~ r  perceived to have been actuated by resentment or revenge, pure and 
simple." 
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The Hon'ble THE MAHARAJA OF DURBHANGA said :_'1 As a member of 

the Select Committee I wish to say a few words to explain the reason wh 

in Select Committee I was unable to vote for an amendment very similar ~ 
that now proposed by the Hon'ble Mr. Mehta. I quite agree with the Hon'ble 

Mr. Chitnavis in thinking that there is absolutely nothing in the Hindu religion 

to force an unwilling wife to cohabit with her husband. In fact, I believe there 

are certain cases in which it is found that the orthodox Hindu community would 

only be too glad if this law of imprisonment is done away with. For instance, 

there might be a case in which the husband or wife might have changed their 

religions. In all such cases I think every orthodox Hindu will agree with me 

in thinking that the husband or the wife should have full liberty either to live 

together or not;. as they please. Then, again, there are cases where the husband 

or wife might be suffering from infectious diseases, or cases where the wife might 

be subject to very cruel treatment from her husband. In all such cases I 

think it is our duty to protect the wife, and I think the orthodox community as 

a class would not object to restrictions being put on the power of the Courts to 

imprison unwilling wives or husbands, as the case might be. The only 

reason why I was forced to vote against the amendment was because after what 

the Hon'hle Member near me, Baba Khem Singh, told me in Select Committee, 

I thought there might be some chance of exciting the fanaticism of the Sikh 

community. He seemed to think that any change in the present law would do 

this, and therefore I hesitated to vote for the amendment. It might lead to 

grave political consequences." 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL said :-" I entirely sympathise 

with the spirit of this amendment. The Hon'ble Mr. Mehta, speaking in this 

Council to-day, offers himself, as I understand him, as the exponent of the 

most advanced Hindu opinion in Bombay. We, ho ~r  ,,:ho are o ~  
with the,government of this great Empire have been takmg mto our consld.er-

ation other matters besides the opinion of the most advanced classes of. IndIan 

society. It would be easy to rule India if we had merely .to ~  ~ h ~  
most advanced classes. The difficulty of the administration 1I\ India IS that It 

has to deal with classes and sections of the community that are ~o  ~  
and among whom a wave of religious fanaticism would undo \0 a very bnef 

. h  d 'n the space of half a space of time all that the advanced classes ave one I 

century. bh . 
II My Lord 1 have always been of the opinion that the ~h  al ~  

, . d tl at it is unfair to the HlPdu 
showed the Hindu system at Its very worst, an I 
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system of marriage to consider that the evils which the Rukhmabhai cas.e 

brought out art: inherent in the system. Hard cases make bad law, and It 

is inadvisable for the Government of this Empire to legislate against the 

feelings and wishes of the people because a case had occurred in which the sys-

tem had worked probably at its worst, and certain people judging from that 

case considered that the system had failed • 

.. Your Excellency has heard how this question was dealt with in Select Com-

mittee. For my part I was most anxious to give no lead in the Select 

Committee to the decision of the question. It was a question intimately con-
nected with the religious feelings of the Hindus and their marriage system, 

and I was anxious that a decision should be come to by the Native memb-ers of 

the Select Committee alone. The Select Committee was composed of the 

most representative men we could find in Your Excellency's Council. We 

discussed it, as my hon'ble friend Sir Griffith Evans has said, in all its bear-

ings, and for my own part I can say that I was greatly satisfied 

with the fact that the Native members of the Select Committee not only regarded 

the question in its social, I may almost say its religious, aspects, but also in its 

bearings On the administration of the country. Although some of the Select 

Committee thought that in certain classes of society this change might be 

received with satisfaction, the conclusion was that other large and important sec-

tions among whom this pract!ce prevails would be dissatisfied if such a change 

" .. ere made. 1 think the conclusion they came to was a right and patriotic 

one. Although I, with the Hon'ble Mr. Mehta, look forward to the time 

when such an amendment will be placed on the Statute-hook, yet I think 
as practical administrators we cannot conclude that  that time has yet come. 

For those reasons I agreed with the majority of the Select Committee·," 

His Honour THE LIEUTENANT.GOVERNOR said :-" I am glad to hear 

from the Hon'ble Sir Antony MacDonnell that it is the. intention of 

the Government of India to oppose this amendment. There is no doiJbt that it 

has been so altered as to considerably take the sting out of the section as it 

was originally framed in the Bill. The procedure has been turned round, and 

whereas imprisonment would have been the exception unless where supported 

by a special order in which the Judge should give his reasons for inflicting it, 
under this amendment imprisonment will be the rule, and the exception would 

be where the J udge ~  his reasons if he considers it inappropriate. This 

was the proposal which was made by Sir Dennis Fitzpatrick in the extremely 
able letter which is before the Council, and it occurs also in the proposal made 
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by the two Judges of the High Court whom the hon'ble mover of the amend-

ment has quoted. But the principle which has weighed with me most in 

coming to the conclusion, although with great hesitation, that the amendment 

ought to be resisted is that touched upon both by the Hon'ble Member in 

charge of the Home Department and by the Hon'ble Babu Mohiny Mohun 

Roy, that we have to reconcile the objects, wishes and habits of totally different 

classes of society. With all Hindus of the higher classes, both the orthodox and 

the more advanced members, this change in the law would not be unpopular, 

but it would be extremely unpopular with the lower classes, among whom the 

practice is extremely common of applying for the restitution of conjugal rights 

in the case of a runaway wife. There is no officer serving under the Govern-

ment of India who has more experience of this class of cases than the Chid 

Commissioner of Assa!1l. I was brought much into contact with them when 

I held that office, and the late officiating Chief Commissioner, Mr. C.1. Lyall, has 
given us the results of his ex'perience, in language which I entirely endorse. 

He writes as follows :-

, Cases of this kind are generally brought by per!ons who are either not Hindu or 

only recently converted to Hinduism and of minor social status. There seems to be 

little reason to believe that among these classes the eDforcement of a decree by imprison. 

ment is regarded with the sentiments of repugnance and disgust with which it would 

be regarded by high-caste Hindus or modern Europeans.' 

" And the same line of thought was taken by myself in a letter to the 

Government of India which I shall ask leave to read only two sentences of :-

I It may be added that the persons most affected by the proposed legis:ation wi" be 

the lower classes, who are very much in the habit of suing for the restitution of a run-

aW:lY wife and are necessarily unrepresented in this correspondence. The c1asse! 

from whom the officials and non-officials are drawn, whose views are represelltrd, 

do not bring suits of this nature, but it is important that the Legislature should ~  

especially tender care of the interest of those who have the most difficulty in makillg 

themselves heard! 

" It is because I believe that the classes who are less likely to be heard, and 
whose views are less likely to be represented by the correspondence ~h h has 

been laid before the Council, would be materially injured by any legislation of 

this kind, that I feel on the whole, putting all advantages and all I_osses one 

against the other that I am obliged to oppose the amendment. With regard 
, d  . t as the line he would to what the Legal Member suggeste IUS now 

possibly take up, that this remedy is comparatively a novel one, I :ould 
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remind him that the original remedy was the restoration of the wife forcibly 

to the husband. This was the old custom of India, and it was the custom of the 
Courts which J myself carried out when a young officer in Oudh, and it is 
practically still the custom of many of the Courts in many of our rural dis-

tricts j and unless the lower classes can obtain possession of their wives or 

have the power of enforcing their return to them by the threat-I suppose it 

would seldom amount to more than a threat-of imprisonment, I am afraid very 

considerable injury would be done to their interests." 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER said :_CI I feel myself bound to 

support this amendment. In giving my reasons I will begin by stating the 

historical position which the question occupies. Up to the year 1857 such a 

thing as a suit for the restitution of conjugal rights was unknown to the common 

law either in India or in England. The existence of such a suit depended upon 

the ecclesiastical law, and the only way in which such a decree could be enforced 

was by excommunication. In the year 1857 matrimonial causes were transferred 

from the Ecclesiastical Courts to the newly established Court of matrimonial 

jurisdiction, commonly known as the Court of Divorce, and the eminent common 

law lawyer who was placed first at the head of that Court considered that all 

cases that came before him were to be enforced in the same way, in other words, 

that execution was to issue for contempt of Court upon disobedience of any of 

his decrees, no matter what the character of the suit in which the decree was 

made might be. How that came to be adopted in India I do not know, but all I 

do know is that on the question coming before the Privy Council on the question 

of Parsi marriages, that august body expressed a strong opinion that a suit for 

the restitution of conjugal rights was only applicable to Christian marriages. 

1 do not know all the particulars. I have not looked into the case. very carefully, 
and 1 cannot say whether that opinion rea\ly amounts to an actual decision or 

whether ~  was only a very solemn obiter dictum. In any case it was an opinion 
of the very highest weight, and it had the effect of materially altering. the form 
in which the Parsi Marriage Act was passed in this country. That seems t6 

have been the position in which the matter stood up to the year 1877. less than 
twenty years ago. As the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans has told you, on the amend-

ment of ~  Civil :rocedure o ~ ~ th.at year, my learned friend Mr. Whitley 
Stokes entirely on hiS own responSibility mtroduced a few words into section 260 
which did not previously exist there, the result being that the discretion of the 

Court which had hitherto existed to enforce its own decree or not as it pleased 

was taken away, and incidentally a right Wa$ given to the plaintiff which had 

not previously bt'longed to him to have his decree enforced in a particular 
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manner. Under these circumstances, as far as I have been able to discover 

almost the only case in which this particular form of suit has attracted ' . . any 
attentIon was the one known as • Rukm<lbhai's case,' \\hich Clune before the 

Government of India in the year 1888 or J 889, J think. 

II I entirt:ly agree:: with what the Hon'ble Sir Antony MacDonndl has said 

that Rukmabhai's case is not to be taken as a fair specimen of the Hindu' 

marriage law. On the contrary, I believe it to be just one of those cases which 

occasionally arise where the Hindu marriage law 'would have worked out fair 

and reasonable justice between the parties if left to itself, and the onlv thinO' 

which produced the scandal-which was a very serious scandal-which a'rose ~ 
the case was the application of this excresence of English law on the top of 

the Hindu marriage law and opposed to its general principles. Under these 

circumstances the Government of India took the matter into consideration and , , 
after very mature consideratioll t hey passed an Order in Council in the year J 890, 

when no one who is now a member of the Government was there, that this clause, 

in the modified form in which it was introduced in this Bill should be accepted 
and introduced on the first occasion of the revision of the Civil Procedure 

Code. So the matter rested till the year J 893, when this Bill was for other 

purposes about to be introduced, and on that occasion the matter was again 

discussed. The result of that discussion was that the Clause in question was 

directed to be inserted in this Bill. It is true that after the Select Committee 
had rejected the clause the Government authorised me so far to acquiesce in 

their decision as not to attempt to reintroduce the clause by motion in Council, 

and the Council will observe that I have not given notice of any amendment. 

II Now, I wish to point out that the opposition to this Bill arises in my 

opinion entirely from a misapprehension of a very important fact that there 

is in the law of India, what does not exist in the laws of England, a very 

sufficient method by which a man can get back a runaway wife. It is a suit 

which is known to the Hindu law as a suit for the delivery of a wife, and 

section 259 of the Code of Civil Procedure prescribes that in a ~  of a !;uit ~or 

the delivery of a wife, where an act ion is brought and a decr.ee obtained,. the plain-

tiff is entitled to have his decree executed by the woman being brought IOtO Court 

and handed over to him there and then. That is a proct'dure which is entirely 

in accordance with Hindu practice and sentiment, which it is not proposed iD 

the least to interfere with and which wi:l apply to every case in which there is 
, . I 

a runaway wife, except a few exceptional cases where, there bemg no one e se 

in the background, the woman herself refuses to return. Now, as far as I have 
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been able to discover, although 1 do not pretend to have made an exhaustive 

examination, the great bulk of the cases referred to have been really cases 

against third parties for the delivering up of ~ wife-cases ~ nature of a h ~  
. corpus, in which the law provides that the wife h~  be dehvered. up. I h~  
that in point of fact it will be found that the necessity for the particular sectlon 

scarcely exists at all,and the country got on very well without it down to 1877, 
and that h~ procedure which pr«:vailed up to that time was found ample for the 

purpose-a procedure which it5s n'ot proposed to interfere with. Now, it was 
stated in reference to this by my hon'ble friend Babu Mohin)" Mohun Roy that 

the Punjab Government is strongly against the proposal. The fact is that this 

proposal is now put in the form which commended itself to the Punjab Govern-

ment. It is perfectly true that, as the clause was introduced into the Bill, 

the Punjab Government was opposed to it, but in the. form in which it 

is put in this amendment it is in accordance, not in words but in substance, 

with the proposals made in the letter by the Punjab Government; and, if I 
may ve'nture to say so, it is also in accordance with the letter which has 

been read by His Honour the ~ o r or of Bengal as coming from 

the Chief Commissioner of Assam, because what the Chief Commissioner 

of Assam says is that imprisonment should be the rule' and should be 

departed from only on due cause being shown '. That is exactly what the 

amendment proposes, that imprisonment should be the rule which should only be 

departed from on due cause being shown. So that it is in accordance not only 

with the proposal of the Punjab Government and with the letter from Mr. Lyall 

which has been read by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, but I think it 
worthy of remark that every member who has spoken, with one exception, 

has expressed himself in favour of the principle of the amendment, and that 

the J1;rounds which have been urged against the amendment, if they were well 

founded, would have shown themselves during the long interval between 1855 
and 1877, when such decrees were made, but were not tnforceable except at tbe 
discretion of the Court, and that no such difficulty appears to have ever arisen. 

I therefore earnestly hope that the Council will see its way to replace the law 
ill the condition in wbich it was at the commencement of 1877, and to get rid 
of what, I am bound to maintain, is a modern excrescence introduced by accident, 

under whdt 1 ~ o  help thinking was a misapprehension on the part of my 
friend Mr. WhItley Stokes, and to leave the law to work for the future in the 

form in which it did work satisfactorily enough down to eighteen years ago. " 

The Bon'ble ~r  MBHTA said :-"1 have only one word to offer with 
regar.d to an observation of the Hon'ble Sir Antony MacDonnell. The Hon'ble 
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Member said that I represented the most advanced opinion of the Bombay Pre-
sidency. I, thought I had made it clear that I was only representing the 
conservative and orthodox view of the matter in the Presidency of Bombay, as 
well as in that of Madras and Bengal." 

His Excellency THE PRESIDENT said :-" I should,only like to say with 
regard to this point that the view which I personally hold has been very well 
expressed by Sir Antony MacDonnell. I have great sympathy with the feelings 
which have prompted this attempt to amend the law, and I should hope that 
the time will come, and perhaps at no very distant date, when that amendment 
can be carried out. But I have also to say on behalf of the Government that 
they had before them the Report of the Select Committee, which, as explained 
to the Council, gave the fullest opportunity for members of the religions 
concerned to express their opinion, and after full consideration the Government 
of India determined to accept the Report of the Select Committee which is now 
before the Council. Under these circumstances, I shall certainly oppose the 
amendmp.nt which is now before the Council." 
. The Council divided:-

Ayes. 
The Hon'ble Gangadhar Rao 

Madhav Chitnavis. 
The Hon'ble P. M. Mehta. 

Noes. 
The Hon'ble A. S. Lethbridge. 
The Hon'ble H. E. M. James. 
The Hon'ble C. C. Stevens. 
The Hon'ble Sir F. W. R. Fryer. 
The Hon'ble Sir G. H. P. Evans. 
The Hon'ble Mohiny Mohun Roy. 
The Hon'ble Mahoirajoi Partab 

Narayan Singh of Ajudhi.i. 
The Hon'ble P. Playfair. 
The Hon'ble H. F. Clogstoun. 
The Hon'ble Baba Khem Singh Bedi. 
The Hon'ble Sir A. P. MacDonnell. 
The Hon'ble Sir J. Westland. 
The Hon'ble Sir C. B. Pritchard. 
The Hon'ble Lieutenant-General Sir 

H. Brackenbury. 
His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor. 

The Hon'ble PRINCE SIR JAHAN KADR MEERZA MUHAMMAD WAHID 
All BAHADUR the Hon'ble MAHARAJA BAHADUR OF DURBHANGA, the 
Hon'ble SIR A.' E. MILLER and His Excellency THE PRESIDENT did not vote 

So the amendment was negatived. 
The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER moved that the Bill, as amended, . 

be passed. 
This Motion was put and agreed to. 
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ACT V OF 1861 (POLlCE) AMENDMENT BILL. 

The Hon'ble SIK ANTONY MACDONNELl-mOved that the Report of the 

S lect Committee on the Bill to amend Act V of 1859 (an Act for the Regu-
I:tion of Police) be taken into consideration. He said :-" ~  Lord, i! 
ill be seen from the Report of the Select Committee that differences of 

:pinion existed among its members, chiefly in r r~  to sections 4 and 5 of 
t\V:l Bill i for, as section 6 is consequential on sections 4 and 5. it need hardly 
be taken into account in ~  up the points of difference. One member 

of the Select Committee In his dissent expresses dissatisfaction with section IO 

of the Bill, but on that point 1 believe ( am right in saying that he was in 
a minority of one. I notice that there are some amendments to section 10 on 

the aO'enda paper. But 1 shall not at this stage trouble the Council with any 

obser:ations, except upon the two sections, 5 and 6, on which three members 

of the Select Committee have dissented from the Report of the· majority. 

"The Report of the Select Committee indicates the nature of the changes. 

which have been introduced into the 4th and 5th sections of the Bill. The 4th 

section repeals section 15 of the Police Act and re-enacts it in, an amended 

shape. Section 15 of the Police Act, V of 1861, runs as follows :-

'It' shall be lawful for the Inspector.General of Police, with" the sanction of the 

Local Government, to be notified by proclamation in the Government Gazette, 
and in such other manner as tDe Local Government shall direct, to employ any police •. 

force in excess of the ordinary fixed complement to be quartered in any part of the 

general police. district which shall be found to be in a disturbed or dangerous state. or in . 
liny part of the general police.district in which, from the conduct of the inhabitants, 
he may deem it expedient to increase the number of police. The inhabitants of-the part 

of the country described in the notification shaH be h r ~  with the cost of such 

additional police.force, and the Magistrate of the district, after enquiry, if necessary:, shall 
useu the proportion in which the amount is to be paid by the inhabitants according to 
hi. judgment of their respective means.' 

" Comparing the sec.tion which I have read from the existing law with the 

amended section in this Bill, it will be noticed by the Council that there are 
between the two sections certain points of agreement and certain points of differ-

ence. Thes'ections agree in the followiDg points: the tra'ct or part of the 

country in question must have been found by the· Local Government to be ina 

disturbed or da.ngerousstate i there must be' a proc1amationto that effect 
published in the official Gazette; the Inspector-General of Police must have the 

consent o~ the Local. GOliernmenLto the strength of the· police-force to be 
quartered m the proclauae.d. area; and the Magistrate must  assess the cost of. 
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such additional police on the inhabitants.' These are the points on which the 

Bill agrees with the existing law. The Bill differs from the existing law on the 

following points: the notification proclaiming the area may be prior to, and 

not simultaneous with, the order to quarter additional police i the inhabitants 

of the proclaimed area are to be understood as including not only actual local 

residents, but the landlords and other owners of property who manage their 

property directly, and thus have immediate local influence and derive immediate 

benefit from the maintenance of order i Ilhe cost is to be distributed among the 

h ~ not according to their means generally, but according to their 

means accruing within the proclaimed area alone j and the Local Government 

may exempt any persons or section from liability to bear any portion of the cost 

of the additional police. Practically, the essential points of difference are, first, 

the extension we have given to the meaning of the word • inhabitants', and 

secondly, the power of ~ p o  

/I On the points on which the Bill agrees with section J 5 of the existing law, 
I presume that no defence of the Bill is expected from me. Taking in order 

the points on which it differs, I do not anticipate that any objection will be raised 
to separating the proclamation from the action taken in virtue of it. As a 

general rule, no doubt, action will. follow without delay on the issue of the: procla-

mation. But there may be cases in which the mere issue of the proclamation 
will bring the turbulent parties to a due sense of their responsibilities, and per. 
haps, by forcing them to compose their quarrels, obviate the necessity of any 

further precautionary: measures. At all events it cannot be denied that the 

amendment of the section on this pomt is in the direction of leniency so far as it 

goes. 

"The next point is the extension of the term' inhabitants' to mean not only 

actual residents but also persons directl}' controlling property, and lherefore 

directly influencing the conduct of the people who reside, in the proclaimed 

tract. 

" The Bill as drafted made the cost of additional police payable by the in-
habitants of, or persons having interest in land in, the local area, or by any class 
of persons who in the Magistrate's opinion had caused or contributed to the 

disturbance which led to the quartering of the additional police. On carefully 

examining that provision, it appeared to the Select Committee to, be too wide 
and also to be inconveniently framed. It has been amended so as to obviate an 

enquiry into. the guilt of any section, so o ~o  even the ~p r~  of hold-
ing those responsible who had no power .to IDftuence the mhabJtants of the. 
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proclaimed area one way or the other, for good or evilj' and so as to p ~  the 

power and responsibility with the Local Governme\lt and o~ on ~  Magl.strate 

oi the district. Thus a Bengal proprietor who has let the village an pul1lt, or a 

proprietor in Bengal or any o ~ r province who has let a ~~  .on lease, or a 
mortgagee not in possession, will be exempt from resp()nslblhty, and thus an 

objection which had been urged against the Bill as drafted h~~  been met 

and remedied. But the Bill as: amended preserves the responslblhty of the 

residents of the proclaimed area, and ofa:bsentees interested ,in immov,cable 

property therein, provided that' their interest is direct and immediate. The 

object is to impose respcmsibility on all who are in direct touch with the village 

and are therefore in a position to exercise direct influence over its affairs. All 

these people directly  benefit from the maintenance of order in :the village and 

t]ui sentit commodum sentire de';et.et onus. 

" As ,the Bill now stands, the responsibility of the village proceeds on the 

same lines as, but is less stnctand exhaustive than, tb'e responsibility which 

rests on the barony in ireland, or on the Eng1ish hundred., In both of these, 

I understand, the proprietor, un1ess he comes to some understanding with 
his tenant, is responsible for the police.rate, and for every addition to it which 
either an increase in the police-force, owing to the turbl,llence of the inhabi. 

tants. or compensation paid for ma1icious injuries may entail. 

II On the third point of difference between the existing law and the Bill, 

namely, the distribution of cost according to the means of the inhabitants 

accruing within the proclaimed area, I do not anticipate that there will be any 
opposition to the Report of the Select Committee if the main provisions be 

accepted. The change was introduced entirely in the interest of absentee 

owners of property, upon whom the demand will obviously be less if the 

measure of that demand be their property situated in the proclaimed area, and 
not that property plus their property situated outside it. . 

II The last point of difference is the power given to the Local Govemment-

not, it ,,:,ill be o r ~~  to the District Magistrate-:-to exempt certain  persons 
or sectums {rom hablbty to pay for the additional police. I went so very fully 

into the justification for this provision when the Bill was last before Council, 

that it wtu ~ro  ~ o ~ r  unnecessary for me to go over the same 
ground agam on thiS occasion. I shall reserve any additional observations it 
~  be . necessary for me to make until we come to the amendment, which 
IS, I nOhce, to be moved upon the sub.section. 
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" Passing on to the second section,-the compensation section,-on which 

the Select Committee have differed, I need not detain the Council at any 

length with a repetition of the justification of this principle which I gave when 

this Bill was last before the Council. The objections that have been made 

since the Bill was last before the Council show nothing new. J wish to again 
repeat that the criminal law and a civil suit for damages afford practically no 

relief from injuries inflicted by a riotous mob. The perpetrators of those 

injuries are, by the nature of the case, usually unknown. If they are known, 

they are usually found to be bad characters with no means. To relegate the 

sufferers in such cases to the expense of a lawsuit would be to deny them any 

redress. Some objectors have urged that this provision will enable claimants to 

exaggerate losses and to implicate their rich neighbours in the hopes of spoil. 

But as the responsibility will be on the whole village, every inhabitant of which 

other than the sufferer is directly interested in reducing the value of the loss to 

the smallest dimensions, there will be very little chance of an excessive award; 

while, as I shall presently mention, I am prepared, on behalf of the Government, 

to .accept the amendment proposed by the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans, which will 

reduce to a minimum the opportunities for bringing exaggerated claims under 

this head of the Bill. If this amendment be adopted, a claimant will have only 
one month from tbe date of the injury within which  to make his application for 

compensation. Part of that month may be before the issue of the proclamation 

·of the area as disturbed. 

"1 thirik, my Lord, I may assume that by :referring the Bill to the Select 
C-ommittee the Council approved of this principle. In Select Committee the 

principle of the original section has been maintained intact, but the procedure 

has been modified. It has been made clear that action under the section shall 
not be taken unless an applicatioll be made by an injured party; while the 

sanction of the Loea1 Government has been made necessary to the taking of 
action by the District Magistrate on the petition. In this section, as well as 
ir. section '5. the responsibility for action is thus taken from the local officers 
and imposed on the Local Government, while power has been taken to make 

rules under which a full enquiry may be made into the claims. I trust this 

po~  change may obviate the difficulties which some have felt on this part 
.of the measure. 

U I do not think, my Lord, that at tbis stage I need make any further re-
marks on what appeared to the great majority of the Select Commjttee the 
()nly contentious parts of tbe Bill i but it may expedite the progress of the Bill 

• 
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rt • t' s 'If I at once say on bfhalf of the· Governmentt and help to remove unce am Ie . ,  , 

how we intend to meet some of the amendments which have been propo~  , 

.. The Government is, 1 regret to say, unable to ~ r  beforehand, Its 

t of any of the other amendments. of which notice has been given· 
accep ance 'h H 'bl 
by the dissentient meqlber of· the Select C,ommlttee or by t  e on e· 

Mr. Mehta,but it awaits the arguments by which these amendments may be 

supported in this Council to-day • 

.. There are however, certain other amendments proposed on· these sections 

f the Bill which the Government, after careful consideration, find to be in. ha r-· 
o . h' 
mony with the principle of the Bill i while 10 some respects t ~  are Improve-

ments. I refer to the amendroents on th.e agenda paper which have been 

roposed by my hon'ble and learned friend Sir Griffith Evans. The Govern-

~  has decided to accept these amendmeDts, and this concession should, I 
venture personally to think, go a ver.y great way to. reconcile the most hostile 

critics of the measure. 

II 1 now beg that the Report o£ the Select Committee be taken into· consi-. 

deration by the Council." 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA moved as an amendment to the Hon'bJe Sir 

Antony MacDonnell's motion that the Bill as amended by the Select Committee 

be published in the local official Gazettes of the Presidencies of Fort St. George 

and Bombay in English and in such other languages as the Local Governments 

think fit and be referred for opinion to· those Governments, and that the Bill be 

recommitted tei) the Select Committee for further r:eport after consideration of 

such opinions and representations as may be received in respect thereof. He 

said :_11 My: Lord,. the necessity for the amendment which 1 mOfle arises from-

the somewhat unexpected manner in which the Select Committee has suddenly 

proposed to modify a section in the present Act which was not originally dealt 

with in the Bill, ~  section 4:6 of the Act. That section empowers the Gov-. 
ernment of India to. extend the whole of the Act to any presidency, province or 

place. "the Select Committee now propose by a new section (section J S. of the 
amended Bill) to modify that section so as to enable Goventment to extend a 

part of h ~  well,as the· whole. ~ the Bill as it '\Vas originally intro-
duced, whIch did not 10 any way touch section 46, there was no practical' pro-

bability of its-proposed provisions affecting the Presidencies of Madras and 

Bombay. That such was the view entertained by the Government of India is 

manifest from the circumstance that while the Bill was sent for publication 

ud opinion to the Pr.ovinces of Bengal, North-Western Provinces and Oudh •. 
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Punjab, the Central Provinces, Burma, Assam and Coorgi and for opinion to. 

Ajmere, British Baluchistan, Hyderabad, and the High Court of Calcutta . , 
It was not so sent to Madras and Bombay. In both these Presidencies 

there are special Police Acts,dealing minutely with the constitution, or-

ganization and the dIscipline of the police.force. With regard to Madras, 

the district police uf that PJlesidency is ~o r  by the provIsions of 
Act XXIV of 1859 of the Governor General'in Council. While this Act has 

provisions in sedions 13 and 14 for employment of additional police-officers on 

the application and at the cost of priva tc individuals, and for the appointment 

filf an additional force in the neighbourhood of any railway, carlal or other 
public:: work, at the expense of any company carrying on such works, which 

c1osel:y correspoRd with sections 13 and 1·4 of. the Police Act, Vof 1861, there 

are no. sections in it corresponding either with section 15 of the latter Act, or 

to the sections which are now proposed to' be substituted for· that: section by 

the amending Bill before the Council for quartering additional police in disturb. 

ed or dangerous districts, or for the· additional section proposed to be added 

for award of compensation to sufferers from misconduct of the inhabitants or 

persons interested in the land in those districts. Similarly, while section 49 of 

Act XXIV of 1859 provides for the regulation of public assemblies and proces. 

sions and for the use of music in the streets on the occasion of Native festh'als 

and ceremonies. there is no section in it corresponding to clauses (2) and (3)'of 
section 30 and the whole of section 31 A as proposed to be substituted. or added 
by sections 10 and II of the amended Bill. In the Presidency of Bombay, the 

reguicl.tion and control of the district police has been from. early times a matter of 

local enactment. Sir George Clerk first took up the subject in 1856, and when. 

he returned a second time as Governor! further developed his scheme and placed. 

the police on a basis which w.as governed to some extent by the ideas embodied 

In the general' Police Act of 1861 of the Government of India, which was not 

adopted in and applied to Bombay. In 1 S6g the matter was again dealt with 
fully in Bombay Act VII of; 184)g,. which governed the law on the subject till 
thl! present Bombay District Police Act,lB90, was passed by the Local Legis-

lature in the time of Il.ord Reay. The Act of 1867 Wa&Rot, however, repealed 

in Sindh, where it is still in operation. Both the Acts of 1867 and .• 890 have. 
Section.-sections 16and 25,.respectively-closely modened on section 15.of the 

general.Act V of 1861 for employment of ~ o  police in local areas in a 

disturbed or dangerous state. But they are materially different from the sections 

proposecHo.be introducc:d in the same behalf by the BiII.as originally introduced 

and also as amended by the Select Committee. Seclion 16 of the Act of 1867 

p'rovided that the cost of the additional police may be defrayed by' a local. rate..; 
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h d tl rt _l the -country described in the flotifkation, and the Col-e arge -on le pa. o(J1 " , . 

lector .on the retluisit.j.on of .the Magistrate of the dl5tnct, was empowered to levy 

th·  ' t b such all assessment on theitlhabitants thereof as the Collector 
e amoun y . db' 
should in his discretion think just. The Act of 1890 now proVl es y sectIOn 

b-section (2) that the cost of the additional poli('e shaU, if Government so 25, su , '  . 
direct, be defrayed either wholly or pa.rtl.y, by a rate charged on the mhabltants 

generally or on any particular section of the h~  of the loeal a.rea. 
Neither of the two Acts contain any such power as IS now proposed to be gIVen 

by section 4 of the amended Bill til render ~  o ~ r  a,nd inamdars 
liable or I to exempt any persons or class ·or seCUOD of the ~h  (made 
liable. in the proclaimed area) from liability to bear any portion of such cost.' 

With regard to the new sections in the amended Bill for award of compensation 

to sufferers from misconduct of the inhabitants or persons interested in land, there 

is absolutely nothing corresponding to them in either of the tlto Bombay. Acts 

of 186, or 18go. Again, sub-sections (2) and (3) of the nen' section 30 proposed 

to be substituted by section 10 of the amended Bill have nothing corresponding 

to them in the Bombay Acts. It will be thus seen that the Bill before the Council 

proposes important and material alterations and additions to the Police Acts 

prevailing in the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay. .As the Bill was first 

introduced, there was no reasonable prospect of the new provisions threatening 

to invade these Presidencies, because it would not have been practicable, as I 

have pointed out above, though not illegal, to apply to them the entire Act, 

which alone section 46, untouched as it was by the original Bill, empowered the 

Government o{ India to do. But the Select Committee have suddenly thought 

it advisable to recommend that the net should be cast far and wide, so that the 

two Presidencies may also be secured within its meshes. It may not have been 

the conscious intention of the Select Committee to do so i but anyhow the two 

Presidencies are now made easily and directly liable to have the new provisions 

made applicable to them by virtue of the modification of section 46, embodied 

in section 15 of the Bill, whereby anyone part of the Act may be extended to 
any presidency, province or place. There would now be no fear of serious dis-

location or disarrangement of the machinery of police in these presidencies, as 

would inevitably be the case in extending the whole Act. It could only have 

been in view of their practical exclusion from the operation of the proposed 

legislation .that the Bill was not referred to them for opinion and publi-

cation, Now that the prospect is drawn closer within measurable distance I 

~  my Lord. that it is o~  ~r and reasonable that the opportunity which 
was,glven to the other pr ~  and provinces aDd places should Dot be 
denied to these two great and tmportantdivisions. 
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1/ It might not, perhaps, have been necessary or desirable to press my' 

motion if the Bill had emerged from the' Select Committee really shorn of its 
most objectionable ~ r  It is true that ~h  Select Committee claim to' 

have made important changes in some of the most obnox.ious sections of the' 

Bill. But, when clOsely examined, the change turns out to be only a theatrical' 

transformatron after all. Some pai{)t and some powder have been no doubt 

used' to soften the featnres, and new and flowing habiliments, have been thrown' 

over the gaunt spectre, but bel'leath the bland smile and the respectable attire 

the cloven foot is visibk after aft The sections in the Bill as introduced boldly 

gave poweF Lo the executivt: to differentiate as they pleased i the amended Bill 

endeavours to carry out the same object by' giving them power to exempt 

whomever they liked, by whisking them out by a backdoor. The Select Com., 

mittee, evidently seem to think that, as the public could not be persuaded to' 

advanee in the direction of the Bill by being pulled from the front, they had 

better try the Hiberni'En device of pulling by the tail from behind. In spite, 

however, of the explanations and arguments of the Non'ble Member in charge 

of the Bill; into the details of whioh it would not be right to enter now, to my 

mind the amended Bill essentially remains wltat it has been well described to be 

in the representation of the European-and Anglo-Indian D'efe::nce Association 

'an unwise and impoloitic measure cal'Cul1l.ted to work very grave and serious-

injustice; and certain to cause much disaffection! This estimate of its, 

character and tendency has been almost unanimously endorsed by the Indian 

as well as the A.nglo-Indian Press of the whole country. 

" My motion, if passed, will no doubt entail considerable delay. But I 
trust, my Lord; that the Hon'ble Member in charge ,of the Bm will not oppose 
it on that: account. His justificatron tor·, its main provisions has been largely 
placed by hiin in his desire to sa\"e the innocent from being punished' with the 

guilty. Bilt I may be' aJI'owed to hope that his passionate' devotion to a 

high ideal of perfeot jUstice will not. lead him to try to achieve it by' 
starting with an act of injustice to the two Presidencies which are entitled to be 

!ieard on·a, measure affecting some of their most important interests. It Itas not 
been urged that the measure is "ne (If any pressing emergency. On. the con-
trary, o ~ may 'v<ulture to say that it. is: eminently one of a character which it 
would be politlc .uad desirable to remove from the' present moment, till the 

sentiments and passiolls roused 'by rece.nt events-have in· a great measure, if 

not entirety, subsided; so as to allow ola calm and dispassionate consideration." 

The Hon'ble Sir ANTONY. MACDONNELL said :-" My Lord, I was not: 

Illegared. for a. p ~h on,the whole measure.from the boo'bJe mover of this., 
a. 
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.  d t 1 h 11 restrict myself ~ the precise C\.mend.ment. The Bill before amen men • sa· • h  . 
this Council is a Bill to amend Act V of 1861. That Act under Its 46t ~  
takes effect in no province until extended .to it by the Governor General I.n 

Council. The Act has never been extended to the Madras or Bombay PresI-

dencies, and the Governments of these Presidencies have provided themselves 

with Police Acts more adapted to local circumstances than Act Vof 1861 was 

held by them to be. For this reason it was not considered necessary 

to consult the Madras and Bombay Governments in regard to the amend-
ment of an Act which has never been in force within their jurisdictions. 

It is the expectation of the Government of India that the Government 

of Madras, and possibly the Government of BombiiY, will, on a suitable 

opportunity, review their Police Acts, and, if necessary, amend h~  

in the chief points dealt with in this Bill, and on such other points as 
local circumstances may suggest. The matter is, we believe, now under the 

consideration of these Governments, and the Government of India does not noW 
lee reason to suppose that the operation of Act V of 1861 will differ very mate-
rially in extent from what it is at ·present. But if, owing to special circum-

stances or in particular tracts, the Government of Madras or Bombay applies to 

have the whole or any part of this Act extendt:d, .. find in the law no obstacle 

to meeting its wishes. The Bill has beeD well ventilated, and in regard to 

one of the most important provisions of it we have had the benefit of the 

Bombay Government's advice. 1 may, however, say the Government of India 
have at present no intention of extending Act V of 1861 to either the Madras 
or Bombay Presidency." 

The Hon'ble MAHARAJA OF AJUDHIA said I_" My Lord, the Bill as at 
first introduced into the Council contained many objectionable provisions 
affecting to a great extent the people of the .country. Some of these objec-

tionable features have, no doubt, been taken oft by the amendments and sugges-
tions proposed by the Select Committee, and regarding others it appears from 
to-day's list of business that some of the hsm'ble members are going to propose 
cettain amendments which, if carned, will remove a good deal of severity from 
the measures we find in the original Bill. But. as this piece of legislation is an 
important one, to my mind it seems to be the proper course that the Bill as 
amended by the Select Committee should be republished in the official Gazette, 

so that the public ~  .have sutficient oppor ~  to consider its provisions 
and to express theIr opinion thereon, and Its bemg passed into law should be 
postponed for the present. . 

II That this would be a step more consonant to the public opinion I am 
further strengthened to submit ftom two telegrams.eDt to me by the Chairman 
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, 

of two .public meetings, one held at h ~  and the other held a:t I I 
. '. .uc mow, 

o ~  a request that the BIll should not be passed into law at once, but its 
consIderatIon should be postponed to a future time." 

The ~o  MOHINY MOHVN Roy said :-" I have received a tdegr:'lm 
from Pandlt Blshumbharnath of Allahabad which I should, with Your Excel-
lency's permission, like to read to the Council. It runs thus:-

• As Cbairman of a })uLlic meeting of citizens, Allahabad, held against the Police 

Bill, I request you would be good enough to have sections 4, 5 and 10 withdrawn, or pass_ 

ing of Bill deferred. In the opinion of the mt'l!ting the said sections arc I.ighly objec-
tionable and likely to give rise to much dissatisfaction.' " 

The Hon'hle Mr. CLOGS'fOUN said :_" It is to be regretted, I think, that 
this Bill was not published in the Gazettes of the Madras and Bombay Presiden_ 

cies to which section 46 of the Bill gives the Governor Ge'neral in Council 

powers to extend it, but the reason doubtless was that there is no immediate 
intention to extend the Act to those presidencies . 

•• The Hon'ble Mr. Mehta has, I think, described correctly the provis:ons 
of the Madras Police Act, but he has omitted to refer to another Madras Act 

which embodies all the important principles of the Bill now under considera.tion. 
The Presidency of Madras has happily escaped' hitherto for the most part the 

serious religious disputes which have ranged the followers of different religions 

against each other in Bombay and in the Northern Provinces of India. One 
district of the Madras Presidency, however,-I allude to the Malabar District-

has suffered largely from fanatical outbreaks, and it was found necessary so far 

back as 1859 to give the Executive Government in Madras the powers which it is 
intended by this Bill to confer on the Governments of the other Provinces of 
India with the exception of Madras and Bombay. . 

If The powers in question have been repeatedly exercised during the past 

thil1y-five years by the Government of Madras for the p~o o  of its Hindu 
subjects from fanatical attacks on the part of the Moplas, a class of 
Muhammadans of a kindly nature, celebrated ordinarily for their thrift, industry 

and enterprise, but subject to recurring outbreaks of fanaticism leading them 
to the perpetration of the most terrible outrages against the religion and the 
persons of their Hindu compatriots. 

II The Ac't I refer to is the Mopla r ~  Act, No. XX of .859 (Madras), 
and I wiD read to the Council two of its sections-one describing the offences 
against which the Act is directed, and the other prescribing the penalties, 
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among which is the levy from thlt· whole class of the op ~ in the offending. 
villages of a fine which may be in part awarded as .compensatlonl to the lHndus: 
or others who have suffered from the Mopla outrages. 

II Section 3-of the Act" which deseribes the offences,. is as-follows :-

C Any Mopla. w.ho. murders. or attemlt.l to murder ~ persoD ot who takes part in 
auy outrage directed by' Mop!as &gaiNt any persons wherein murder is. committed or is 

attempted to be committed, or is likely to be committed j and any person who shall procure· 

or .promote the aemmi.ion of any ~ crime as aforesaid, eF FhalHndtC'l er encouRage any' 

other perlOn or perilous to commit the same, or· who, after·having committed or havmg been. 
accessory to any such crime all aforesaid, shall fercibly resist aay persoll or persons having 

lawful authority to apprehend him i Qf who sha" join or ass.rst, or inaite or cmcourage 

other pllrsons to· ~  or assist, in sl.I£h resistance shall, on cODlIiction thereof, be liable not 
only. to the punishment provided by law. for the oftence of which he may be c:onvicted, but 

also to the or ~ ro of al\ his propertx of what.v.er kind. to. Government by the scnteace· 
otthe Ci:ourt by' .hil:h.l\e is. tr.ied.: 

II Section 9 of the Act prescribes the following; penalties ~

'Whenever any SUCft outrage as is.. speci6ed iD. section 3 of lIbis Act; the· 
aame ueml puai,bable under the Act, shall. after . such proclamation as or ~  

have been committed by any Mopla or Moplu. it shall be lawful for the 
Magistrate, with the &aIlCtiOIl of the Governor in Council, to tevy such sum of mODey' 

as the Goveruor in Cbuucil shall authorize from all the Moplas within-the amsham, 

or the several-amsbams to which· the perpetrator or perpetrators or anyone of, such perpe-

~ or  of such outrages-sha'. be fouod to belougi or wherein. a111 such perpetrator shall' 
have beeD resident at the time of the commission .. of the·outrage.. and also within the amsham. 
in which tile outrage shall have beea.comm.itted, aDd the said Magistrate shall assess the 

proportiol. in.. which the said sllOl<.s.hall be payable upon the-several heads of families of 
Moplaa wjt,hln,suchamsham. or al1Mhams, accQrding to his iudgment of. their respective 
meanB j and the said Magistrate shall appropriate the sum so le"jed: aa.follows, that \a. 
to say, In \hc first place, to the compensation of the parties aggrieved by sucli outrages, 
inchading therein .colnpeDsation to the famil, of an)" person dying by any such. outrage, 
for the pecuniAry loss occasionei or Iikel, to be occasioned. by such.death, aDd subject 
to lucb.compcnsatioD,to the Dleol the GovernmenL ' 

II No\charge of' undue bias in favour of one religion or the other has ever 
been brought-againat the Gcwemment of Madras, ana the sante relianee maT 
safely be placed' on the·otber Executive Goyemmems ill the country." 

The Hontble Mlt .. CHITNAVlS said :-" I beg to support, my Lord, the. 
amendment proposed by the Hon'ble M·r. Mehta. In supporting 'ihismotion 1 
beg to Sily that I have only yesterday received telegrams from the President. 
Yahaian Sabha"Madra'"and Pandit Bisbumbhamath,. President •. Public ~ . 
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ing, Allahabad, and I have this day received a telegram from the President, 
District Association, Cuddapah, asking me to request Your Excellency's Gov-
ernment to postpone the passing of the Police Bill. " 

The Hon'ble the MAHARAJA OF DURBHUNGA said :-" I also support the 
Hon'ble Member's motion." . 

The amendment was put and negatived. 

The Motion that the Report of the Select Committee on the Bill be taken 
into consideration was then put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDONNELL moved that the following 
amendments be made in the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, 
namely:-

I. That in sub-section (I) of section IS" of Act V of 186., as proposed to 
be substituted by section 4- of the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, the 
words "class or section" be inserted between the words" any" and" of " 
in line 10. 

2. That in sub-section (2) of the same section the words" or other officer 
authorised by the Local Government in this behalf" be inserted after the word 
U Police" in line 2. 

3. That in sub-section (4) of the same section the words II of such in-
habitants" in the last line be transposed so as to follow the word II area." 

He said :-" The object of the first amendment is to station a punitive police 
if a class or section of any large proportion of inhabitants of any village are turbu-
lent. Ido not think that the proposal is in any way a contentious one, and 
therefore I will not detain the Council with any further observations on this point. 
The reason for the second amendment is that there are certain administrations 
such as Baluchistan and Ajmere in which ,there is no Inspector-General of 
Police, and it is necessary that the Local Government should have the power of 
investing particular officers with the functions of an Inspector-General of Police. 
It may also be desirable that the Local Government should have the power 
of investing the Commissioner of a Division with the same functions. It is a 
matter of administration and I do not think there will be any objection to this. 
The third amendment is more or less verbal, and is made with the object of 
rendering the sense of the section more perspicuous." 

The amendments were put and agreed to. 
H 
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The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS moved that the following be sub-
stItuted for sub-section (5) of section 15 of ACt V of 186 I, as proposed to be 
substituted by section 4 of the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, 
namely:-

I It shall be lawful for the Local Government by order to exempt any persons or class 
or section of such inhabitants from liability to bear any portion of such cost. ' 

He said :-" As the Bill was originally framed, a power of deciding who 
were to pay was given to the Magistrate, and very strong objection was taken 
to this in many quarters. 1 need not go into these objections at any length, 
inasmuch as the amendment has been accepted by the Government of India. In 
the Select Committee a change was made, and it ran in this way: • It shall be 
left to every. Magistrate of a district, with the aanltion of the Local Government, 
to exempt,' etc. This amendment is no doubt a step in the right direction. 1 
thought the matter of exemption was so grave, and that it was so desirable that 
the entire responsibility should be put upon the highest possible officer, one 
with the greatest experiencp., and that he should exercise his independent 
judgment upon the matter and not merely give his sanction, that it would be 
better that the whole responsibility should fall upon the shoulders of the Local 
Government, because it was probable that it would proceed upon some definite 
principle and would recognize the dangers and difficulties which would arise 
(rom injudicious exemption. This amendment is a further safeguard, and, as 
the amendment is accepted by the Government, I do not anticipate any 
objection to it. " 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDONNELL said:-" I propose on behalf 
of the Government to accept this amendment. I do not propose on this 
occasion to enter into a dcience of this principle of exemption. That will come 
under discussion on the amendment of the Hon'ble Mr. Mehta. I will there-
fore abstain from saying anything'further now except that on behalf of the 
Government 1 accept this amendment." 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA Said :-"1 do not propo~ to oppose or support 
the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans' amendment on the point. It seems to me that the 
words I the Local Government,' if substituted, will not alter matters appreci-
ably, as it will be remembered that the original words in the Bill were not simply 
• the District Magistrate,' but I the District Magistrate with the sanction of the 
Local Government.' In either case, the Local Government will act on the 
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initiative and report of the District Magistrate. My objections to the section 
would apply equally to the section as it stood and to the section as it is 
sought to be amended." 

The amendment was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MADHAV CHITNAVIS moved that the fol-
lowing be substituted for sub-section (5) of section 15 of Act V of 1861, as 
proposed to be substituted by section ... of the Bill as amended by the Select 
Committee, namely :-

"(5) It shall be lawful for the Local Government-
(a) to exempt any persons or class or section of such inhabitants from liability to 

bear any portion of such costs, provided that such persolls, class or section 
do not belong to, or constitute or have any complicity with, any of the prin-
cipal parties'or classes who have given rise to or are engaged in the dis-
turbance aforesaid ; 

(b) to revise the order of exemption either of its own motion, or on application 
made within one month of the date of such order by any person or on be-
half of any class or section of inhabitants as aforesaid." 

He said :_H My Lord, in moving the amendment standing against my 
name, I beg to observe that it is this part of section 4 of the Bill which has 
chiefly given to it the opposition it has met with from all sections of the people. 
The opposition arises from three different points of view, and I give the 
opinions of the public as I find them. 

" First, it is held that it is manifestly unjust that a power of differentiation 
between the guilty, or at any rate the suspected, and the innocent sections 
of a people should be given to the executive authorities, and that the people 
should be adjudged this way or that without being judicially tried. It has 
been said that the system of quartering additional police is rather a preventive 
than a punitive measure. Much criticism has already been passed both 
within and outside this Council chamber upon this phase of the question, and 
without dilating upon it at great length I beg leave to submit that while I can 
quite see what the Hon'ble Mover of the Bill really means, I am not at the 
same time convinced that the people feel it but as a purely punitive 
measure j and in fact it has a much more punitive effect upon them than a 
sentence of imprisonment, because it can be imposed at any moment at the 
pleasure of the executive, because it is necessarily imposed upon all. innocent 
and guilty, and because, for these reasons, it has the character of martial Izw 
in some respects. The people therefore, my Lord, take it as a purely punith'e 
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d • d  y attempt at differentiation' without a judicial trial as 
measure, an regar an .' ., .,. . 
unfair. But either the Government considers that Judicial tnal IS 1mposslble 

in cases contemplated by this section o h~ Bil1, or that it o~  ~  away 
from the hands of the executive that summary power of dealmg with them 

which it is evidently meant they should be armed with . 

.. Another point of view from which the opposition to this section of the 

Bill arises is that any attempt at differentiation strikes at the very root of ~  
principle an which additional police is quartered in any ~ r  area. It IS 

when the ordinary law breaks down and the inhabitants of a locality refuse to 

perform their respective civic duties to help Government in the detection of 

criminals that the necessity of quartering an additional police is made out. 1£ 

it be possible in any case to differentiate between the innocent and the guilty, 

why should any additional police be quartered there at all ? 

"A third point of "iew from which this section of the Bill has been op-

posed is that, the time having arrived when both the Government and the 

people feel keenly the absurdity and injustice of mixing up the innocent with the 

guilty, the only just and safe remedy for it is not to attempt at differentiation, 

. for reasons already suggested above, but to abolish the system of quartering 

additional police altogether. My Lord, I am aware that during recent disturb-

ances, when additional police was quartered in certain localities, the people 

clamoured that this practice of punishing the innocent with the guilty was a 

most unfair arrangement. But, my Lord, when they said so they evidently did 

not mean that the system of quartering additional police should be maintained 

and an attempt should be made at differentiation, for as I have already said that 

it is from the impossibility of this differentiation that the necessity of an addi-

tional police is said to be made out, but what they probably meant was that the 

system should be abolished altogether. My Lord, this Act V, for the regulation 

of Police, was .passed in the year 1861, that is, only four years after 1857, when 

the country was plunged in one of the most unfortunate and perilous disasters. 

We can well imagine what was tht: state of society for a few years after that event, 

and what precautions the Government had necessarily to take in order to· 

slrengthen its position and avert any similar calamity in future. Laws framed at 

ill time like that were necessarily made a little too harsh. But thirty.three years 

have passed since then during which tht: loyalty of aU sections of the people to the 

Throne has not swerved one inch far one day, and if' racial disturbances have 
of late somewhat interrupted the peace which has settled in the country since 
then, they are racial disturbances only,-' the extravagances of honest ~  
as the Hon'ble Mover in another capacity o ~  put it,-and are not such as to 
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reql4ire a confirmation of the laws made immediately after the Mutiny that is a 
disturbance which implied disloyalty to the Throne. It is indeed o ~ r  'to 
be a confirmatiop of those laws when clauses like that under discussion are 

brought in, and I believe, my Lord, such a confirmation is regarded rather an 

anachronism at this stage of British rule in India, specially owing to the fact 

h ~ ?nly last year ~  Government took care!o increase the responsibility of 
mdlVlduals, and speCIally landholders, for helping the authorities in the suppres-
sion of riots and unlawful assemblies by giving them timely information of such 
things and also of the intention of committing such things. 

II My Lord, I am conscious of the high sense of justice which impelled the 

Hon'ble Mover of the Bill in introducing a provision like that under discussion. 

I can see very well that in doing so he has been guided by a policy 

worthy of the Government he belongs to, a policy,-as the Right Hon'ble Mr. 

Fowler expressed very recently,-' to uphold that rigid, stern, unbending im-

partiality in the administration of the law which knows no distinction of race or 

class or creeo.' I see also that, with the change of circumstances in the 

country, various races are now living side by side with each other, and that 

when two of them quarrel the others may stand clearly aloof, and it would be 

quite unfair to include them with those who would be liab]e to bear the cost of 

the additional police. My Lord, I quite agree as to the justness of this argu-

ment, but I am not convinced that the clause under discussion, though it 

aims at the remedy, will always work in the right direction, or that the evils 

that may result from a working of the proposed law will not be much greater 
than the good sought to be attained thereby, 

.. My Lord, I hope I have now shown the various points from which the section 

under discussion is opposed; and I should think it would have been much better 

in deference to public feeling to either abolish the system of quartering addi. 

tional police altogether, if a feeling of right and wrong call for it-as of course it 

must-or to ignore that feeling and to let the law work as it has done hitherto. 

It appears to me, however, that the Government is not prepared to adopt either of 
these two courses, and I thus consider it futile to press either of them too far. 

Thus, my Lord, I beg to move an amendment which may serve to some small 

extent as only a practical solution of the question. I see that the first 

object of my amendment, to vest the power of exemption in the Local GOY-

ernment instead of in the Magistrate, has been served by an amendment 

moved by the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans, and accepted by the Government. In 
regard to the second object of my amendment, that neither of the principal 
parties themselves or anyone belonging to them, that is, included in their class, 

should be exempted, I beg humbly to submit that it would dispel all fur of ather 
J 
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side being favoured and all possibility of its ~ alleged that ~ r was favoured. 

Some blame generally attaches to both parties In r~ p  of ~ ~ r ~  of th.e 
kind that would be likely to necessitate the quartering of addltloQal poltce, and It 

would thus not be fair to exempt eitht:r of the parties as a dass. As to select-

ing individuals from both the classes for exemption, it is open to objection that 

such individual differentiation could not be properly made without due judicial 

inquiry and trial. 'The safest course would in my opinion be to exempt no mem-

ber of either of the two communities concerned in the quarrel. The following is 

the opinion of Mr. Forbes, the Commissioner of the Patna Division, based on 

practical experiences. He says :,;,.;.. 

I In many cales it is expedient in the interests of the public peace that not only the 

agitating class, but also the class against whom the agitation is set on foot, should contri-

bute. During the late anti-kine-killing agitation in this division, a question arose as to 
whether in particular instances the Muhammadans, against whom the agita.tion was raised, 

sho\lld or should not be assessed jointly with the Hindus who raised it? I decided after 
full consideration that both parties should pay their share of the cost, on the ground that 

if lhe Hindus were alone assessed the Muhammadans might in their excited mood take 
advantage of the fact in an unfair manner. The more offence they could give in such a 

quiet ,occult manner as not to get themselves into trouble with the authorities, the 

better, from their point of view, for them. If the Hindus could be galled into committin, 
a disturbance, the Hindus alone would be punished. If the Hindus, through fear 01 
consequences put up with the affront, the Muhammadans would score a point all the 

same. But the result of the decision referred-to was in the end to induce the Muham-
madans to take special care to give as little offence as possible to the religious feelings 

of the Hindus. ' 

, II I am inclined, my Lord, to attach great weight to Mr. or ~ arguments 

and to press them a little further than even he would seem disposed to do. I 
would be inclined, on the grounds suggested by him, to make it a rule that 
neither of the parties quarrellUig with each other should on any account be ex-

empted, either as a class or individually, and I have accordingly added the 
proviso embodied in my amendment. " 

,His Excellency THE PRESIDENT said:-IC I should like to point out to the 

Hon ble ~ r that the first words of his amendment have been accepted, and 
thererore I thmk the proper form would be that the remaining words should be 
put as an addition to that amendment. It is merely a matter of form." 
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The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MADHAV CHITNAVIS said that he would 

put the remaining words as an addition to his amendment as sUCTgested by 
His Excellency. b 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDONNELL said :-" The Hon'ble Member 

has travelled a long way from his amendment and has favoured us with a dis-

quisition on the general question of additional police. I shall limit myself to 

dealing with his amendment. While sympathising with the Hon'ble Member's 

intentions, the Government are unable to accept this amendment. The Hon'ble 

Mov-er's amendment recognises the advantages of the principle of exemption, 

but it would, in practice, have the effect of whittling away to nothing the 

measure of the principle. In so far as the hon'ble gentleman would exclude 

from the operation of the principle persons, classes and sections who have taken 

active part in the disturbance or were guilty of complicity therewith, we oon-

~r .. him quite right; but he is not content with this; he goes further, and would 

exclude also the passive sufferers and every class and section which even remotely 

belong to any of the classes or sections which have given rise to the disturbance. 

Now, my Lord, that may lead us very far indeed. I am not sure that it 

may not lead us into intricate speculations .as the origin, remote or proximate, 

of the disturbance. I am not sure that it may not exclude from hope of exem p_ 

tion a landlord owning a share of the village who has nothing to do with the dis-

turbance. I am not sure that it may not exclude a well.defined section of the 

villagers who had been attacked without provocation on their part and played 

the passive r61e of being beaten. Indeed, it is difficult to say whom this 
amendment would not exclude from the operation of the clause. 

cr It may be taken as certain that the power of exemption will only be exer-

cised in exceptional cases and that the Local Government would not exempt 

any section which took a belligerent ~ r  in the ~  nor any interests 
connected with the belligerent parties. No exemption would be made at all 

unless in the exceptional cases when a class or section was obviously free from 

blame in connection with the disturbance or the causes which led to the distur-

bance. But the point is one in which the discretion of the Local Government 

ought not to be fettered, and on which we think ~  exercise of that discretion 
cannot with advanta17e be guided by such a prOVISion as that now proposed. 

The Council really ':ust trust the Local Government to give effect to the obvious 

intention of the Legislature, and to administer affairs with prudence for the 

gene-ral good. The Government of a Province is enlitled to our full confidence 

and may not, with benefit or decency, be regarded by this Council with mistrust. 
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1/ The second clause of the amendment is unneces'sary. The order of the 
Local Government will be an executive order, which may be. revised at any time 
without legislative authority. For these reasons, my Lord, the Government 
opposes the amendment. 

II Finally, 1 would venture to suggest to my hon'ble friend the mover that 
in view of the explanations which I have now given he should consider 
whether it would not be desirable for him to withdraw the amendment." 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER said :-" When 1 first read this 
amendment 1 confess 1 thought that there was !l great deal to be said for it, 
and was rather in favour of accepting it i but when I came to consider it more 
closely I found it might probably do the very thing which we have been struggling 
in this Bill to avoid j it might impose a portion of the costs made necessary by 
disturbances on 'the very persons whose sole participation in the disturbance was 
that they were the victims. Now, as I think the most beneficial part of this Bill 
is the proposal to make it possible to exempt the victims from paying for their own 
calamity, I am opposed to this proviso so far as it provides that persons who 
are only indirectly engaged in the disturbances as being connected with parties 
to the fight shall not be exempted. I think it sufficient to say that 1 cannot 
imagine that any Local Government exercising its power of discretion should 
exempt persons who were really responsible for the fighting, and I should very 
strongly deprecate so tying the hands of the Local Government as to prevent 
them from exempting persons who, although they may have a knowledge of or 
be connected with the parties engaged in a disturbance, have themselves had 
nothing to do with it except as being victims of the outrage." 

The Hon'ble MR. CHITNAVIS said :-" My Lord, on account of some 
technical omission I made in nOl moving the explanation, which immediately fol-
lows sub-section (5), to be dropped, 1 beg, with Your Excellency's kind permis-
sion, to withdraw the amendment under discussion." 

The proposal to withdraw the amendment was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA moved that sub· section (5) of section IS of Act 
V of 1861, as proposed to be substituted by section 4 of the Bill as amended 
by the Select Committee, be omitted. He said :-" My Lord, it is no doubt true, 
as I have already acknowledged, that the Select Committee has decked out 
this section in different habiliments from those which adorned it in the Bill as 
originally introduced. They have even done something more. They have 
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pulled out the sting from the head. Only they have now quietly put 't' tL 
'1 Th ' I In r;e 
tal. ey have deleted the arbitrary power of differentiation which 't 
fi · d' I was 
. rst propo ~ to be vested an the ~r  Magistrate, and then quietly re-
mtroduced It at the bottom of the section under the disguise of a pOwer of 

e.,emption j and they have done this with a vengeance. The District 

Magistrate can now exempt persons under sub.section (5) for any  and no 

reason whatever as he may be swayed by his wisdom or his idiosyncracy, 

his caution or his conceit, his impartiality or his prejudice. I am aware that 

unlier Sir Griffith Evans' amendment it will be now the Local Government 
but it really ollly removes the matter one step farther, because after all th; 

Local Government will act on the report of the District Magistrate. My Lord, 

I have cordially recognised elsewhere on many occasions the great qualities 
which generally distinguish the members of the most distinguished service ill the 
world, as they love to describe themselves, though I do not always think it either 

relevant or proper to sing perpetual hallelujahs in its honour whenever I may 

have occasion to speak of or refer to it. If I may be pardoned for indulginO' 
in so much personality, I will take the liberty of adding that I have even don: 

it both by word and deed as far as I could do it in my small and restricted 
sphere of action. But I still maintain that no body of men should be entrusted 
with either the power of differentiation or the power of exemption as is now 
sought to be conferred on executive officers, who, with all their culture and all 

their training, cannot claim immunity from the common lot of human weakness 

and human frailty. In his speech on the occasion when the Bill was last before 
the Council, the Hon'ble Member in charge said :-

, The objections are suggested by the suspicions which the Opponeats of this Bill 

seem to entertain regarding the District Magistrate and his capacity for impartially 
holding the balallce between parties in contentious circJ,1m.tances.or troublesome times. 

My Lord, I do Dot deny that Magistrates occasionally commit errors just as Judges do: 
but our Magistrates and our Judges Are drawn from the same class of public servants; 
and I say without fear of contradiction that the natural capacity of our Magistrates and 
their honest desire to do their duty impartially and fairly are not less than those of 
Judges, as I should be sorry to say they are greater.' 

.. It is a wonder to me, my Lord, how the hon'ble gentleman, whose reputa. 
tion Cor distinguished ability is not confined to these provinces, should so com_ 
pletely miss the point of the objection. The slightest reflection will show his 
that the objection is not to the individual, but to the method. It is not that 
there is any comparison made between executive and. ~  officers as to their 
respective abilities as official individuals. The. o ~ ~o  •• based p~  the 
method which either officer is required to employ an amvmg at a conclusion. 1 

K 
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have no doubt that there are equally able men in the e"ecutive as in the judicial 

service though, indeed, among themselves, 1 believe, they ~ o ~h  differ-
ently. Call him what you will, Magistrate or Judge, the objection ~  a.pply to 
him as soon as you entrust him with the power to set at naught all Judicial form 

in performing a task like that _of differentiation and exemption. But I trust 1 

shan not be understood to urge that· I should have no objection to the provisions 

for this purpose, if only they were required to be performed in judicial form. I 

am quite at one with the Hon'ble M ember when he pointed out that I an enquiry 

into individual cases for the purpose of exemption from the assessment is out of 

the question i and still more impracticable is an enquiry into degrees of guilt.' 

In fact, the task of exemption is not practicable either by summary or judicial 

procedure. In either way, to do a little justice you would have to run the risk 

of doing a great deal more injustice. The task which the Hon'ble Member has 

set himself in his desire for a nice perfection of justice to impose by this Bill is 

in reality an impossible one. 

II Equally fallacious, and withal somewhat inconsistent besides, is his 

further plea that I it is a measure not for the punishment but the prevention of 

crime.' 1 say inconsistent, because, if the object be so, then why worry oneself 

with nice provisions for accurate discrimination between innocence and guilt 

and with futile precautions for exempting the innocent? Surely all police is 

preventive, and the burden of it faUs upon the innocent and the guilty alike. 

Nobody has yet proposed that the cost of the general police should be levied 

only from the inmates of jails or that peaceful and virtuous citizens should be 

allowed to claim exemption from the common burden. But the Hon'ble Mem-

ber's argument is, moreover, altogether fallacious. So far as the quartering of the 
additional police in disturbed or dangerous districts is concerned, it is certain-

ly a measure for prevention of crime, but the moment it proceeds to impose 
the burden of the cost upon the disturbers of the peace, it is no less surely a 
measure of punishment, though, of course, like all measures of punishment, 

it indirectly has also prevention for one of its main objects. Its popular desig-
nation of a punitive post is undoubtedly correct. But it seems to me that the 

argument as to the object being punishment or prevention is entirely beside the 

mark. The plain issue is that, whatever may be the object, whether it is 
practicable and expedient to differentiate or exempt in the apportionment of the 

cost. The contention of those opposed to the section is that it is an object 
which is neither attainable in practice nor expedient in policy. When the 

~o  Member urged that C this Council should not proceed on any assump-
tIon other than that the laws it makes will be prudently and fairly and 
effectively administered,' he forgot, what has beeD well pointed out, that the 
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science of politics bears in one respect a close analogy to the SCIence of 

mechanics. The mathematician proceeds on the supposition that the 

machinery is such as no load will bend or break. If the engineer who has to 
lift a great mass 'of real granite by the instrumentality of real timber and real 

hemp should absolutely rely upon mathematical propositions and should make 

no allowance for the imperfection of his materials, his whole apparatus of 

beams, wheels and ropes would soon come down in ruin. What the engineer 

is to the mathematician, the active statesman is to ~h  contemplative statesman, 

and the Hon'ble Member will pardon me for saying that he is acting like the 

contemplative statesman who does not realise the necessary imperfections of 

the human implements who have to work and carry out the laws which this 

Council may make, and imagines that the executive machinery is such as no 

load will bend or break. 

"The second innovation which the section proposes to make in tile exist. 

ing law consists in the attempt to include among inhabitants of an area, and as 

such liable to be assessed, all persons who by their agents or servants hold 

immoveable property therein, or who by themselves, their agents or servants 

coflect rents from tenants in such area, notwithstanding that they do not 

actually reside there." 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL :-" My Lord, I should wish 

to speak to a point of order. The question of ' inhabitants' is not included, as 

I understand it, in the amendment of the Hon'bJe Member. The Hon'ble 

Member's amendment is that sub-section (5) of section 15 of Act Vof 1861 as 
proposed to be substituted by section 4 of the Bill as amended by the Select 

Committee be omitted, and the question of exemption is a separate point. 

" It is an important matter, and it would seriously inconvenience me in 
replying to the Hon'ble Member if I have to reply upon two distinct points 

at once." 

His Excellency THE PRESIDENT :-" I think it is a separate amendment." 

The Hon'ble MR. MBHTA :-" Very well, my Lord, I will reserve my 

detailed observations on that point till afterwards. 

U All the objections urged above to the power of exemption apply with 

even greater force to this proposal, inasmuch as it opens up a vaster vIsta for the 

mischievous play of rumour and suspicion. I do not know ~~  the ~  .Com. 
mittee really mean by saying that in thus extending the defimtlon of mhabltants 

they follow the principle of the English law on the subject. If they mean that 
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the police-rate in England is chargeable on o ~  ho ~  that ~  .be 
correct but then the illustration is scarcely to the pomt at Issue regardmg h~
b!lity ~r a punitive force. However that may be, it is sOught to concili,ate 
absentee landlords by pointing out in the Report that the power to exempt 
persons has been inserted with the object of enabling the Magistrate to exempt 

individual holders of property in the area. 1 have always thought that the 
political genius of the English people was conservative and practical j and 

never to lay down any proposition of wider extent than the particular case for 

which it is necessary to provide was one of the principles which have generally 

guided English legislation. But, if the power to exempt I persons' could 

enable the Magistrate to exempt individual holders of property, it could 
equally enable him to exempt persons not holders of property at all, and 
thus the measure becomes a measure capable of dealing with indivi-

duals, whether landlords or not, though the Hon'ble Member in charge has 
always strennously maintained that it was not the intention of the Government 
to give any power to deal with individuals either with the view of exemption or 
punishment, except in the case of absentee landlords. The section is, indeed, 

unjustifiable from whatever point of view you look at it, and to my mind nothing 
so hopelessly condemns it as the circumstance that an Hon'ble Member who is 
justly distinguished throughout all India for the highest capacity and the m03t 
cultured liberality of thought and judgment, should be una.ble to support it by 
any arguments which, on the most ordinary examination, do not crumble into a 
tangle of fallacies and misconceptions, e.g., like his laboured defence of the 
preventive as against the punitive character of the additional police. 

II On the last occasioD, my Lord, I deliberately abstained from referring, 
except very briefly, to the c,onsiderations which stamp this measure as gravely 
impolitic and singularly ill-timed. It would be futile to discuss these consider-
ations unless they were discussed fully. It would be, however, most undesirable 
to revive feelings which we should all strive to set at rest. The task has besides 

to a certain extent been ably performed by the organs of the public Presl!\ j and 
1 trust that Government will still recc:>nsider their position in view of the singular 
unanimity with which nearly every Anglo-Indian paper of note, in common with 
the Indian Press, has condemned this measure as unwise and impolitic. That 
it is not impossible for executive officers to err seriously in their estimate of 
parties responsible (or. disturbances has been signally shown in the judicial 
results of the Poona riot cases, with the final rejection by the High Court of the 
appeal made by Government. I t would be deplorable to multiply occasions. 

when such errors might be repeated. and the grave impolicJ of this measure lies 
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in creating h~  for the contemplative purpose of striving after a sentimental 
perfection of ~  h~ Knights oC the Round Table rushed to the quest of 
the Holy Grall without taking account of human passions and frailties, and we 

know the ending. I t may be a pure tale of romance, but the great (ruth which 

underlies it is one which we can always remember with profit." 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONV MACDoNNELL said :-" My Lord, the Govern-

ment is altogether unable to accept this amendment. The hon'ble gentleman 

says this measure is condemned by all sections of the Native Press. I do not 

read the signs of the time in this way. It is true that a large section of the 

Native Press now expresses opposition, but the great Muhammadan body has 

expressed no such opposition j and I would beg the Council to remember 

that this power to exempt in special cases was almost universally admitted 

by Native opinion to be desirable and well-intentioned, although, in the 

shape of the original draft, it was in the opinion of many likely to be hard to 

work and likely to fail in practice .. The Select Committee have carefully con-

sidered these objections, and have, as I think, met them successfully. The 

responsibility of all the inhabitants of the proclaimed area for preventible miscon-

duct committed in it is upheld j it is no longer the Magistrate who orders the 

exemption from the liability which that misconduct has entailed, but the Local 

Government j there is no longer any stigma of guilt attached to any particular 

section, for I can hardly imagine that anyone can consider that a declaration of 

A's innocence connotes a verdict of guilty against all and several of the rest of 
the alphabet. I admit that this power of excluding from liability a section 

manifestly free from complicity in turbulence goes a step further in the localisation 

of responsibility than does the English law on which our proposals have other-

wise been fashioned. But the circumstances of this country, in the multiplicity 

of interests, nationalities, creeds and sects with which we have to deal, differ 

greatly from conditions in England. This power will in India be most useful. It 
wI1i, as I have shown when moving the commitmet:Jt of the Bill to a Select Com-

mittee, make powerfully in favour of order if prudently exercised, and the Local 

Government may be trusted to exercise it with prudence, and only on proper 

occasions. The Council will remember that it is not a power now proposed for 

the first time to be taken in India j it is in operation in the Bombay Presidency; 
arid I beg once more to quote the words of the Bombay Government as to its 

effect :-

• When there is any difficulty in determining whether only a portion of the cOllI-

manity should be required to defray the cost of the additional police, the whole POJ.lula-
lion would usually be incluJed. Where liability is fixed on particular portions, it is 

becau!te careful local enquiry and the circumlltiiDen of the crime or disturbances clearly 

L 
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point to certain castes or groups. of persons as particularly. h p ~  TI.1a.t in each 

inBtance innocent persons may be included is a necessary eVil j but ID the 0pullon ~  the 

Governor in Council the clause restricting the incidence of the rate, where manafestly 

~ o  people can ~ distlDguisiled and ex.cluded, is most useful.in its pracLical apl".i. 
cation. Care and discrimination, as well as a knowledge of the locality, are nece&sary In 

order to ensure that the ~  between the guilty and inno!=ent may be fairly drawn; 

but the Governor in Council does not consider that the diHiculty, which must occasionally 

occur in tracing crime to its origin, and which may necessitate, in such cases, the levy of 

the fate from the whole community, can be held to outweigh the advantages of a provi-

sion enabling Government, when the facts are clear, to direct that the rate in payment of 

additional police shall be assessed upon that section of the community whose misdeeds 

ba\'e necessitated the strengthening of the force in a particular locality.' 

"The hon'ble mover argues that this reservation of power to exempt COI)-

verts inlo a purely punitive measure a Bill which the Government supports. as a 

measure of prevention. 1 think the value of that,argument will be more clearly 
appreciated by the Council if we reduce it from generalities to a concrete case. 

Take, as an illustration, the Rangoon instance which I mentioned when lhe 
Bill was last before Council, and from which I notice all the critics of the 
measure have fought very shy. Applied to that case, the Hon'ble Mr. Mehta's 
argument is that, by imposing the cost of additional police on the turbulent 
Hindus and Muhammadans only, the Government' would have taken a punitive 

• step which it ought not to take without a jU9iciai adjudication. It was mani-
fest that neither the Burmese nor the Chinese nor the Europeans, to mention 

no other sects and nationalities, had anything to do with that series of fierce 

riots i but according to this argument they must all be responsible, unless you 
have a judicial investigation, otherwise the section becomes punitive in its action, 
and this, it is alleged, would be indefensible, as no executive authority should be 

able to punish. My Lord, I noticed this argument by anticipation when address, 
ing the Council on the last occasion that the Bill was before it. My words were 
these: 

I The object of the Bill i. not the punishment but the prevention of crime « II 

•• If the Bill iDvolves the imposition of a cen • • and is so far punitive, 
tha.t i. nol the object o( the BiU, but an ~ wholeaome incident ...... or its operatioD 
which for olle reason, regard (or the rights of the general tax'payel, requires.' 

" 1 adhere to that statement. The object in quartering additional police is 
not to punish the individual rioters,-that we leave to the operation of the sub-
stantive law,-but to prevent a recrudescence of rioting among the multitude. 
The law now in force in England, and in Northern India, declares it to be 
unfair that the cost of such additional police should fallon the general tax-payer, 
and provides that it shall fall on the inhabitants of the disturbed locality. In that 
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limitation there is recognised the principle of local responsibility. What we 

propose to do is to go a little further in the direction of localisation of responsi-

bility; and this we effect by exempting the section which is manifestly orderly 

and has no connection with the disturbances. We hold ourselves justified in 

this by the peculiar circumstances of this country, which differentiate the 

interests of classes and sections of the people far more than they are differentiated 

in Europe. That by this further localisation of responsibility the punitive in-

cidence of this measure will he somewhat increased on the turbulent sections of 

the local community is, of course, obvious. But that is not the object at which 

we aim, although it is not without its own wholesome effect. The primary object 

at which we ~ is to exempt from thi!f punitive incidence those who arc mani-

festly not to blame, and thereby to encourage the well-disposed in tht; main-

tenance of order. If there emerge a secondary effect, if we also can by this means 
do something to deter the turbulent from diS?rder, then so much the better. We 

are well aware that the exercise of this power of exemption will need to be con-

ducted with prudence; but on this aspect of the case it is not necessary that I 

should repeat what I said on a previous occasion. The matter appeals to a 

different standard and involves administrative considerations which are not im-

mediately before the Council. 

" In conclusion, my Lord, I would ask the representatives of the landed 

interest in the Council to consider in what position they will be placed 

should the Council accept this amendment but reject Babu Mohiny 

Mohun Roy's motion on sub-section (3) and the explanatory clause. If 

the responsibility of the absentee .Iandlord is to be maintained, the 

effect of this motion, if carried, would be directly prejudicial to the land-

lord's interest. As the Bill now stands, a means of relief is afforded to the 

landlord from sharing in the responsibility for misconduct with which he was 

unconnected and could not control. If this motion be carried, he will lose his 
chance of exemption. The hon'ble mover of this amendment will make the 

absentee landlord' stew in the juice' he had no hand in preparing. How do 

the representatives of the landlord interest in this Council like that prospect? 

How do they relish the idea of having all hope and all means of escape cut off ? 

It seems to me that they would be well advised to reject the Grecian gift of 

this proposal, and on this point at all events to vote with the Government. 

Their interests are here obviously identical with the interests which the Gov-

ernment is promoting!' 

The Hon'ble SIR FREDERICK FRVER said :_U My Lord, with reference 
to the amendment moved by the Hon'ble Mr. Mehta, who proposes that sub-
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section (5) of section 15 of Act V of 1861, as proposed to be substituted by: 

section 4 of the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, ·be omitted, I consider 

this power of eXf'!mption, which is only to be exercised by the Local Government, 

is one which it is very necessary to take. It will only be exercised in very ex-

ceptional cases, as the ordinary rule will be that the cost of additional1>olice will 

be levied from all the inhabitants of the proclaimed area as is the case under 

tbe present law. In those exceptional cases to which alone sub-sect ion (5) will 

be applied, I cannot conceive why persons or any class or section of the 

inhabitants, who have had nothing to do with the disturbance or misconduct 

which have rendered necessary the' imposition of additional police, should be 

called upon to pay a share of the cost of such additional police., It is said that 
to make distinctions will intensify race hatred and will enable the police to levy 

blackmail from innocent persons. It does not appear to me that either of these 

results need be anticipated, because the power of exemption will be exercised 

with very great circumspection and only when there are persons who have 

clearly and unmistakeably taken no part in the lawlessness which has led to the 

imposition of additional police. In many instances it is perfectly well known 

who ~h  offenders are. Take the case of the Rangoon riots just mentioned by 

the Hon'ble Sir Antony MacDonnell i could there be any doubt who the offen-

ders were in that case, and on what principle of justice could the cost of addi-

tional police be charged to those sections of the inhabitants who took no part 

in the riots and indeed suffered considerably from them? I give this instance 

because it is one with which I am familiar, but many similar instances could 

easily be quoted: 

II The power to grant exemptions, I consider, is amply safeguarded by 

rendering a reference to the Local Government necessary before any exemp-

tion can be given. 

"The Local Government will not grant any ~ p o  unless very good 

reason is shown for it and, even if there were any danger that Magistrates 

would use the power in a one-sided way and in such a manner as to produce 

on the public mind the effect of a victory for one side or the' other, which 1 
(or one do not believe, this danger is, as 1 have said, removed by the necessity 

{or a reference to the Local Government. It has been said by the Calcutta 
Chamber of Commerce that the duty of discriminating between the guilty and 
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the innocent ought not to be placed on the Magistrate in times of excitement 

and disturbance i but the excitement does not extend to the Magistrate, and still 

less does it extend to the Local Government. The (fon'ble Mr. Mehta has said 

that the power of exemption ought not to be given even as the result of ~  judi-

cial enquiry. A judicial enquiry into the degree of culpability of the inhabitants 

would, I hold in any case, be most undesirable. The enquiry must in the nature 

of things be an executive one, and, as the Hon'ble Member in charge of the Bill 

has pointed out, the issue is not one between executive and judicial procedure, 

but one as to whether the power proposed is to be taken at all or not. Speaking 

from long experience, I desire to say emphatically that in my opinion the power 

ought to be taken; and explrience gained in BOlJlbay, where the power bas been 

taken, has proved how valuable it is as an instrument for the preservation of 

peace. For these reasons I shall vot,e against the amendment." 

The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS said :-" The principle upon wJlich 

the old section is founded is a very old and sound one. The old section pro-

vided that the cost of the extra police caused by disturbance should fall upon 

all the inhabitants. This was very like the old principle of the hundreds of 

England, when the hundred was made liable for any robbery which took place 

in daylight, and for various other matters. The principle was that a/l were 

interested in the preservation of peace, and, although the tax fell quite as much 

upon the innocent as upon the guilty, I think it was for the benefit of the public 

that all should have a strong pecuniary interest in the preservation of peace. 

It has worked well, and it is a principle which we have followed in India when We 

found frontier villagers breaking telegraph wires and all that sort of thing. I my-

self should be exceedingly loth upon the mere hope of avoiding injustice to re-

commend any departure from so ancient a principle, and one which has practically 

worked towards the maintenance of peace clOd order, an1 tends to· make persons 

who are afraid of the tax falling upon them give information and take steps 

to put the Government in a position to prevent disturbances; yet there are no 

doubt arguments which have been adduced in favour of the pOwer of exemption 

which have very great weight. They are really these. Although the liability is 

an initial liability upon all the inhabitants, although there is no exemption allowed 

in t:ngland, it is said that the position is very different out here. England with 

its homogeneous population is one place, ::md this Indian community "ith it. 
diversity of races and religions, many of them hostile to each other, is a different 

place, and it is said that it is not safe to depend upon the fact that the principle 

of exemption has not been adopted in England. There is no doubt considerable 

force in this argument, and then again it has been said that this principle o. 

M 
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exemption is radically different from the original proposal in the Bill as intro-

duced because it requires nothing of a judicial enquiry into guilt or innocence. 

ho~ h the Bill as it was drawn originally threw upon the Magistrate the onus 
. of finding out who were guilty and who were the innocent, and .who were ex-

cluded in the disturbance, and it even went so far as to say that nobody was 

to pay anything at all unless the Magistrate said he was to blame-though the 

old Bill was open to every variety of objection-we are now going back to the 

old principle which fixed the liability on the whole district, not as a matter of 

culpability, but as a responsibility "Which is fixed upon them for the public good, 

and this question a.s to whether theie ought to be any exemptions is a totally 

different one altogether from that raised by the original proposal. There is not 

necessarily any enquiry inlo guilt or innocence in the case of exemption. 

" One most clear instance of that was the instance which the Hon'ble 

Member referred to-the case of the Rangoon riots. We need no further testi-
mony except the admitted facts in order to satisfy us that neither the Chinese, 

Christians, Jews nor Burmese had anything whatever to do with the religious 

riot ·between the Hindu and the Muhammadan; You do not want any 
evidence. Would it not be absurd to have a Subordinate Judge or a High 

Court Judge to decide the question whether these people had anything to do 
with the riot? Therefore there is no doubt that there' are many cases in 

India in which exemption could be granted by the authorities without any sort 

of judicial enquiry into guilt or innocence. But more than that. There is 
another point which does not depend really upon guilt or innocence-exempti(\n 
1 mean of the landowners who may be brought in by the explanation. Here 

there is no necessity for an enquiry into the guilt or innocence. It might 
clearly appear from admitted or evident facts that the absentee landlord could 
not have had anything to do with it, or that he had shown such zeal in giving 

timely information or in assisting to stop a 'riot that the Government exempted 
him as a reward for his conduct. That, again, is a perfectly r~ o  thing to 
do, not involving any judicial or other enquiry into guilt or innocence. I do 
not take the view taken by Sir Antony MacDonnell that exemption means 

that A is innocent. It very often means that A has deserved weB of the Gov-
ernment. It therefore appears to me, it is not fair to say, in regard to a change 
l.ke this made by the Select Committee, that it is theatrical. It is to my mind 

a very real and a very beneficent change. We have again clearly established 
the liability fixed by law and not by enquiry, and a1\ we have done is to give the 
power 01 exemption to the Local Government. But it has been said that there 
is no ~  bt'!tween the Local Government and the Magistrate, that is to 
say, between the Lieutenant-Governor or Chief Commissioner, or Governor of 
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Madras or Bombay, and an ordinary Magistrate. It is said that the ordinary 
Magistrate who was down in the .heat of the strife sends up his report, 

and the superior official must see with his eyes and judge with his judgment. 

Is that really so? The Lieutenant-Governor must be a man of age and 

experience and responsibility j he lives in a very much calmer and serener 

atmosphere, and is more likely to enquire into the political results of exemption 

and to act upon sound principles. If it is to !:Ie said that he must see with the 
eyes of the Magistrate, I don't know where you are to stop, and you may as well 

say that he is to see with the eyes of the chaukidar. Where are you to stop if 

you are to adopt a principle like that? We all know the Magistrate is not the same 

thing as the Local Government, which is to a very great extent removed from 

the heat of the turmoil and strife, and that the change obviates many of the 

objections first taken. In effect, the matter of exe:nption stands thus: that 

there is a very strong case made for giving a trial to this principle of 

exemption, first, because it will obviate injustice in many, cases i and, second, 
because it will act as a further deterrent to evil-doers and also stimulate persons 

who are desirous of obtaining exemption/; to show zeal in giving information and 

assistance. When all has been said it goes back to the question of opinion 
whether it is worth while to risk trying this novelty in this part of India in 
reliance on the alleged success of a similar experiment in Bombay. It may 
give satisfaction, but it is regarded by many people with grave suspicion. The 

Government of India have, after consulting a large number of officers, resolved 
that it is desirable in the interests both of justice and of the preservation of law 
and order to attempt this experiment. I would not recommend it myself, though 
I admit there is much to be said for it. I think we have placed upon it all pos-

sible safeguards we could. Safeguarded as it is, I do not propose to oppose 

the grant of this power to the Government." 

The Hon'ble MOHINY MOHUN Roy said :-" It seems that it was within 
the contemplation of the Hon'ble Mover of the amendment that sub-section Cs) 
and explanation in section 4 should go out together. He was prevented from 

speaking on the p o~  because ~ .was not p ~  in h ~ notice . of 
amendments. It is not our anterest to diVide the Councd upon the sangle pOint 
of exemption. We cannot safely split section 4 into parts. We should rather 
present before Council a bundle of sticks than a number of single sticka to be 

easily broken by the Hon'ble Moyer in charge." ... 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA said :-" .I wi:;h to offer in reply only one remark 
which will apply equally to the repeated obsen'alions of Sir Antony MacOonneH 
with regard to the tXperience of the Bombay Government and to lhose of Sir 
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Griffith Evans as to the immunity of the Local Government from being led 

astray. I wished, my Lord, not to be led into a discussion of the action of the 
Bombay Government, or, indeed, to discuss in detail the lessons to be derived 

from the action of the executive during the recent disturbances, but as the 

Hon'ble Member has harped so often upon the experience of the Bombay Gov-

ernment, I must say, my Lord, that that experience has been judicially demon-
strated not to be of an encouraging character and to point the moral entirely 

the other way. The experience, of the Poona riots, to which I alluded but 

briefly, conclusively shows that, with the best of intentions and what are called 

the most careful enquiries of the executive officers, they hopelessly went wrong 

in their estimate and moral conviction regarding the liabilities and the respective 

parts taken by the parties concerned in those riots. And equally did the Bombay 

Government go wrong acting upon the so-called careful enquiries and opinions 

of its executive officers. This has been established by a series of judicial deci-

sions, the appeal against which by the Bombay Government has been recently 

rejected by the High Court. The experience of the Bombay Government only 

shows how liable executive officers are to make serious blunders, the ~  of 

which, as in the Bombay Presidency. is to create deep exasperation among a 
large and important community." 

The Council divided :-

Ayes. 
The Hon'ble Gangadhar Rao 

Madhav Chit navis. 

The Hon'ble P. M. Mehta. 

The Hon'ble Baba Khem Singh 

Bedi. 
The Hon'ble r~ o  Bahadur 

of Durbhanga. 

Noes. 
The Hon'ble A. S. Lethbridge. 

The Hon'ble H. E. M. James. 

The Hon'ble C. C. Stevens. 

The Hon'ble Sir W. R. Fryer. 
The Hon'hle Sir G. H P. Evans. 
The Hon'ble P. Playfair •. 

The Hon'ble II. F. Clogstoun. 

The Hon'ble Sir A. P. MacDonnell. 

The Hon'ble Sir J. Westland. 

The Hon'ble Sir C. B. Pritchard. 

The Hon'ble Lieutenant-General Sir 
H. Brackenbury. 

The Hon'ble Sir A. E. Miller. 

His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor. 

The Bon'ble MOHINY MOHUN RoY, the Hon'ble PRINCE SIR JAHAIIl 

KAOa MKERZA MUHAMMAD W AlII 0 ALI BAHADUR and the Hon'ble MAHA-
RAJA PARTAB NARAYAN SINGH OF AJUDHIA did not vote. 

So the amendment was negatived. 
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The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNHLL moved that the following be 

inserted between sub-section (5) and the explanation as sub-section (6) of sec-
tion 15 of Act V of 1861, as proposed to be substituted by section 4 of the Bill 
as amended by the Select Committee, namely :-

"(6) Every proclamation issued under sub.section (/) of this section shall state the 
period for which. it is' to remain in force, but it may be withdrawn at any time or COIl-
tinued from time to time for a further period or periods as the Local Government may in 

each case think fit to direct." 

He said :-" The amendment is entirely a non-contentious one, and its object 

is to make clear the,procedure to he taken under the Act. At the present time 

the practice is that when a proclamation issues under section IS it prescribes 
the period for which it is to remain in force and the Government of a pro ~ 

does extend the period of the proclamation from time to time. All that we 

propose to do ~~ recognise in the law what has been and now is the existing 

practice." 

The amendment was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'hle SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL moved that in the explanation 

to section 15 of Act V of 1861, as proposed to be substituted by section 4 of 
the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, the words" raiyats or occupiers" 

be substituted for the word" tenants." He said:-" This is to some extent a 

vt"rbal correction and to some extent a substantial correction. The word 

• tenants' in the Bengal Tenancy Act has a particular significance. It 

means not only the actual cultivator of the soil, but the tenure-holder. Our 

object in this Bill is that the absentee landlord shall be brought in, that is to say, 

the person who is in immediate receipt of the rents of the land and between 

whom and the actual cultivator no middleman inten·enes. We want to avoid that, 

and we propose to insert the word I raiyats.' There may also be a tenant 

who happens to be not a cultivator but an artisan or to belong to some other 

calling. We want to make him also responsible, and we propose with this object 

to introduce the word I occupier.' " 

The amendm'ent was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble MOHINY MOHUN Roy said :-" My Lord, [ propose 

to move only amendment No. 13, which includes the previous amendment 

No. 12. My Motion is that section 4-of the Bill be omitted. It makes large 

changes in the existing law, and seems to have been conceived in a patriarchal 

spirit. No matter whether the people of India need them or not, no matte. 
N 
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whether they like them or not, the Executive Government thinks the changes 

arc good for them, and ought, therefore, to be thrust upon them. • Good inten-

tions' seem to be their chief merit. This, however, is not appreciated by my 

countrymen at the present moment, and scant credit is given even for I good in-

tentions.' There is now a general chorus of condemnation in which all Native 

papers and all Native associations and public bodies and several European asso-

ciations have joined. It appears that the full significance of the changes sought 
to be made by the Bill was not realized by the public until its reference to 

Select Committee, when attentiort was drawn to it by the speeches of my 
hon'ble friends the MahAraja of Durbhanga and Mr. Mehta. I confess I did not, 

until then, know much about the Bill, which had been introduced before my 

ilppointment to this Council. I have since had ample opportunity of studying 

and considering its provisions in Select Committee. After prolonged discussion 

in that Committee, in the course of which all the items of the Bill were fully 
threshed out, it became apparent that regarding certain items, namely, those 

contained in section 4 and another section, an agreement was not possible 
between the official and non-official members. The matter had assumed a 

seriously contentious shape, and now awaits decision by Your Excellency in 

Council. 

" The case for the Bill is in able hands, and will be fully placed before you. 

I shall endeavour to state the case on the other side as concisely and as plainly 

as I am able. Shortly after the memorable Mutiny of 1857-58, three Acts, 
which were simultaneously under preparation, were passed by the Indian Legisla-
ture, as parts of a general scheme of governing the country by laws. These 
were Act XLV of 1860 (the Indian Penal Code), Act V of 1861 (the Police 

Act) and Act XXV of 1861 (the Code of Criminal Procedure). The Police Act 
of 1861 made the following provision in section '5, regarding tracts or local 
areas I which should be found to be in a disturbed or dangerous slate ':-

c It shall be lawful for the Inspector-General of Police, with the sanction of the Local 

Government. to be notified by proclamation in the Government Gazette, and in such other 

manner as the Local Government shall direct, to employ any police-force in excess.of the 

ordinary fIxed complement to be quartered in any part of the general police-district in 

which, from the conduct of the inhabitants, he may deem it expedient to increase the 
number of police. Tbe inhabitants of the part of the country described in the notification 

shall hI" charged with tbe cost of such additional police-force. and the Magistrate of this 

district, h ~r ("nquiry, if necellsary, shall assess the proportion in which the amount is 

to be llaid t/ the inhabitants according to his judgment of their respective means.' 

.. This section 15 has continued to be the law down to the present moment, 

and, is the existing law regarding local areas' in a disturbed or dangerous 
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state.' The Executive Government now· demands that regarding such local 

areas it ought to have Jarger puwers, and the following among others:-

first, to exempt any p r~o  or class or srction of such inhabitants froftt liability to 
bear any portion of the cost of additional police; 

secondly, to pay compensation to inhabitants injured in person or property, to assess 

and levy such compensation, and to exempt any persOIl or class or section Crom 
liability to pay the same; 

thirdly, to exercise all or any of the above powers, according to its Own ideas of 
justice, unhampered by any rules of evidence, or by any appeal to, or revision by 
the High Courts. 

" The Executive Government demands also that the arena of taxation be in-

creased by bringing in landholders who are not inhabita"ts of the disturbed 

area, and that the definition of the word 'inhabitants' Le widened so as to 
include them. 

"I do not for a moment deny that the legislation demanded by the Execu-
tive Government was dictated by 'good intentions.' Nor can it be denied, 

on the other hantl, that since 1861 the country has been well governed with the 
aid of the modest powers conferred upon it by the Police Act of that year. In 

regard to this point, the position of the Executive Government cannot be other 

than this: • Yes, we cannot deny that we have governed the l:ountry well during 

these thirty years. But if you give us additional powers, you will see we shall 

do much better.' This brings me at once to the first objer;tionagainst the 
Bill, namely, art: these large changp.s in the law at all necessary? 

" No case of necessity has been made out by the Executive Government. 

Among the many District Magistrates and other executive officers who have 

sent in their opinions there is not one who shows that the e'listing law is in-
adequate and that good government is not possible without additional powers. 

Those among them who approve of the Bill simply say what amounts to no more 

than ~  namely,-' If we get these additional powers, it will be a very good thing 

for us.' It ought always to be borne in mind that by whatever name the Bill 
may be called, or in whatever guise it may be placed before the public, it is 
nothing less than coercive legislation. 

II Section 15 of Act V of 1861 was mOl:!estly coercive. Thp. ohjt'('t of the 

present Bill is to make coercion more stringt:nt and dl"ctivc by enablitlg the 
Executive Govern.nent to impose heavy fines in the sh:tpe of costs and com-

pensations upon persons or classes whom it may deem blameworthy. Surely 

the ~  Government would not be entitld to dny legislation tor exten_ 
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sion of coercion, unless a clear case of np.cessity' was established. The 

Hon'ble Me-mber in ch:uge mentioned a case of riot ~ h had taken place at 

,Rangoon in British Burma. Now, it is hardly a case in point; Rangoon is the 

seat of a Local Government, and has a military force and reserve police-force 

stationed in it. Surely, no Local Government can in any reason think of pro": 

claiming a place where a reserve polic e-force is stationed or at hand. Do not 

the people of India pay for such reserve police? Why should they be taxed 

again when it is put to use? I am a native of India, and on behalf of my fellow-

countrymen put it to you also, whether it is fair to class them with the hetero-

geneous population of the half-pacific province of Burma, or with the Jawle3 S 

tribes of the border hnd on the Punjab frontier. Assuming that the Hon'ble 

Member makes out that stringent coercive legi!llation is necessary to keep these 

in order, it does not at a\l follow that it is also necessary for the loyal and 

peaceful people of India. The Executive Government must give them a bad 

name before it can (orce on them such coercive legislation. 

II The opinion of Colonel Bowie, an executive officer of high standing 

and of long and varied experience as Magistrate, and the Inspector-General of 
Police, fully support my position. He says:-

'I would prote5t with the greatest earnestness against any such enactment. I 

believe it to be wholly unnecessary, and I feel SUl"e that its effects would, if it ever were 
acted on, prove in the end most pernicious.' 

II Several other executive officers and candid friends of the Executive 

Government have expressed the same views, namely, Mr. R. C. Dutta, 

Commissioner of the Burdwan Division, Mr. Vincent, Magistrate of Burdwan. 

Mr. Grouse, Magistrate of Beerbhoom, Mr. Allen, Magistrate of Midnapore, and 

Mr. Windsor, Deputy Commissioner of Manbhoom. I am also a candid friend 
of the Executive Government and of the Hon'ble Member in charge. I put it 

to them: You have got the Civil and Criminal Courts, you have got 'the 

ordinary police and reserve police at your command, and military battalions at 

your back for the ordinary government of the country: You have got sufficient 

power and additional police underthe old Police Act of 1861 for emergencies. 
Haven't you got enough and to spare? 

II Many of the district officers echo a sentiment which seems to be pedectJy 
natural, and expressed by the poet as follows :_ 

f 0 it is excelleot 
To have the strength of a giant. ' 
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" But human nature often forgets that I it is tyrannous to use it like a giant: 

It follows therefore that responsibility is not so much on those who wish to have 
arbitrary power as on those who give it without clear necessity. 

/I I proceed now to show that the demand of the Executive Government 

for the powers set out in its Bill is equally untenable on the merits. I stated at 

the outset they were of a patriarchal character. Their existence or enactment 

might very well be justified, if the effect of a proclamation under the Police 

Act were, like that of the proclamation of martial law, to suspend and supersede 

all laws and Courts over and in the proclaimed area. The new legislation seems 
to be quite incompatible with the co.existence of law or Court. As a 

test let us take a case of guilty persons who, by forming unlawful assemblies 
and committing riots and affrays, have caused a local area to be I in a 

dist1.1rbed or dangerous state. ' The District Magistrate under the new law 

nnes them heavily by making them pay the costs of additional police and com-

pensations for injuries to person and property. If it ended here, and these pay. 

ments saved them from being proceeded against in the criminal courts for the 

same acts or occurrences, there might be no great objection to the new law. 

But if these men were to be punished again in the Criminal Courts, the new law 
would operate as a great wrong and signal injustice. It would be adding con. 
iderably to the punishment prescribed by the Penal Code, and to the trials and 

tribulations of these unfortunate men. This would be contrary to all principles 
of humane criminal jurisprudence . 

.. Let us take another instance: a converse case of innocent men who are 

1:Ieemed guilty by the District Magistrate and heavily mulcted in costs and com-

pensation. They are afterwards prosecuted in a Criminal Court and found 

innocent. Though found innocent, they find themselves without any remedy. 

There is no provision in the new law for reimbursing them in any way. Cases of 

t.his kind will happen as often as not, and the result will naturally be deep dis. 

content and wide· spread disaffection towards the Government. Miscarriages of 

justice take place also in the Criminal and Civil Courts. But so long as there 

are appeals or revisions the unsuccessful suitor is fully occupied with them. When 

in the last resort the High Court passes an unjust decision, or what he believes 

to be an unjust decision, he relieves his mind by cursing and abusmg the Judges. 

In this respect the several High Courts are great safety-valves of the State. 
They absorb all the t curses, not loud but deep,' and the discontent and dis-

satisfaction of a large number of men who would otherwise become disaffected 

towards the State. 
o 
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II I should think, as a matter of common-sense policy, that the Executive 

Government would do well to leave trials of and judgments on men to our 

Courts, and, like • angels, fear to tread' or trench upon any ground within their 

province. To assess and collect contributions from aU the inhabitants of a local 

area under the old Police Act is an executive function. But to find who among 

them are innocent and who guilty for purposes of exemption under the new law, is 

not an executive function. Here the executive authorities will be treading or 

trenching upon dangerous ground within the province of the Courts. I Its 

effects would,' as remarked by Colonel Bowie, and as I have shown above, 

• prove in the end most pernicious.' The Hon'ble Member in charge observed 

more than once :-

• The object of this Bill, as I bave already said, is not the punishment but the pre-

veution of crime. I cannot too strongly insist upon that difference.' 

II But does not the difference altogether vanish when you once take upon 

yourself to find who are to be exempted? The exemption of some means laying 

heavier upon the others. Is there any practical difference between this heavier 
imposition and punishment for past misconduct? It will be impossible to make 
people understand that the burden of paying costs and compensations which 
had been laid heavy upon them and from which their neighbours had been 

exempted, was not by way of punishment. 

II In regard to the expediency of making exemptions at all, there is a con-
siderable difference of opinion. Mr. Forbes, Commissioner of the Patna 

Division, says:-

'There is a further objection based on wider grounds to the law laying down that 
only luch-and·such person I or classes are liable to assessment, and that such-and·luch 

others shall not be assessed. In many cases it is expedient in the interests of the public 

peace that not only the agitating class, but also the class against whom the agitation is 
set on foot, should contribute. During the anti·kine-killing agitation in this division, 
a que.tion aro.e as to whether in .particular instances the Muhammadans, against whom 

the agitation was raised, should or ahould not be assessed jointly with the Hindua whC1 

railed it. 1 decided, after full consideration, that both parties should pay their Ibare of 
the COlt, on the ground that, if the Hindus were alone assessed, the Muhammadans might, 
in their excited mood, take advantage of the fact in an unfair manner. The more offence 

they could give in such a quiet occult manner as not to get themselves into trouble· with 

the authorities, the better, from their point of view, for them. If the Hindus could be 
"ailed inlo committing a disturbance, the Hindus alone would be punisbed. If tbe 
Hindu., through (e-ar of consequence!', put up with the affront, the Muhammadans would 

score a point all the same. But the result of the decision referred to was in the end to 
induce the MuhammadaDs to take special care to give as little offence as posalble to the 
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religious feelings of the Hindus i and at the Bak; Id there was no pcrceptJ'blc • , 
, mcrease III 

the Dumber ~  customary kine sacrifices, as there undoubtedly would have been had a 
c:ontrary polley been o o~  And in several instances, when the feelings of either 
party got the better of their self-control, both sides immediately came in to the M i-
t 'th •. t" f  f  . ag s ra e WI a Jomt pe Itlon or orglveness.' 

~  His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal speaks of Mr. Forbes as 
an officer' who, has special experience of the operation of section .5 of the 
present law and whose opinion is entitled to much weight. ' I invite the parti-
cular attention of Your Excellency in Council to that opinion. It is an opinion 
based upon practical experience and not upon theories or fads. It may be 

good in theory tl) exempt innocent persons; but in practice the difficulty of 

differentiating the innocent and guilty without a proper trial will be found to be 

immense. There is, in fact, a large variety of reasons, practical and political 

why the ~  Government should not assume the anomalous and invidiou; 

power of judging without trial. It should rather assume for its motto a nobler 
rule of conduct which has been inculcated by high authority, namely, ' Judge not, 
that ye be not judged.' 

"The Hon'ble Member in charge has cited the English Statute 49 & So 
Viet., cap. 38, as lending some countenance to the proposed legislation. I 

have carefully examined and studied this Statute. The preamble shows that 

by law' the inhabitants of the hundred or other area in which property is 

damaged by riotous assemblies are liable to pay compensation for such damage.' 

Now, the same people who are liable by common law to pay such occasional com-

pensation, are the payers of the police-rates. The Act, therefore, provided that 

compensation should ordinarily be paid out of the police-rate, but where the 

police-rate was limited' an addition to that rate should, if necessary, be levied 

for the purpose of raising the sum required to pay riots' compensation '. No 

persons or section or class of inhabitants were exempted from liability to pay 

the police-rate or additional rate for riots' ~  All the inhabitants of the 

hundred are liable to pay the police-rate i as all the inhabitants of a village in 

Bengal are liable to pay the chaukidari-tax, which seems to be very similar in 
nature and incidence to the English police-rates. The word' inhabitants' bears 

its ordinary meaning in the English Statute and does .not include • landholders, ~ 
who are not inhabitants. It were greatly to be WIshed that the Executh'e 
Government had framed its Bill upon the lines of the English Statute. I should 
have then accepted it without objection. The only alteration in Act Vof .86. 
which would be justified by the English Act would be. the addition of a clause to 

section 15, making the inhabitants of the local area hable to pay compensation 
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for damage to property caused by riotous assemblies •. Anything beyond .this 

would be contrary to its policy and principles. p ~  of classes .or sectlons 
of inhabitants from liability to pay rates and compensatlOns, and makmg persons 

other than inhabitants liable to pay such r\ltes and compensations, would carry 

with it the idea of punishment, and should not find place in a Police Act. A 

Police Act should be a protective and preventive law. and not punitive law. The 

English Act clearly indicates this line of demarcation. If your object be to 

punish, you have got the Penal Code to proceed under. If the present pro-
visions 01 the Penal Code be not sufficient for your purpose, you can ask them 

to be made more stringent. But it is against all principles of legislation to put 

into a Police Bill things which are of the Penal Code. 

"The Hon'ble Member in charge cited also section 25 of the Bombay 
Police Act of 1890 in support of the Bill. The Bombay Act does lend some 

countenance to the exemption clauses of the Bill. But in this respect it goes 

beyond the lines and principle of the English Statute, and cannot therefore be 
accepted as any authority of weight. In other respects it is on the lines and 

principles of the English Statute, and, backed by the same, is very strong 

authority against the proposed legislation. It leaves the poor word I inhabitants' 

alone, and does not stretch it on the rack to inculpate and include I non-resident 

landholder.' 

/I This brings me to the I explanation' in section 4 of the Bill, which is as 

follows :-

'E"pltJICaliofl.-For the pur pOles of this section" inhabitants 1/ shall include per. 

sona who themaelves or by their agents or aervanta occupy or hold land or other im-

moveable properly within luch area, and landlords who themselves or by their agent. 

or servants collect rentl direct from tenants in such area, notwithstanding that they do 

not actually reside therein. ' 

.. This little thing hidden in a corner of a section of the Bill is really its 

sting, and is as invidious a departure from the old law as any of the other pro-
visions. Act V of 1861 has been law now upwards of thirty-two years. No 
one has ever complained or asked that non-resident landowners should be in-

cluded among' inhabitants' of a local area, and made to contribute to the cost 
of additional police. The English Statute of 49 & 50 Viet. and the Bombay 

Police Act of 1890 and their spirit and principles are aU against any change of 
the old law in this direction. This I have fully shewn above. The h ~ 

appears to have originated in an idea that the local authorities should be able 

to assess « the non-resident zamindar who stirs up strife or sends agents to rack-
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rent or oppress and so causes strife without incurring any danger him self.' This 

idea, which implies an intent to punish, ought never to enter into the mind of the 

Legislature in framing a Police Act.· The line of demarcation between a Police 

Act, which should contain only preventive and protective provisions and a Penal 

Code which contains punitive provisions, I have just pointed out. The framers 

of the Bill do not appear to have sufficiently kept in view this line of demar-

cation, and to have been influenced by considerations which involve a confusion 

of ideas. 

II Now, assuming that there are black sheep amongst non.resident land-

holders, that fact does not justify the punishment of the whole body by 

imposing upon them a new tax. Let the I stirrers of strife' be brought to 

justice under the law. Surely, it cannot be just to punish a large body of 

men for the supposed faults of a fe\}·. In answer to certain remarks of the 

MaMrajci of Durbhanga, the Hon'ble Member in charge stated as follows:-

I I can assure my hon'ble friend that nothing is further from my mind than to take up 

any position which would be hostile to one of the most important interests in the country. 

It is not so much the case of the zamindar, whose interests should be as mach bound up in 
the peace and contentment of his raiyats, as those of the Government itseH that I am con-

templating, as the cases of farmers who take leases of vi11ages and lands for short periods 

of time, and make use of their opportunities for the purpose of forcibly extracting as much 

money as they can out of the people.' 

" If in the explanation appended to section 4 of the Bill he had put in only 

I temporary farmers' and I stirrers of strife,' we could have understood his mean-

ing and reasoning. But he has taken care to bring in the whole body of land-

holders. This, we have very just reason for complaining, is an act of signal 

injustice, if not of hostility, towards them • 

.. In the late unfortunate disputes between Hindus and Muhammadans which 

gave rise to serious disturbances, and which probably suggested this Police 

Bill the landholders as a class stood even between their Hindu and Muham-, 
madan tenantry. Their own interests would effectually prevent them from siding 

with the one class or the other. No instance of their taking sides has been 

pointed out. The landholders see that the Bill h ~ made them liable to pay 

additional taxes in the shape of rates and compensatIon, but they cannot see 
the reason why. If the Executive Government persist in passing this Bill, will 

they not be told and readily believe-Government is not thy friend, nor the 

Government's law? 
p 
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II I shall conclude by quoting a paragraph of letter' No. 223 of the Bengal 

Chamber of Commurce, dated 20th February last, which seems to be quite in 

~o  with my views and reads like a summary of my case :-

Itt seems to the Committee that sections 154, 155 and 156 of the Indian Penal Code 

sufficiently provide for riots and disturbance connected with land. Again sections 13, 14 

and 15 of Act Vof 1861 give ample power to Magistrates and the police for the pre-

~r o  of order and the punishment of disorder in cases where riots, disturbances or 

disorders may arise from other causes, than those connected with land. And if ill 
England the expense is to be borne by the police-rate of a police-district or part 

of a police-district, the meaning sought to be put upon the term" inhabitant" is strained, 

and the principle enunciated in section 15 of the Act of 1851 is more consonant with the 

principle of English law than the scheme set out in the amended Bill.' 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL said :-" The first remark I have 

to make upon the speech of the Hon'ble Mover of the amendment is that it 

ought to have been delivered on the motion to refer the Bill to a Select Com-

mittee. The Hon'ble Mover takes exception to the principle of the Bill. This 

is o~ a time when, in accordance with the ordinary rules or practice in this 

Council, a matter of that radical importance ought to be considered. How-

ever, as the whole policy of the Bill has been canvassed by the Hon'ble 

Member, 1 shall strive, as far as 1 can, to follow him in his speech, which he will 

excuse me if 1 say is more of a discursive than of an argumentative character. 

The thread of the Hon'ble Member's discourse is that this Bill ought not to be 

produced because, after the Mutiny, three Acts were passed by the Council, 

namely, the Indian Penal Codl', the Criminal Procedure Code, and the Civil 

Procedure Code, and, as we have governed the country well since the Mutiny 

with these three laws, the Hon'ble Member sees in existing facts no reason why 

we should ask for further powers. 'In these days of harsh and carping criticism 

upon the Government, I am glad to find such an admission as that coming from 

a gentleman who has had a large experience of our Courts and mufassal 

administration. I am glad to find in this Council an admission that the Gov-

ernment has administered this country well for thirty years. But this cOuntry 

has during that time made great progress, and with that progress we 
have had difficulties forced upon us, and for these difficulties we have 

been in the course of time called upon to provide fresh means 'of admin-

istration. There can be no question that the administration of this 

country is more difficult now than it was some years ago, and I do not think that 
it is a reasonable proposition to lay down that the ad ministrative equipment which 

suited India thirty yeau ago should be suited to the circumstances by which we 
are to-day surrounded. The hon'ble gentleman states that this Bill is of a coercive 
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and not of a preventive nature. I can only address to this Council arguments; 

I can only state to them facts i I cannot force any Member of this Council to 

accept my arguments or to believe the fact which I state i but I thought 

that I had made it perfectly clear to every impartial person that a Bill which deals 

with the prevention and not with the punishment of crime is a measure of pre-

vention. W hen we wish to punish crime we appeal to the substantive provisions of 

the laws which have been enacted for the punishment of crime. Take'an instance 

which the Hon'ble Member's own experience of zamindari matters will show him 

is an instance which might occur in ordinary every-day practice. Two zamindars 

are quarrelling in regard to the rents they should collect from raiyats. The Magis-

trate of the district gets notice of this, and he is aware that both of those zamin_ 

dars are engaging clubmen by which to enforce their claims. He takes imme-

diate action: he stations there a force of punitive police as the Hon'ble Mem-

ber would call it, but as I prefer to call it an additional and preventive police. 

What is the effect of his action? If that action had not been taken, we should 
have had a crop of cases in the Criminal Courts, but by taking that action 

we prevent a recurrence of violence and save the parties from the consequences 

thereof. What is this but the prevention of crime? The Hon'ble Member 

states that this Bill trenches upon the jurisdiction of the Courts. I agree 
with him in a way. for it will prevent some cases coming into the Criminal 

Courts, and so far interferes with the action of the Criminal Courts. But 

surely that is not an argument which will appeal to the Hon'ble Member 

if he were exercising an independent judgment upon this question. He says 

that this Bill is coercive while the Act of 1861 is less coercive. Let us examine 

this. The Act of 1861 enabled the Government to impose the cost of additional 

police upon a proclaimed tract and to recover it from the people of that tract. 

This Bill does the same, but with a difference. In this particular point 

what difference does the present Bill introduce into the existing law? This 

Bill introduces this difference, that instead of imposing the cost of police upon 

the inhabitants it imposes it to a certain extent upon the landlord who benefits 

by the maintenance of law and order. The Hon'ble Member says that that in-
novation is not acceptable to the people of this country; but is that reasonable? 

If on a particular village Ra. 100 i; assessed under the old Act as it stands. 
and if under the provisions we are now introducing we reduce the amount 

to Rs. 90 on the raiyats, and place the remaining Rs. 10 upon the landlord, is it 

consonant with reason that the inhabitants of the village will be dissatisfied with 

a law that relieves them from a portion of the cost? My or~  this opposition to 

the Bill comes from an interested but limited section-from those owners of pro-

perty who, for the first time under this Act, will be brought to bear the respon_ 
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sibility which their position imposes upon them. It is an axiom which is known 
and accepted by all English-speaking men, that I property has its duties as well 
as its rights' j but my hon'ble friend would make the axiom run thus I property 
has rights but no duties '. The Hon'ble Member stated that the question of ex-

. emption reduces this Bill into one of a purely punitive character. That is a point 
which 1 had occasion to notice in one of the Hon'ble Mr. Mehta's amendments, 
and I do not think I ought now to detain the Council on that subject. No 
arguments which I can bring to bear now will convince the Hon'ble Member, but, 
at all events, 1 think I may appeal to impartial Members of this Council to say 
that, where the object is to prevent the commissi'on of crime, the cost incurred 
cannot be described as necessarily of a punitive character. In the conclusion of 
his speech the hon'ble gentleman referred to the question of the extension of the 
meaning of the word I inhabitants' so as to include the landlords who have direct 
control over the village. In my opening remarks I briefly referred to the grounds 
on which I justified that provision of the Bill. I stated that my object was to im-
pose responsibility upon all who are in direct touch with a proclaimed local area. 
The maintenance of the peace in a village is obviously in the interests of all law-
abiding landlords, and it is clear that those who derive advantages from the 
maintenance of the peace should also contribute to the cost. By the ancient and 
common law of this country zamindars were responsible for the police of their 
villages i of that responsibility they were relieved in 1793. But this responsibi-
lity of which they were thus relieved was for the normal police of the district, and 
not for the police employed on such rare and exceptional occasions as those con-
templated by this Bill. In regard to the employment of police on rare and excep-
tional occasions the zamindar enjoys no exemption. But, says the hon'ble gentle-
man, 'You have in your police reserves power to meet all these emergencies.' 1 am 
;>.stonished to find a statement like that emanating from a gentleman who has 
such large and varied experience of our Courts and Mufassal practice. I should 
have thought that it was an understood thing that the police of this country 
was for financial reasons kept down to a point scarcely sufficient to enable it to 
meet the normal calls upon it. We know from past experience that we· have 
waves of religious fanaticism passing over the country. We may have at any 
time a refusal on the part of the people to comply with their legal obligations. 
Are such emergencies as these to be dealt with by the normal strength of the 
force? Certainly not. In point of fact, the reserves of police employed are a 
small body at the head-quarters of the district which are used for guards 
aad escorts, and similar purposes. It is true we are trying to give these reserves 
a more efficient character, but it is entirely impossible to say that we can expand 
them so as to meet all emergencies of this description. In this matter we adapt 
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our means to circumstances, and we do 1I0t employ as an ordinary normal incident 

?f the administration a larger force than is necessary ioJr the immediate purposes 
In hand. 

"My Lord, among the papers which have been referred to by the Hon'ble 
Member there is a letter which, coming (rom a body for which J entertain great 
respect, I think I ought not to pass over without comment. I mean the letter 

of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce dated the 20th instant. There is no body 

on this side of India for whom I entertain a more sincere respect than the 

Bengal Chamber of Commerce. I have been orten connected with the Govern-

ment of India or Bengal for well nigh fifteen years. In that period I have 

seen ~  communications. from the Chamber of Commerce, and J hardly 

remember to have seen one which, if it did not illumine the subject in hand, 
did not at all events treat it in sensible and business-like and instructive fashion. 

But this letter is an exception to the rule. It makes four statements 

which are pertinent to the question before us. I t states four things-fi,.st, 

it says that sections 154 to 156 of the Indian Penal Code sufficiently 

provide for riots and disturbances connected with land j second, that 
sections 13.14 and 15 of the Police Act, V of 186" give ample power to 
the Magistrate and the police to preserve order and to punish disorder in other 

cases than those connected with land j third. that the meaning we give to the 
word' inhabitant' in section 15 of the Bill is strained and not in consonance with 

the principle of English law on the subject i and, four'It, the letter expresses 
disapproval of a project of law which they say does not enable the Magistrate 

to discriminate in times of excitement between the innocent and the guilty. 

"Now, my Lord, every one of these four statements is either inaccurate or 

beside the question we are discussing. As to the reference to the Penal 

Code, I would say that when a crime regarding land h .. s been committed no 

doubt we can punish the offender if we catch him; but our object here is not to 

punish an offender but to prevent the commission of an offence. If I were dis-
posed to ~ r from the point at issue, J might indeed assure the Council--

and here I have the support of my hon'ble ar,d learned frie::nd-that ~  (or the 

punishment of crime section '54 of the Penal Code is an utterly broken reed; 
but that is not the question here. The question here is not the punishment, 

but the prevention, of crime. Next, the reference made by the Chamber to 

the Police Act is half irrelevant and half inaccurate. I t is irrelevant in 50 far 

that the sections cited give no power of punishment at all; while, in so far as it 

states that the Bill is unnecessary, the Chamber is in direct con diet with all the 
Local Governments consulted on a matter peculiarly within their keD. Tile 

2 
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Council has heard the opinion expressed in this Council,to-day by the Hon'ble 

Sir Griffith Evans, and I think they will be of opinion that it supports the provi-

sions of the Bill. 

1/ Lastly, and most wonderful of all, the Chamber of Commerce, in 

referring to the Magistrate's part under this Bill, disappro ve of a provision of 
the Bill which finds no place at all in the Bill we are di!lcussing. From all this I 
am led to infer that the amended Bill was by inadvertence not placed. Defore the 
Chamber at all. As I have said, the Bengal Chamber of Commerce holds a de-

servedly high position in the mercantile world of India j its utterances usually 

carry weight, and it is not fair that its utterance on this occasion should go out 

to the world without some comment from the Government of India to ~ho  that 

in this particular matter its opinion has been given under, as I think, a'mis-

apprehension of the questions before the Council. " 

The Hon'ble MR. STEVBNS said :-" On the motion to refer this Bill to 

a Select Committee I ventured to promise my cordial support to its general 

provisions. In details it appeared, however, to be susceptible of improvement!'-

in some points, of substantial improvement j in others, of advantageous 

changes of expression which might more clearly define the intention of the GO\-

ernment, and might remove such objections as had arisen from misapprehension 

of that intention. The section which is now under consideration is one of 

those which have attracted most criticism and have been the object of most 
amendments, both verbal and substantial j but in its present shape, as amended at 

the instance of the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans, it seems to me to be our duty to 

pass it. 

1/ I have formed this opinion because the provisions of the section appear 

to be sound and just in principle. They have been found by experience to be 
efficacious i the)' do not at present exist in those tracts to which Act V of 186. 
is applicable, and they contain such safeguards as should satisfy the most timid 

that the risk of putting them into practice will be reduced to the smallest pos-
siblt:. . 

.. Now, what is the guiding principle of the section? The case, I take it, 

stands thus:-The police-force in any district in this country is ordinarily kept 
at the lowest strength and cost which are compatible with the discharge of the 
ordinary functions of a police in times of no unusual excitement. That a very 

smal! force in comparison with the number of the people suffices for this 

purpose is (1 may remark by the way) due to the peaceful and law-abiding 
character of the great bulk of the population. But occasions of special irritation 
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and excitement do sometimes happen which are distinctly limited to particular 

localities. When this condition exists, it is necessary for the peace of the 

country that the police should be strengthened. At whose expense should 

this' be done? Clearly at the cost, not of the general revenues of the 

whole territory subject to Your Excellency's Government, but of the disturbed 

locality itself. In this disturbed locality again it may be impossible to distin-
guish broadly between the several parties, so as to make it clear that the re-

sponsibility lies with one, and does not lie with anolher, of these parties. Under 

such circumstances it is evident that no distinction as to pecuniary obligations 

ought to be attempted. But there are again cases in which either only parti-

cular classes of the community are concerned in the quarrel, or one ~ o  is 

plainly the. aggressor. In these cases it seems only consonant with justice 

and common sense that the burden should be imposed on those immediately 

concerned, or on those whose wrong-doing and intention to do further wrong are 

apparent. 

"The Hon'ble Member in charge of the Bill, in his speech on the last 

occasion, illustrated the necessity for this measure by the case of the riots ill 

Rangoon. (n all the subsequent criticisms which 1 have read-and I have read 

all that I could find-J have seen no attempt whatever to question the pro-

priety of the o ~ o  that in such conditions the coat of the police ~ho  d 

be levied from the contending parties, and not from the uninterested classes to 

whom disorder could only bring mischief. I venture to add from my own ex-

perience a case of another kind. A certain zamindar had endeavoured to 

establish a c1dim to a village which was held by another. He obtained but a 

slight footing in the village i at length, either exasperated by his failure, or in-

tending to ove.rawe the villagers, he organized an attack upon the other party 

by forces converging from three directions, and plundered the rival cutchery and 

the houses of the raiyats, and distributed their property in different parts of the 

district. As to the main facts there was no question, and I cannot conceive that 

anyone will say that, in circumstances like these, the.victims should be made to 

pay for their protection equally and indiscriminately with h~ aggressors • 

.. My Lord, another argument which the Hon'ble Member in charge of the 
Bill brought forward in its support the other day was taken from the experience 
which has been gained of the working of the analogous provisions of the Bombay 

Act, IV of 1890. This argument also has been ignored by tile r ~  Perhaps 

I should apologize to the Hon'ble Members from the . ~  Presidency for 
trespassing on their territories, but I have thought It right to look for mYIl'lE 

into the debates connecteJ with the passing of tt-c IJ'" in question. 
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"Section 16 of Act VII of 1867, which was the law previously in force, 

allowed the Government, by notification and in such other manner as might ~o 
it seem fit to direct the employment of any police-force in excess of the 

ordinary ~  complement quartered in allY part of the Presidf'ncy h ~h h~  
be found to be in a disturbed or dangerous state, or any part thereof In which. 

from the conduct of the inhabitants, Government might deem it expedient to 

increase the number of the police. The cost of this additional police might 

wholly or in part be defrayed by a local rate, and the Collector, on the requisi-

tion of the Magistrate of the district, was bound to levy the amount of such an 

assessment on the inhabitants thereof as the Collector might in his discretion 

think just. 

II Section 25 of the Act of 1890 permitted the employment of additional 

police in any local area which might appear to the Government to be in a dis-

turbed or dangerous state, lor in which the conduct of the inhabitants or c,f 

any particular section of the inhabitants' might render it expedient temporarily 

to increase the strength of the police. The Government was empowered to 

defray the cost I either wholly or partly by a rate charged on the inhabitants 

generally, or on any particular section of the inhabitants of the local area' to 

which the notification applied. Here there is no ambiguity or doubt. The 

new law gave the Government a distinct power to discriminate between the 

parties, and to decide, if it thought proper, which of .them should bear the expense 
of the additional precautions. Looking to the amount of criticism with which 
the section now under discussion has been assailed, 1 thought that the records 

of the Bombay Council would suplJly an armoury from which weapons of argu-
ment might be taken by both sides in the current controversy. The Hon'ble 

Members of this Council will be astonished to learn that I ha,ve failed to find 

a single reference to the point now before us, though there were animated 
debates on many points-from the relations of .the Inspector-General and the 
District Magistrates to the police, down to the destruction of dogs, muzzled or 

unmuzzled. The change which we are discussing was accepted as a matter of 

common sense and of course. It has been left to Bengal to conjure up visions 

of dangers too serious to be looked in the face, and of insuperable difficulties. 

"Attempts have been made, my Lord, to impale this measure on the horns 
of a dilemma. We are asked to declare whether it is C punitive' or C preventive, , 
either answer being regarded as fatal to us. I do not see that those who recom-
mend it are bound in any way to discover a single comprehensive adjective which 
shall at once de6ne and describe the procedure. What we do is to suggest that 
certain difficulties should be met by a certain course of action. If this course 
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of a ction commends itself to the Council, the verbal question is of no impor-

tance. As a fact, probably no single adjective  can be found. It seems 

enough to say that the main purpose is to prevent crime and to promote peace; 

and that, if an incidental effect will be to punish those who h:.ave misconducted 

themselves, no one ought to regret it. 
_1 

It Some attempts have been made to contra 5t the judicial with the execu-

tive j but the high judicial authorities themselves, who have been consulted on 

this Bill, seem to acknowledge with singular unanimity the propriety of givingthe 

Executive Government the power which it seeks. The Recorder and the 

Judicial Commissioners of Upper and Lower Burma and Judicial Commissioners 

of Oudh and the Central Provinces accept this section. The Judges of the 

Punjab Chief Court offer no suggestion. The Judges of the North -Wester n Pro-

vinces High Court expressly and unanimously approve of the amendment of .the 

law, and the Judges of the High Court in Calcutta, though they have dealt ~  

cautiously with section 5 of the Act as originally drafted, have no o r ~  

to offer on section 4. The only high judicial officer I can discover to h~  

~ even doubtful is the Judicial Commissioner of the Hyderabad Assigned 

Districts, and his difficulties appear to me to be disposed of by the amendments 

which have been made in the draft Bill. 

II The argument that the present law sufficiently meet; the necessity of 

the Executive Government can only be met by a denial. The present law does 

'not provide any power of discrimination j and it stands to reason that Your 

Excellency's Government, with its vast knowledge of facts, and its almost 

unlimited responsibilities, would never have embarked upon this legislation 

without pro o ~ conviction of the necessity for such a power. 

II To those who would urge that this power should no't be granted lest it 

should be misused, I would reply that the chance of misuse is very small. It 
has never been intended, so far as I have understood, that this section should 

be hastily and indiscriminately worked. From my owh personal knowledge of 
every office under the Local Government (except the Inspector-GeneralslJip) 

which is concerned with the imposition of additional police, I can say with 
confidence that, even under the existing law, proposals for' additional police are 

~ r  with great care. No good Magistrate recommends it without re-

luctance, for he hesitates to admit the failure of his ordinary resources; the 
o ~ o r  the Inspector-General of Police and the Government consider 
the ~  successively with an ever diminishing local or departmental bias, and 

very rarely, if ever, can it be possible that a special rorce is unjustly imposed. And 
R 
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it is significallt that the opponents of this Bill have not; so far as I have seen, 

attempted to strengthen their position by ~ instances 01 indiscretion or 

injustice in working the law as it stands. It may well be conceded, I think, 
that the Local Governments will be equally conscientious and careful in the 

future i and that they will not be unaware of the dangers attendi,J)g misuse of 

their power. To those, if any, who have less confidence than 1 have ort this 

subject, there is much cause for comfort in the publicity with which administra-

tion is now carried 0n. The Press )s free, speech is free, the right of inter-

pellation. in the Councils has been granted i and, if the means of obtaining 

pUblicity in this country are not sufficient, there are the newspapers in England, 

and an increasing number of members of Parliament who make the affairs of 

India their special charge. 

"I will occupy no more of Your Lordship's time with words.of '1lY own, 
but desire to quote a few words from a Native paper, the Itzdian ~ o  :-

, It is possible to imagine cases, and we believe some have :>.Iready been quoted in 

Council, in which the guilty party is mani£estlya small, or, at any rate, a well· defined 

sectioh. In such cases to tax the whole of the resident commun ity would be obviously 

not a measure o( ~  unless indeed the community offers itself to be taxed. In a 

place where a fight is confined· to butchers alone, it would not be right to tax others than 

butchers. When a fight is confined to Muhammadans alone, Shiaa and Sunnia it would 

not be right to lax Hindus and Christians. When a fight is confined to two ri'val zamin. 

dars alone, it would not be right to tax men who belong to the party of neither' 

zamindar and have shown nO disposition to break the peace. ,In all cases, however, when 

the breakers of the law are not a class that can be rigidly marked out from others, or 

are not a class notoriously guilty and alone guilty according to the universal judgment and 

knowledge of the local vopulation, the safest thing would be to tax all the inhabitants.' 

" It seems to mt!, my Lord, that this pCiSS<lge accurately represents the 

policy of the Bill, and is an admirable example of the spirit in which it should 
be accepted," 

, II The Hon'ble SIR FRKDRRICK FRVHR sairl :_" My Lord, with reference 

to the Bon'ble Mohiny Mohun Roy's statement that there was no necessit to 

employ additional police to maintain peace in the town of Rangoon aCte;the 

riots, I wish to observe that the whole force of r~ r  police in the town at 

the time of the rialS was about 120 men, of whom some 60 were wounded during 

the riots. After the nots ~  o ~ was guarded by the European regiment, but 

Europeans could not be mdefillltely kept out in the streets durin" the hot 
""cather and so additional police had to be employed. b 
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If It seems to me that a great deal of the opposition which this Bill has 
aroused is due to misapprehension. The Bill is no more coercive than is the 

present law. The Government can employ additional police and charge its cost 
to a disturbed locality without any alteration in the law, and all that the present 

Bill does is to allow the Government to exempt those ~ ho have not contributed 
to a disturbance from paying for the cost of maintaining addilional police to 
.keep the peace which they have done nothing to break, and to make those who 

receive protection, though they may be non.residentlandowners, liable to pay 
for it under certain circumstan(.'es 

. . 
II I venture to think that there will be more discontent if the Bill is thrown 

out than if it is passed." 

The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS said ~ h  debate upon this 
amendment, which is an ~  to omit section 4 of the Bill, has 

travelled over a very wide ground and is really a debatl! upon the general policy 
.of the Bill. I do not propose in speaking to this amendment to travel over 
the same ground. This is an amendment to leave out the new section 15 of the 
Police Act which was section 4 of the Bill as originally introduced. Now, the 
only two main points in the amended section, as has been pointed out, are, 
first, t-he introduction of the power of exemption j and, secondly, the inclusion 
of the non.resident zamindars under the nalTle of inhabitants. As regards the 
power of exemption, it has been very fully discussed on the amendment by the 
Hon'ble Mr. Mehta to leave outt hat power in the section. But as a great deal has 
been said about this power of exemprion, I wish to add one or two words before 
passing on from it. Much has been said in regard to the opinion of that 
exceeding well-informed officer, Mr. Forbes j but it has been forgotten 
altogether by the proposer of the amendment that Mr. Forbes wound up by 
saying that his objection really was to throwing upon the Magi!ltrates the duty 
of finding out and deciding upon guilt or innocence, and that he himself pro-
posed a system of exemption w.hich is almost the same as that proposed by the 
Select Committee. That proposal of Mr. Forbes which was put as an amend. 
ment to the end of his minute was taken up by the Lieutenant-Governor in the 
report of the Bengal Government and favourably considered as being the correct 
solution. That solution of Mr. Forbes has been in fact accepted with the 
further improvement of giving the power of exemption to the Local Govern_ 
ment. The next thing I wish to observe is that it has been said that an 
exemption must be punitive and that therefore there ought to be a judicia! 
investigation before punishment, bt.'cause you cannot exempt one man without 
increasing the burden ofthe others; that is all very well as a matter of word 
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chopping, but, if you look the thing in the face, it is r ~ of every single public 
burden. There is one burden with which we are all very familiar, and that is the 

burden of serving as jurors or assessors. Section 320 of the. Criminal Procedore 

Code provides that all the male inhabitants of a district, between the ages of 2 I 

and 60, shall be liable to serve as jurors or assessors with certain exceptions. 

Then follows a list of exceptions, and the last exception is of such persons as 

the Local Government may exempt. Of course, it w.?uld be all very well if we 

were a mere debating society to argue that you ought not to allow such a thing 

as that; that, if the Local Government exempts a man from serving upon a 

jury, it throws a greater burden upon others, and that therefore you ought to 

send for a Munsif or Subordinate Judge to decide whether the exemption should 

be granted; but that is not a practical view of the case and it would· be 

absolutely ridiculous to do anything of the kind. 

" So too with regard to these exemptions. If these exemptions are to be . 

honestly and h01l4 fidt worked, and not as a sort of juggling performance by 
which it is intended under the guise of one set-of words to achieve a result 

appropriate to another set of words: if, as a matter of fact, the Local Govern-
ment will recognise that they have got nothing to do with enquiries into 

guilt or innocence, that they are only to see where it is clearly right to exempt 

or where an exemption may be given as a reward, as the exemption from the 
jury might be, then in that case there ,is no doubt that a great many of the 
arguments used against the power of exemption fall to the ground. I say this 
in justice to those who desire to have this exemption system tried. I have 

myself said as regards my own opinion that, notwithstanding there is a 

great deal to be said for it, 1 should hesitate to advise its introduction because 

it is open to abuse and error, and it is better to stick to the old usage and to what 
has worked well than to go in for a novelty. But it is not open to the 

particular remarks which pave been made upon it by those who oppose it, 
and it is very difficult to say that it is not a fair experiment to try, having regard 
to the fact that in certain cases justice seems to demand that we should 
make the experiment. Therefore, I leave that point by saying that, while I 

myself would not have introduced it, being averse to introducing new things 

into I ndia without strong necessity, I recognise there is a. great deal in it, 

and I hope the s3feguards introduced will prevent its being abused. No doubt 
all hUJn.\Il aclion is liable to error, and there is a possibility of error even in the 

case of the High Courts, the decisions of which arc not unfrequently reversed 
by the Privy Council. 
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.. I now turn to. the real qu.estion whi'ch is before the Council in this 
amendment, and that IS the question of the explanation of the word' inhab't t' 
• J d" " ' I an 

~ mc u tng o r ~ ~r  As regards this, when the original 

Bdl came before the Council, the defimtlOn was much too wide. It included 

all classes of proprietors; it made zamindars liable who ~  out their lands' 
, " 10 

patm, ",ho had no mfluence III the estate. This has been cut down and the 

liability now is on the zamindar ~ho directly collects rents from the r ~  As 
~ r  this, I will ,first take the question of ,the legal change. The legal change 
IS not at all a violent one. It was decided long ago in Bombay, where 

under the Charter of the old Supreme Court every inhabitant was made liable 

to' the jurisdiction of that Court, lhat, when a man lived at Baroda and 

had an agent in Bombay who carried Oil business there, he W.1S an ~ 

habitant of Bombay and liable to the jurisdiction of the Court there, h~ 

same thing has bep.n held over arid over again in a series of cases with regard 

to the Charter of the Supreme: Court of Calcutta. I merely mention this in 

order to show that the word • inhabitants' is in all caseS not necessarily 

restricted to those who are actually dwelling in the place. There may be· 

constructive inhabitants. The real question is as regards the merits of the 

case. Now, as regards h~ merits, this is the position. The zamindar, so long as 

he collects the rents dIrect, is really the most influential person in the village 

or district, Beyond all possibility of doubt or question the power of the 

zamindar is, 1 am happy to say, still very great, and I hope it will always 
remain so, But, if owing to any hasty legislation against them these great 
zamindaris should be broken up and fall into the hands of the bania.s and 

mahajans, it will be all evil dtly for the Government of India when the influence 

of the zamindars is brol,en, for in the main these classes have always been in 

favour of law and order and have been a support to the Government. But though 

this is the broad outline of the picture which ought never to be forgotten, yet 
a II the details are not equally fair. All who are familiar with litigation in 

Bengal 'know perfectly well the signs which precede a big case in the Civil 

Courts. The case may be for an alluvial formation or a disputed boundary or 

~ p  title. Weare all p~r  familiar with t he ~  first, it will begiu 
ii, the Criminal Courts with nolS and attempts by each Side to fix the occur-
r~  upon the other j these are all moves to establish possession in order that 
one side may be driven to file a suit in a Civil o~r  This stage is r~  
ordinarily by a proceeding under section 145: Cr,lmJOaI, ro r~ Code, In order 
to determine who is in possession, and to retam him until o ~  m due course.by 
law. A decision is then given, and there is generally an pph~ o  t? the High 
Court, which not unfrequently quashes the whole proceedmgs oWlOg to some 

s 
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irregularity, and the whole thing begins over again. :rhis• ~ go ~  for 
several years, and at the end o£ that time one· party IS dnven mto fihng a 

suit as plaintiff in" a Civil Court and accepting the burden of proving his case. 
During the whole of that time no one can seriously doubt that the cause of these 

disturbances is the ~  between two zal8indars, and that, if the qnarrel 
came to an end by an agreement, peace would be absolutely restored at 

once. Bul it is said that sections J 54 to 156 of the Penal Code amply provide 

for the punishment of zamindars in cases in which riots take place in their 

lands or h~r  riots take place for their benefit, or where they do not take 

speedy steps to suppress or prevent the riots. But how does it stand in reality? 

Cases under these sections are very rare and convictions still rarer. So much 
so that these sections may be said to have become almost a dead-letter. 
The reason is not far to seek. It has been 'qund by experience that it 
is impossible to bring home eitht:r to thu; zamindar or his agent that know-

ledge that a particular riot was' going to take place which is necessary in 

order to sustain a criminal charge. It is impossible to bring home this, 

though all know that but for the quarrel· between the two umindars the 
riot would not have taken place. But this is quite :.1 different thing from proving 

that the zamindar knew of the riot. Therefore. as a matter of fact, these 

sections do not act in the way it is suggested that they ought to act and in the 
way in which it was no doubt hoped they would act. In these cases it is 
quite plain that the zamindar ought to be deemed an inhabitant for the purpose 
of this section, that is, to bear the cost of the extra police required on account 

of the disturbances. 

II The next class 1 speak of is agrarian disputes between the zamindars and' 
raiyats. ·In regard 10 this 1 wish to observe that the relations hetween the 
zamindars and raiyats are generally friendly. You will find that those who are 
privileged to go behind' the scenes can still see the ancient Zamindari Courts, 

which are supposed to be extinct for a century by many people, still at work, 

and working harmoniously. These Courls are viewed with great disfavour by 
a great many over-zealous officers, while more prudent officers shut their eyes 

because they tend ·to keep things quiet and to dispose of petty civil and 
criminal business: tht:y have no sanction except ancient custom and convenience. 

'" But when a quarrel arises between the zamindar and raiyat all this is 
changed. Sometimes it is that a zamindar wants an increase to his rent i he 
may be right. h~ may be wrong. But thereupon if the raiyats object they proceed 
to starve him out, and, if he is a poor zamindar, they refuse to pay him any 
rent at all, and often set up absolutely false cases. They deny the existing 
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rents and admit only half or a quarter. T,he counselor Government officials to 
these poor zamindars is I go to law; here are our Courts ready (or you and they 

will decide the maHer.' ~  the poor man is well aware that the Government 

will not wait for one single hour for the Government revenue, and while the 

grass is growing the steed is starving, and he may he sold out long before the 

dispute is decided. At other times hungry mukhtars or other mischievous 

persons go round and tell the raiyats that Ihe Government is going to make 

some new law, and that their rents are going to be lowered or that 

they will not have to pay rents at all. They are ignorant peoph::, they stop 

paying rents, form no-rent combinations and proceed to beat the peons 'and 

the amins whom the zamindar sends down to collect the rents or appraise 
the crops. Such disputes sometimes lead to great agrarian disturbances. 
Then there is another class of cases, that o( the religious riots, and here, too, 

I think the zamindar ought to be included, ~ oo  at him as a very 

great influence and able to exercise great po\\'er, o ~ cannot help seeing he is a 

greater power on the side of law and order or disorder than anybody else, 
and that it is most desirable that he should have a pecuniary interest in main. 

taining the peace of the district. The zamindars have greater knowledge of 
what is going on in their zamindaries than the Government official and can do 
lJlu«;h in the way of conciliation if they hoo ~ But if their aid is sought by 
Government in these matters they should be treated with consideration • 

.. It is for these reasons-on account of the fact that the zamindar is the 
most influential person in the dislrict, whether actually living in lha t district 
orl not-it is on account of his power and influence that I think that ~  cause 
of peace and order will be secured by giving him a pecuniary interest in 
seeing that the peace is not disturbed and that this can be done withollt 

injustice if there is power to t'xempt." 

The Hon'ble MAHARAJA OF AJUDHIA said :_U I would not like to 

detain the Council with any very lengthy remarks, but I think some observations 
are due from me as a representative of a class which has got large landed 
interest in the country, and who will be particularly affected by the sections 4, 5, 
and 10. '1 will therefore confine my remarks to these only. 

II It appears that I absentee' landlords would come under the definitioD of 
the term I inhabitants' who will be liable to bear the cost of placing the 3ddi· 

tional police-force. This may be sound in theory, but J am not sure tbat in 
practice it may result in inflicting h r h ~ on the I absentee' landlord. The 
Bill does not lay down any procedure as to upon what data' absentee' land. 

10lds might be considered implicated in a riot or disturbance, and in many 
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cases it will often happen that they will not have the benefit of the powers of 

exemption conferred upon the local authorities. 

,. The absence of any preliminary judicial enquiry before the exercise of 

.such power is also a very objectionable feature in the Bill .. ~or  my Lord: it has, 
1 think, been already repealed more loan once, ~o h wlthm and o ~  the 

Council Chamber, that it makes a great deal of difference between levymg the 

cost of additional police from the entire inhabitants and the exclusion of a 

portion of them from such COStS on'the ground of their innocence. An. exc:mp-

tion of some persons or a class of persons naturally casts a. slur upon those who 
are not exempted. 1£ among the unexempted persons there are some who are 
not guilt y, the very fact of their being unexempted will raise a presumption 

that they are not innocent, 

" My Lord, I fully appreciate the great sense of justice and equity by which 

the hon'ble mover of the Bill has been guided in introducing the p o~ of 

classes. No mati ves can be higher than those by which he has been guided. 

But 1 am afraid that the powers thus conferred will, in some cases, be not pro-
perly exercised, and errors of judgment will be committed, errors from which 

very serious consequences might ensup. lO the persons conct!rned. I have 

taken the liberty of submitting these remarks for the consideration of Your 
Excellency and the Hon'ble Members as I am supported by officials like Magis-

trates of Districts, Commissioners of Uivisions, I nspector-General of Police 
and several important associations of the country, inclUding the Anglo-Indian 

Defence Association, the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and the Indian Tea 

Association, the last three Associations generally representing the voice of a 

great number of the European community who, as they will not immediately be 
affected by the provisior:s in question, c.lnnot rea:;onably be suspected of any 
bias in the matter. 

"As regards the power to be conferred on Magistrates to award damages, 

I beg to submit that the result of this will be that the executive authorities will 
be invested with powers which should only be exercIsed by the Civil Courts. 

"In the section regarding the regulation of processions and assemblies 
some very stringent provisions have been introduced which on certain occasions 

J 

I believe, in the hands of the police might tend to interfere unnecessarily with 
the religious customs and ceremonies of the people. 

"My Lord, I do not think it necessary to go into further details, as the 
provisions of these sections have been discussed by the Hon'ble Members and 
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by the entire Press of the country, Indian and Anglo-Indian. I beg, therefore, 

to support the Motion that these -,ections should be withdrawn from the Bill," 

The Hon'ble MR. PLAYFAIR said :-" My Lord, the speech delivered hy 

the Hon'ble Memberin charge of the Home.Department, wllen he moved that 

this Bill be referred to a Select Committee, reminded me of the remarks in which 

an eminent critic once 'described the ~  of Wellington's style of debating 

as • slicing the argument into two or three parts and helping himself to the best.' 

He laid emphatic stress upon the principle as:.ociated with the introduction, of 

this measure, which he has repeated to-day, that it was intended to be preventive 

of trouble and a deterrent to the restless. In short, that it is a measure that 

implies exceptional reasons for its application, and, therefore, it may be presum-

ed it should be an enactment the provisions of which will not be frequently put 

in force. But the Hon'ble Member did not dissipate from the minds of some of 

the Members of Your Excellency's Council the apprehension that the measure 

was a dangerous innovation, even though, as the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans has 

to.day remarked, something of the kind might ha ve been worked in I he mufassal 

of Bombay. 

If I should still prefer to adhere to the prest!nt system, the principle of 

which is to make the whole disturbed district liable, and give all the inhabitants 

a common interest in the preservation or the peace without introducing the new 

element of exemption. For I understand that the policy of the Governrner;Jt is, 

as it has always been, to make laws that it may be able to treat its people as a 
great lord ought to do, rather than that the people might learn from such ~ 

to treat the Government like a great lord. I am not unmindful, however, that 

events have recently happened which may justify the Government in asking for 

increased powers to deal with r ~~ districts. The Hon'ble Sir Antony 
MacDonnell has stated to-day that the circumstances of the country require .his 

measure. Con:.idering this, and looking at the restrictions an.d safeguards which 

'have been introduced, and in particular to the amendment \vhich places the 

power of exemption in the hands of the Local Government and not of the 

Magistrate, I do not think I should be justified in opposing the passing of sec-

tion 15 as amended • 

.. I thank the Hon'ble Sir Antony MacDonnell for the high culogium Itt: 
has passed upon the judgment and authority of the Bengal Chamber 01 Corn. 
meree, and for the pr ~ o  of respect to which he considers its opinions are 

justly due 011 all subjects affecting the Government, as well as the commercial 

interests of this Empire. With reference to the letter from the Chamber of 
T 
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Commerce to which the Hon'ble .Mernber has referred, I have to point out 

that this is a criticism upon the Bill'as it emerged from the hands of the Select 
Committee. The Chamber had not before itthe amendments proposed by my 

hon'ble friend Sir Griffith Evans and accepted by Your Excenency's Govern-

ment, and· I am hopeful that the· alterations disclosed to-day, which substitute 

the Local Government for the District Magistrate, will be approved of by the 
Chamber. And I can give the· Government the most complete assurance that, 

when the Government requires support to carry out the good government of 

this Empire and to preserve law and order, the assistance of the Bengal 

Chamber of Commerce will not be wanting." 

1'he Hon'ble ~  RAO MADHAV CHITNAVlS said :-" My Lord, 
I believe the necessity of the exemption clause was specially felt by including 
in the definition of the word 'inhabitants,' absentee landowners and hduse-

holders. This extension of the meaning of the word was hardly necessary and 

would in some cases, I am afraid, work injustice. In fact, the law has been 
made so complex by this extension of meaning, and so many difficulties brought 
in, that it is almost impossible that the law, as it is proposed to be amended by 
the Bill, would be equitably administered." . 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA said :-" I have already said what I had to say 
on this section in moving my amendment. The Hon'ble Member in 

charge of the Bill tells us that he has furnished us with arguments; he 
could not furnish us with brains-I beg the Hon'ble Member's pardon, l 
mean the capacity to appreciate and understand his arguments. But how 

. does his case stand? He gave out all his arguments when he moved for 
a Select Committee, and not only the Indian Press, but nearly the whole 
of the Anglo-Indian Press, the Anglo-Indian Defence Association, and last 
but not least the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, they have all failed to be 
convinced by his arguments and have pronounced the Bill unwise and impol-
itic. If the Hon'ble Member will pardon me for doing so, will he allow me to 
remind him of a bit from the greatest of r h p r ~ o makes 
Cassio insist that he was sober and it was the others whll were drunk. His argu-

ments and those of the oth,.r official Hon'ble Members all harp upon the excel-
lence of the objects and intentions with which this Bill is introduced. My Lord, 
nobody has questioned that the object and intentions with which the Government 
of India has brought in this Bill are most excellent. I certainly do not ques-
lion them for one moment. But the question is lIot, whether your objects and 
intentions are excellent, but whether the r~  by which those objects and 
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those intentions are sought to be carried out are calculatod t  d 
h h · . . 0 0 so, and 
w et er, 10 ~rr ~  some of them out, ~o  are not adopting measures which will 
not create mischief In other numerous directions. We say it is the latter which 

the Bill is calculated t,o do. It is all very well to ~  of careful enquiries and 
prudent administration. But let ~ try for a moment to realize what these things 
mean in actual practice and i(l detailed action. I speak from a somewhat long 

experience of nearly every district of the Bombay Presidency in the course of 

professional employment, and I say that the District Magistrate is largely 

dependent--I do not say entirely-on the enquiries and information of his assist-

ant, who in his turn is dependent on the lower officers. They no doubt make 

some enquiries of their own, but they are Jargely controlled by those of the lower 

officers, police and others. Now 1 do not wish to say that all these lower officers 

are bad and unreliable; many of them make excellent officers. But still the fact 

is that on important occasions they are likely to be swayed by influences in which 

interest, prejudice and partiality may largely enter. This opens an immense 

door to abuse and oppression. The higher officers are not often in a position to 

discriminate between the reliance to be placed on these lower officers and are 

often carried away by the initial taint. This is why we say that the task of 
exempting and discriminating should not be undertaken at all." 

The Hon'ble SIR JAMES WESTLAND said:-" It seems to me that the 
direct purpose of this section has got somewhat lost sight of in the remarks of 

the Hon'ble Member who last spoke. When the mover of the amendment spoke 
he travelled over a large amount of ground, but immediately after that we had 

a speech from my hon'ble friend Sir Frederick Fryer in which he pointed out 

that the questions really before the Council were purely the question of excm-

tion and the question of including landholders as 'inhabitants.' So also the 

Hon'ble Mr. Mehta in his speech directs his attention to the employment of a 
punitive police-force, but the question of stationing a special police-(orce and 

charging it upon the inhabitants is no new question. It is not a question that 

need have arisen at an upon the present Bill. Even if the amendment were 

carried: that power o~  still exist to the Government, so that it is now beside 
th epurpose to question whether the employment of a punitive policc-Corce iii just 
or unjust. I think I can hardly pass over without some remark the observations 

of the Hon'ble Member as to the extent to which Magistrates, Lieutenant_ 
Governors and other officials who have the misfortune to administer the Govern_ 
ment on the executive side are absolutely dependent upon the lowest of the low 
for their information. I have done some work of Ihat kind myself, and I see 

here a distinguished officer, the Hon'ble Mr. James, who was Collector of a dill-
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trict, the Hon'ble Sir Frederick Fryer also, who lately officiated as Chief Com-

missioner of Burma, the Hon'ble. Mr. Stevens, who was also a Collector of a 

district and the Hon'ble Sir Charles Elliolt, who is at present Lieutenant-

o r~or  These officers have told you some of their experiences, and it is 
preposterous to be asked to believe that for the experience and knowledge u ~o  
which they· have based the administration of their governments and distncts 

they are entirely dependent upon  information from the very lowest sources. 

If the Hon'blc Mr. Mehta were going to propose that absolutely no steps were 
to be taken in this country to prevent riots when they occur, I could understand 

. the appositeness of his contention. It would be perfectly reasonable under such 

circumstances to argue that you cannot get trustworthy information j when a 

riot has taken place, do not bother yourself about it, do not try to prevent it, 

and do not attempt to arrest any person or bring him to justice. That. would 

he a just conclusion from his statement that no information, worthy of being 

acted on, can be gained .. I do not wish to call in question the efficiency of 
judicial enquiry, but, if I were trying to ascertain a fact in this country, 1 would 

certainly prefer to go and find out from the people themselves what had taken 
place. 1 am perfectly aware that by jndicial investigations, calmly conducted, 

trustworthy conclusions can be reached in the same way as those arrived at by 

executive officers. Both are based on the reception of evidence j but it seems 
to me absurd to say that an executive officer making an enquiry, as enquiries 

under this Bill will be made, upon the spot, is in vastly greater danger of com-

ing to an erroneous conclusion than a judicial officer stationed at a remote 

distance gathering up evidence which was possibly carefully prepared during 

the COllrse of some months before it was presented to him. 1 am, however, far 

from saying anything to depreciate the judidal administration of this country, of 

which I have the highest opinion j but preventive operations are one thing and 

judicial investigations are another. To alter slightly the well-known English 
adage of a C bird in the hand,' I believe that in the case of a'riot a policeman on 

the spot is worth any day two High Court Judges sitting on a bench at a remote 

distance. I certainly thoroughly agree that the ~ r  and every other 
persoll ought to be responsible for the power that he administers, but I cannot 

base uron·that theory the conclusion that every power ought to be taken away 
from him because it is possible that he may administer it wrongly. Before leav-

ing tllo' subject I wish to make one remark upon the question of hlOdholders' 
responsibility, though it is only to draw attention to a point which is, no doubt, 
well-known to the Hon'hle Members of this Council. It should be borne in 

mind that the existing law of the country imposes upon the landholders a dis. 
tinct duty buth in keeping the peace and in giving information of the possibility 
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of riots occurring. It .seems to me that, so long as these special responsibilitie 

r~ I.aid upon ho ~  in the Stat.ute-book, we are not going beyond th: 
prmclple of the Jaw 10 saymg that they, an common with other inhabitants of a 

c?untry which is disturbed, are to bear their share in the responsibility for that 

dIsturbance. As my hon'ble friend Sir Griffith Evans pointed out, the land-

holder has really an immense power both in obtaining information about the 

state of public feeling and in allaying outbreaks, when they do occur and he 

ought to have some responsibility for its due exercise. 

II As regards the power of exemption, from liability, which I pointed out is 

the essential question raised by the amendment moved by the Hon'ble Mohiny 

Mohun Roy, I cannot help thinking that the power which it is proposed to give 

Government is one which, when it is used, will obviously be used in h~ direction 

of justic(, and the proposal to confer this power it ought not to be objected 

to, for it is manifesttfan improvement upon the Jaw as it at present stands." 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLKR said :-" What I have to say on this 

motion can be condtnsed into three odour short sentences. It srems to me clear 

that if this o ~  IS carried and the existing law remains unaltered the Local Gov-
ernment will from time to time find itself in the position of being compelled by law 

to tbrow upon certain persons a burden they ougb t not to bear, and to exclude 

other persons who ought to bear a share of that burden j whereas jf the amend-

ment is carried, it will be put in h~ position of saying that the persons wh" are 

really victims, and those are the people for whom I have the greatest sympa-

thy in this matter, shall not, in addition to the injury they have already suffered, 

have to pay a part of the cost, and also that persons who are clearly inlerested 

in mai!ltaining the peace of the district, and who by personal absence are evad-

ing that duty, shall not merely on that account get off the responsibility which 

they have fairly incurred; That would, I think, be sufficient to dispose of the 

whole matter, but that it has been suggested and pressed over and over again 

that the question of such an exemption or such an inclusion should bl'" made the. 

subject of judicial enquiry. There is, perhaps, no person in this room or in this 

country who has a stronger appreciation of the value of a judicial enquiry on eV('f.y 

occasion when it is necessary to go into matters in difference bel\\een individuals 

or to determine the individual rights of conlending persons than I have i but I am 

quite satisfied that on a question of this kind, which is a question of whet her the 

peace of a ciistrict is 10 be mainlained, and whether on the broad ~  of the 
. case, certain individuals and certain classes are or are not the person, HI fault for 

breaking the peace, examination on the spot by the person whose dUly it is to 

m<Jintain order is much more effective, more immediate, and naore likely to 

" 
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be right than any enquiry which can be made afterwards by the regular process 

of a Court of law, and after the parties o r~  have had an opportunity 

of fabricating evidence. Under these. circumstances I heartily support the Bill 
as it stands." 

The Hon'ble MOHINY MOHUN Roy said :_1( Landholders pay a police-

rate which has been incorporated with the land-revenue and is realised as such. 

I consider it my duty to remind the, ,Executive Government and Your Excel-

lency in Council of this fact, which has been lost sight of. 

" Landholders pay also a village police.rate in common with the inhabi-

tants of the village under the Chaukidari Act for his cutchery or place of 

collection in proportion to the property protected. If the cost of additional 
police were thrown upon the village police-rates in the manner of the English 

Statute, there would be very little opposition. But to assess him according 

to his means within the local area, means his rental in the local area. This 
seems to be perfectly unjust." 

The Council divided :-

Ayes. 
The Hon'ble Mohiny Mohun Roy. 

The Hon'ble h~r  Partab Nar-

ayan Singh of Ajudhia. 

The Hon'ble Gangadhar Rao Madhav 

Chitnavis. 
'The Hontble P. M. Mehta. 

The Hon'ble MaMraja Bahadur of 
Durbhanga. 

Nues. 
The Hon'ble A. S. Lethbridge. 

The Hon'ble H. E. M. James. 

The Hon'ble C. C. Stevens. 

The Hon'ble Sir F. W. R. Fryer. 
The Hon'ble Sir G. H. P. Evans. 
Tho Hon'ble P. Pia yfair. 

The Hon'ble H. F. Clogstoun. 

The Hon'ble Sir' A. P. MacO.)o-
nell. 

The Hon'ble Sir J. Westland. 
The Hon'ble Sir C. B. Pritchard. 

The Hon'ble Lieutenant·General Sir 
H. Brackenbury. 

The Hon'ble Sir A. E. Miller. 

His Honour the Lieutenant-Gov-
emor. 

The Hon'ble PPINCK SIR JAHAN KADR MERRZA MUHA.MPtAI'\ WAHIO 
ALI BAUAoUR did not vote. 

So the amendment was negatived. 
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. The Hon'ble Sir ANTONY MACDoNN RLL moved that in sub-section (I) of 
~ o  15A of Act Vof ,86, as proposed to be inserted by section 5 of the 
BII! as amended by the ~~ ~ ~ Comm:,ttee,. the words" has been" ill line 3 be 
omitted and the words IS III force be mserted after the word" section" in 

.Iine 4  : that the words" who claims to have suffered" be subs tituled for the 

words" who has suffered," and that the or ~ " of the injury" be substituted 

for the word /I thereof." He said-If The object of the first amendment, namely, 

the omission of the words' 113S been' and the inscrticn of the words 'is in 

force,' is to make it clear that no application for compensation shall be made 
unless in an area i.n regard to which a proclamation has been notified, and· in 

which the proclamation is at the time subsisting. The other two amendments 

are verba!''' 

The amendments were put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS said :_If With Your Excellency's 

permission I propose to move the whole of the next amendments which are set 

down in my name, in one motion. The first is that in section ISA (J) of Act V 
of 1861, as proposed to be inserted by section 5 of the Bill as amended by the 

Select Committee, for the words' six months' the words 'one month or such 
shorter period as may be prescribed' be substituted. Having regard to the 

novelty of the section and the difficulties which may arise in carrying out a new 

procedure like this, and also having regard to the power of exemption, and 

considering there is great danger in allolVing the lengthened period j bearing in 

mind that these claims must be supported by oral evidence, possibly a great 

deal of it utterly false j and bearing in mind that there is no clear procedure 
laid down and ~h  difficulties which may arise from false alld exaggerated claims, it 
was thought it would not ·be safe to allow the six months. I have therefore 

proposed one month. This will very much limit the operation of the section. 

Under ordinary circumstances we know that extra police are not quartered upon 
districts b-ecause merely of some single riot taking place. The ordinary pro-

cedure is, if there is a riot, there is a trial of the rioters, who are sent to prison, 

and there is nothing more heard of it. But if the riots go on, and if after a full 

enquiry into it there is reason to expect that the riots will continue, an order Cor 
the proclamation is made and an extra police quartered_ It is very rarely indeed 

that these proceedings take place within a month, and the effect of this amend-
ment will be that in most cases the sufferers will only be able to claim compensa· 
tion in respect of riots which occur after the proclamation. It is o~  to this 
objection, that it is rather hard that they should not get compensation for the 
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h' hId th I t' n But I't must be remembered that former riots w IC e to e proc ama 10 • 
this is a very novel section and one h~ h I would like to. ~ working on as 

sman a scale as possible. There will be of course certalO cases, such as the 

riots in the North-Western Provinces, in which it would be apparent to all that 

the country was in a serious state of disturbance which was not likely to settle 

down 5000, and in particular cases of great gravity of that kind the proclamation 
mignt be made in a few days, and in that case they would be able to put ·in their 

claims within a month and get compensation for the riot which had caused the 

proclamation. As riots rarely occur after proclamation the result will be that 

this section can seldom be used. 

"The next amendment is that the following proviso be inserted after 

clause I.e) of sub-section (3) of section ISA of Act V of 1861, as proposed to. 
be inserted by section 5 of the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, 

namely:-

I Provided that the Magistrate shall not make any declaration or assessment under 

this sub·section unless he is of opinion that such injury as aforesaid has arisen from a riot 

or unlawful assembly within such area, and that the person who suffered the injury was 
himself free from blame in respect of the occurrences which led to such injury.' 

II The object of this is again to cut down the operation of the section, It 
is intended to apply the analogy of the English section which limits the com-

pensation to cases of riots and ~  where from the nature of the case it 

is impossible to find out who committed the injury. These are proper cases 

for compensation of this kind, and this amendment limits the clause to cases of 
that class, 

.. The next amendment gives the power of exempti"n to the o ~  Gov-

ernment, It is that the following be substituted for sub.section (3) of section 
15A of Act Vof 1861, as proposed to be inserted by section 5 of the Bill as 
amended by the Select Committee, namely :-

c It shall be lawful fOf the Local Government by order to exempt any persons or 
class or ~ o  of such inhabitants from liability to pay any .portion of such compensa-
tion.' 

" The reason for this I have already slated in moving a similar amendment 
to st!ction 15. 

II The last amendment is that the following be added as sub.sections (4) and 

(J) ot section ISA of Act V of 1861. as proposed to be inserted by section 5.oE 
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the Bill as ~  by the Select Committee, and that sub.section (.,) be 
numbered (6) :-

'(4) Every declaration or ~  made or order passed by the Magistrate of 

the district under sub·section (2) sllaU be subject to revision by the Commissior.er of the 
J>iviEion or the Local Government, but save as aforesaid shall be final. 

• (5) No civil suit shall be maintainable in respect of :lny injury lor ~h compen-

sation has been awarded under this section.' 

" These amendments are, I think, manifest improvements." 

The Hon'ble SIK ANTONV MACDONNELL :_CI As I have already stated, 
all these amendments have been accepted. We accepted one month instead 

of six months for the reasons stated by the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans, and 

also for the rea50n that by section 15 as it now stands we disasso'ciate the 

issue of the proclamation from the order stationing the police. It will be easier 

under this new procedure to have the proclamation issued than before. The 

second amendment the Government accepted because from the sectiJn as at 

present worded it is apparent that the hurt or damage or loss of property must 

have been caused by the inhabitants or class or section of the inhabitants i that 

is to say, the injury must have been caused by an illegal assembly i so that there 

is not much difference between this amendment and the Bill as it stands. The 
other points speak for themselves and I have got no remarks to make upon 

them." 

The amendments were put and :lgreed to. 

The Hon'ble MOHINV MOHUN ROYasked for leave to withdraw his motion 

that sub· section (4) of section ISA of Act V of 1861, as proposed to be inserted 
by section S of the Bill as ~  by the Select Committee, be omitted. 

Leave was granted. 

The Hon'ble MR. MSHTA moved that section S of the Bill as amended 

by the Select Committee be omitted. He said :_" I may be permitted respect-

fully but firmly to say that I find it difficult to believe that the Government 

have fully realised the gravity of the step that. ~h  ask the ~  to 
t ke in putting on the Statute-book a provIsion 50 extraordmary as 

~  embodied in this section. What is sought by this section to do IS 

to empower the Magistrate of the district, or rather the officer who an 

other respects is Magistrate of the district, to grant compensation for 
w 
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damages by riots to whomever he thinks fit, and from whomever he 

thinks proper, without trial or judicial enquiry. This is a procedure so repug-

nant to all systems of enlightened legislation that the Hon'ble.Member in charge 

of the Bill has felt compelled to cite analogy and precedent. He could find 

nOlle within the length and breadth of the Indian Continent i so with a courage 
which is almost startling in its utter fearlessness he crosses over the seas to ·the 

land, ~ o  all others, of free Englishmen. I Tht: clause,' says the Hon'ble 

Member, I is adopted from the English Statute 49 & 50 Viet., cap. 38, and 

is merely an adaptation of an ancient and exisLing principle of English law to 

the circumstances of this: country.' My' Lord, it is a remarkable fact thiit 

when rights and privileges corresponding to those prevailing in England 

are claimed for this country, it is immediately discovered that the circum-

stances and historic associations of the two countries are ever so different, 

But when it is a question of imposing burdens and disabjlities, the closest analogy 

is as patent as daylight. I do not for a moment mean to question that h r~ 

might not be occasions when both these propositions mieht not be found to be 

perfectly true. But, recognising the limitations of the human judgment, it is 
very ·desirahle that such assertions should be closely scrutinised. Now, my 

Lord. when the Hon'ble Member drew out an English Statute for analogy, I 

confess that for the moment it took my breath away, and made me feel extremely 

foolish and crestfallen about my ignorance. But equally strong was the r ~  

tion and the amazement when, on referring to the Statute, I found that the 
Hon'ble Member's analogy was as perfect as the definition which was once given 

of a crab, namely, that a crab is a red fish which walks backwards. We know 

the criticism upon that definition-that it was perfectly correct, except  that the 

crab was not a fish, that it was not red, and that it did not walk backwards. 

Similarly, the. Hon'ble Member's analogy is quite perfect, ·except, firstly. 

the English Statute deals only with counties, boroughs and towns which 
maintain a separate police·force of their own, and not, as the proposed section 
does, with districts where the police is maintained and paid by Local Gov-

ernments Ollt of Provincial funds. Secondly, the police authority referred to In the 
Statute is as different from the District Magistrate of the section as a European 

from an Asiatic i the designation h ~  stands in the Statute for the 

Common Council of the City of London. for the Mayor, Aldermen, and burgesses 

of boroughs, and justices in general or qua.ter-sessions assembled in the case 
of counties. Thirdly, the Statute provides For no compulsory award of compen-
sa.tion against these bodies i it only enables parties to lay their claims before 

them under certain limitations. But, above all. section ... of the Statute is the 
most instructive. The local bodies representing the inhabitants of the district 
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may refuse to entertain the claim, and then, says the section, the only remedy is to 

bring an action against them to recover the claim for compensation. It is 
difficult to see how anybody could have discovered an analogy between the 

English St3tute and the legislation now proposed, so diametrically opposed are 

they in their objects, their principles and their operation. The English Statute, 

recognizing the liability for t lIe inefficiency of the police of those liable to 

maintain it, provides only for a mode of settlement out of Court if that were 

possible i it does not dream of compelling the award of compensation without 

the safeguards of a judicial enquiry. 

" Leaving analogy and precedent alone, the Hon'ble Member in charge of 

t'he Rill is not more happy in his attempt to justify it on its own merits. Tht: 

criticism on it which I find in a petition made by the Indian Relief Society 

(Paper No. 14) seems to me to be absolutely conclusive" and just. In his 

speech on the last occasion the Hon'ble Member said:-

• The actual perpetrators of tbe injury committed by a riotous crowd are usually 

unknown i and, even if they were known, they are often bad characters and men of straw, " 
while tbe sufferers are, as a rule, poor men, who cannot pay the cosu of a civil suit. 

To relegate them in such circumstances to the uncertain issues and expense of a lawsuit 

is to give them no redress.' 

to Referring to this, the petition of the Society says:-

I The Committee are unable to discover the true meaning of this, Does it mean that, 

the actual perpetrators being unknowable, other persons near at hand are to be assessed 

to pay damages, or they when discovered, being men of straw, their rich neighbours are ~ 

be mulcted in damages by order of the executive? I 

.. To understand the" ful\ force of this criticism, it must be borne in mind 
that the Hon'ble Member in this asin the preceding section is not contemplat-

ing the imposition of the burden upon the inhabitants generally, but upon them, 

minus the inhabitants. exempted for unknown reasons by the executive, one of 
them perhaps being that the exempted persons are innocent. The argument 

of the Hon'ble Member really amounts to this, that the guilty .should be 

assp.ssed, but they are either unknown or men of straw, therefore give us 

power to assess people not proved guilty as being guilty ~ rich. My Lord, it 
seems to me that this proposal is brought before the Council without being 

lully considered or thought out. It is absolutely unprecedented in any system 

of enlightened administration, and it is still more absolutely o ~  by the 
public voice of the whole country, to which is now added the emphatic protest 

forwarded by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce," 
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The Hon'ble SIR ANTONV MACDoNNELL said ~  J have addressed the 
o~  so frequently to.day that; £onowing what is I believe a r ~ r  ?re-

cedent, I am leaving the defence of this matter in the hands of my hon ble friend 

Mr. Stevens." 

The Hon'ble MR. STEVENS said :-" My Lord, it o~  not appear that this 

section Qf the Bill requires a very laboured defence. 1£ a man's house has been 
destroyed, and his property plundered\ or if the bread-winner of a family has been 

killed by an infuriated and hostile mob, I cannot conceive on what principle of 

justice compensation to the sufferers at the expense of the aggressors ought 

to be denied to them. Nor do I think that any even among the opponent!'; 

of this section would venture to put forward this proposition in a bald and 

simple form. The contrary is so manifestly just and reasonable that, so long 

as we have no legal provision affording "a" remedy for a grievance of this in"toler-

able kind, our Statute-book must be admitted to be gravely defective, and itis 
our duty to supply the need to the best of our ability. The section now under 

discussion is an attempt to fulfil this obligation. 

II The tirst objection is that the section is out of place in a Police Bill. 

Even if there was any force in this argument, it would be simply technical, and 
would be at once met by preparing a very short separate Bill. But it is entitled 
to no weight. The form, as well as the matter of the section, indicates very 

manifestly the intimate connection of its subject with that of section..... And, if 

a precedent is required, it is to be fout:'d immediately in ~  English Statute 

49 &: 50 Viet., cap. 38• which became law on the ~ h June, 1886. It is 
here directed that claims shall be made to the police authority of the district. 

and that, if the claimant under that Act is aggrieved by the refusal or failure 

of the police authority, he may bring an o~ against that police authority. 
Compensation as well as all costs payable by the police authority or incidental 

to the execution of this Act, to be paid out of the moneys held by the police 
authority on account of the police.force, and the amount required to meet the 

necessary expenditure is to be raised as part of the police-rate. There is ample 

justification in this precedent for including the provisions for compensation in 

the present Bill. 

II Another objection is that there is no precedent for such legislation at 

all. In the (ace of the well-known facts that by the English law the inhabitants 

of the hundred or other area in which property is damaged by persons • riotously 

and  tumultuously assembled together' are liable t.o pay compensation for such 

d;A.mage, and that this law was added to in 1886 by the Statute which I have 
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quoted, it cannot be argued either that there is no precedent, or that the 
English law ha,s been allowed to become obsolete. 

u It is urged again that no procedure for the conduct of enquiries is provid-
ed for, and further that such enquiries are of a judicial and not an executive 

nature; but the Government has always had power to frame directions for the due 

execution of ~  Police Act i and the executive orders passed by or 
under the authority of the Government of Bengal, at least, have attained-l might 
almost say-more than respectable bulk. But the sixth amendment, which has 

been proposed by the Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans, and which has been accepted by 
the Hon'ble Memberin charge of the Bill, has made it still more clear that it wi!! be 
the duty of the Government to frame rules of procedure. Bearing in mind the 

varying circumstances under which it may be necessarY to work this section, it 

seems clr.ar that no attempt should be made to stereotype a system of procedure 
by law. 

Ie Under the English law enquiries in compensation cases are not judicial, 
but are made by the police authority which, if satisfied as to the claim, is bound 
to fix such compensation as to that authority appears just. No system of 

procedure is laid down by the law,. but the Secretary of State makes 

regulations respecting the time, manner and conditions within, in, and under 
which claims must be made. These regulations may provide for the particulars 

to be stated in the claims, for its verification by proof, and for the police authority 
obtaining information and assistance for determining the claims. The whole 
matter is dealt with as essentially executive in its nature. 

II There is one point of difference between the English Act and the present 

Bill .. The former makes the inhabitants of a certain locality liable to pay the 
o~p o  while the latter gives power by exemptions to relieve innocent 
persons from the burden. The principle at the root of the law in Hngland 

appears to be that while the justice of awarding compensation to the injured is 

beyond dispute, that obligation should not be thrown on the community gener-
ally, but is to be confined to those who were interested in committing the out. 
rage, or who by their proximity might have hOad it in their power to take measures 

for its prevention. In this country, the population is usually divided into clearly 
different sections, representing differences in race or: religion, or arising from the 
peculiarity of the land-systems or from other causes; and it seems evident that, 

whc·never.damage !=an be clearly traced to one section, it is not just that o h~r  
x 
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sections should pay. 1 n the case in which there are two well-defined parties-the 

aggressors and the sufferers-it needs. little r ~ to ~  the absurdity of 
taxing the sufferers to pay compensation for the lDjUrleS whlch..they themselves 

bave suffered. 

,I I ought to apologise to those learned members of this Council who are 

vel.sed in the English law for vcnturing to offer to this Council these considera-

tions in which it is introduced. I' have thought that, perhaps, I might "ith 

advantage, as a layman, enter into deta.ils which they, as lawyers, would be dis-

posed to take for granted. If.1 have o ~ any inaccuracy, I hope they 

will correct me. 

1& The only remaining point wi'th which it seems necessary for me to deal is 

the argument which 1 have seen advanced, that the present law affords all the 

remedy which is requisite. To this there is the very obvious answer that the 

Courts are open only to those who are able to put the machinery in motion in 
the 'ordinary and regular way. Compensation could be awarded by the Civil 

Courts ollly if evidence against individuals is forthcoming. A man whose house 
is about to be attacked by a dangerous mob is not likely to, wait until he can 
identify the offenders with the view of bringing a civil action for damages against 
them at his leisure. His first object is not unlikely to be to secure his own 
personal safety i and, i£ he should take this view of the immediate necessities of 

his case, he is extremely unlikely to be able to fix the responsibility for his losses 
on individuals. The truth is that, precisely because in times of trouble and tur-
bulence the ordinary processes of law fail, it is necessary to supplement them 

by action suitable to such times. 

II I am not aware that the Indian Civil Courts are able to afford a plaintiff 
greater facilities for obtaining  damages than the English Courts are, yet it is 
found necl!ssary in England to provide the means of compensating by executive 

action those injured by • persons riotously and tumultuously assembled together.' 
Even in cases in which compensation might be awarded by the Courts 'after 

expensive and protracted enquiries, it is evidently an advantage both to the 

injured person and to the peace of.the community that the more summary pro-
~  of executive action  should be open. 

II When the Council was· discu!lsing section 4, I offered for consideration a 

brief account of the opinions of the principal judicial authorities; it will, 
perhaps, be convenient for me to summarise also those which relate to section 5. 
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The RecorJer of Rangoon and both the Judicial Commissioners in Burma 

report in its favour. The J udidal.Commissioner of Oudh also pp~ r  it. The 

report of the Judicial Commissioner of the Central Provinces is not before us, but 

he with other officers is said to be generally in favour of the provisions of the BiIJ . 
. ' 

and it was presumed that he is in favour of this section in particular, since the 

Chief Commissioner criticises at length the somewhat adverse opinions of certain 

other officers, and it is not likely that he would leave unnoticed a similar opinion 

expressed by the chief judicial officer of his Province. The objections of 

the Judicial Commissioner of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts have been 

already met. The Chief Court of the Punjab offers no remarks. In the North-

Western Provinces all the Judges (but one) of the High Court are in favour of 

the principle of compensation, and make no objection to the machinery by which 

it is proposed to award and to pay jt .. ; The one dissentient voice is that of 
the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Banerjee, who objects, first, that the subject of compen-

sation has nothing to do with the regulation of the police; secondly, that the 

law, as it exists, affords to individual sufferers sufficient remedy against those 

who have caused them injury by a civil action for damages; and, thirdly, that 

the measure is likely to keep up, rather than allay, ill-feeling between members 

of different communities. The first two of these objections I have already dealt 

with i the last is, I think, one of individual cases. The Local Government has 

to decide in each instance whether the law should be applied or not i and wherever 

it may appear that the application would be mischievous and unduly hazard-

ous it is only reasonable to presume that the discretion will be rightly and wisely 
exercised. In speaking on section 41 remarked incidentally that the Judges of the 

High Court in Bengal had dealt very cautiously with section 5, but it must be 

remembered that their comments apply to the section as first drafted. They 

say that it would confer in certain circumstances on tbe Magistrate of the 

district powers of an anomalous and extraordinary character. Notwithstanding 

this the Judges were not prepared to advise against conferring even these 

po\vers upon the Magistrate in cases in which the Government may determine 

tha.t it is absolutely necessary in the interests of public order and public safety 

that he should be so armed. They, however, suggested that the section should 

be so cast as to require that the powers should be exercised only after the issue 

of a proclamation limiting the period of ils curr.ency and limiting the area to a 
tract for which a special police had been sanctioned. Modifications have now 

been made in substantial accordance with these suggestions • 

.. Two learned Judges, ·Mr. Justice Ghose and Mr. Justice Banerjee, 

however, went further and doubted whether such provisions should be enacted 

at all Their objections are that no procedure is provided, nor is the offence 
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defined, nor is there any limit to the fine. The first two of these obje'ctio,fS 

.,ave been I}let. while the answer to the third is that the fine is necessarily' 

limited to the amount of damage done. 'It.is for the aggressors themselves 

to fix this limit • 

.. The Judges go on to' say that such provisions are exceptional (which 
is on all hands admitted) and should not find a place in an enactment applicable 

to the whole of British India, and 'relating to a subject with which their 

connection is but remote and accidental. I have endeavoured to show that 

h~ connection is' really Close, and that it is acknowledged in England. If 

this Bill becomes law, it will be applicable to the whole of British India only 

in the sense that the Governor General in Council may apply it, or a part ~  it, 

to any province or part of British India, while the operation of the section 
now under discussion is limited to the particular disturbed tract of the Local 

Government. 

, .. The remaining suggestion of importance is that the award of compensation 

should be open to question in the Civil Court. To allow a person who has to 

pay compensation to question the order in the Civil Court would, I venture to 

think, be inconsistent with the whole theory of this measure. It is the rlalmant 
(as I have shown) for whom the English law provides a remedy by action 
against the police authority. 

II I have now shown that the highest judicial authorities are, with three 

exceptions, either decidedly in favovr of this provision, or at the least do 
not advise against its enactment. The suggestions which they have made 

have been almost entirely accepted, and there can be little doubt that the 

section in its present shape would have met with a more definite and complete 
acceptance. 

1/ In conclusion, my Lord, I propose to vote for the section because 'it 

seems to me just and in general accordance with long established precedent, 

and because it will, I hope, be a material discouragement to wilful or reckless 
breaches of the peace." 

The Hon'ble SIR FREDERICK FRYER said :_CI My Lord, the main objec-
tion made to section 5 of the Bill by which compensation may be awarded to 
persons who have suffered from the disturbances or misconduct described in the 
previous section is that it is a new departure, which it does ~o  appear to be, as 

it fonows a ~ h  principle of English, law, and I wish to p o ~  
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out that we need not go so far afield as England to look (or the principle as 

it is found in section 24 of the Punjab Frontier Crimes Regulation, under 

which any village-community or part of a village-community the members of 

which, after due enquiry, are found to be guilty ,of colluding with or harbour_ 

ing or failing to take all reasonable means to prevent the escape of criminals 
or cOlllbining to suppress evidenoe in criminal cases may be fined, and the 

fine may, under section 47, he awarded in compensation to the injured party. 

The same holds good under section 25 when any person is dangerously or 

fatally wounded by unlawful attack or the body is found of a person believed 

to have been unlawfully killed. In Burma, too, the same principle is found'in 

sections '4 an'd )5 of the Lower Burma Villages Act and in sections 9 and ~o 
of the Upper Burma Villages Regulation. The law in the Punjab and Burma 

is not identical with that which it is now propo~  to enact, but the principle is 
the same. ., 

"Then it is 'said that under this section Magistrates are empowered to 

encroach upon the undoubted functions of the Civit Courts, though the Civil 

Courts cannot deat at all with cases which this section is intended to Cover , 
which are cases in which the actual offenders have not been discovered or are 

men of no substance who are not in a position to pay compensation. If tile 
sufferers are able to recover compensation from the actual offenders in the 
Chil Courts, they are in no way bound to have recourse to the remedy provided 

by this lIection. 

" The same safeguards are proposed to be applied to this section as to sec-

tion 4 of the Bill, and the section as amended on the motion of the Hon'ble. Sir 
Griffith Evans will have a very limited application, as compensation will now 

scarcely ever be claimable except for an injury which takes place after the issue of 

a proclamation. I cannot recollect any instance in which a proclamation has 
been issued within one month from the date of a disturbance." 

The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS said :-" This is no doubt a novel 
section, and it is one on which much dispute has arisen. The principle upon 

which it proceeds appears to be that, first of all, where there is damage dont: by 

a riot or tumult, it is generally impossible to find out who did it. There may be 
exceptions, but as a rule it is impossible to find out. At the same time it has 
always been the rule in England, apart from the recent Riols Damages Act of .886, 
that compensation ought to be given by the locality in some forna or other to the 
person injured, and the Act that existed before the Act of .886 W35 an Act of 
Geo. IV, under which there was an action brought against the county or hundred, 

'i 
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but in cases under £30 the inaHer was tried by the Magistrates and the Magis-
trates disposed of it. Now, iii this country no one has been in the habit of 

paying the inhabitants where they have been injured by a riot, but they have thu 

consolation of knowing that their losses from this cause have been very much 

less under our rule than under the rule of our predecessors, and therefore, not 

having been accustomed to receive any redress ih this case, they have accepted 

the position with true philosophy, as if there had been some convulsion of nature. 
However, in consequence of the recent great wave of rioting passing over the 
country, the matter al'pears to . have come under consideration, and the 

tltiestion was whether the Government should ~o r to effect two objects, 

that is, to give compensation in the cases where injury had been 
i rlfiicted by rioters and also give a pecuniary interest to the ihhabitants 

. of the district to prevent the ~r  from getting into a disturbed state. Now, 

it is to be observed that no scheme has ~  framed like the English scherile 
for giving compensation generaHy for damage done by riots and tumults •. Under 

this Act such compensation can only be given where the district has been 

proclaimed. and, as I explained to the Council, the mere fact of a riot taking 
piace does not ~  the proclamation of the district at all. This is not 

the English scheme, but is a modified scheme only applicable to the excep-
tional cases of proclaimed districts. Now, the real question which arises un.der 
th·ese circumstances is whether you can effect these excellent objects without 
doing more harm than good. That is a very serious consideration. A great 
deal depends upon the machinery. 1£ it had been proposed by this machinery 
to give general compensation for damage done by riots, I should have said this 
was a most inadequate machinery j but there is this to be said for it, that it wili 
op r ~ only very exceptionally. It will operate only in cases as a tule whete 

riots have taken place in proclaimed districts, and these are very exceptional case, • 

.. Now, with regard to the machinery, it has been improved by putting in a 

provision in regard to the Local Government and a power to make rules. 

But it is no doubt open to the r~ r  that whereas, under the English 
system, the interest of the district against which the claim was made was 

sufficiently represented by the investig:lling Magistrates who were ratepayers, 
the sar'ne cannot be said in India, and it will be necessary to frame rules",s 
to who may appear and oppose the proof. The novelties of this section and the 
diOklJltics connected with its working have led me to introduce amendments 
which prevent its being worked except in a very few exceptional cases. But 
there are a few cases in which it may be desirable to have this section at hand 
to compensate sufferers and to bring further pressure on disorderly classes in 
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very aggravated cases. In ~ ~  it is all·important that the procedure 
should be speedy and final, and It IS no doubt true that an investigating Magis-

trate proceeding to the spot shortly after a riot will have a better chance of 

arriving at a true estimate of the damage done than a Civil Court proceed-

ing upon oral evidence most of which may be concocted, and sitting at a 

distant place long after the occurrence. 

II There is no doubt a very large body of opinion in favour of the measure. 

I hope this will be treated as a very exceptional power and that the working, of 
it will be carefully watched over." • 

The Hon'ble MR. PLAY FAIR said :-" The few remarks I have to make 

on section 5 are in continuation of what I said on section 4. The Gov,emment 

ask for a special power, to give compensation in disturbed districts on the 

orounds not only of justice to the sufferers but of the deterrent effect on in-
b ' 

tending rioters and their allies. The amendments of section SA proposed by 
the Hon'ble Sir Griffith E"ans' and accepted by Government h.ave greatly 

diminished the sphere of its operation and the danger of abuse, and I think in 
this limited form the power may be granted with a minimum of risk for use in 

exceptional cases. In abstaining from opposing the passing of this section 
and this Bill as amended I am influenced by the fact that many of the objections 

to the Bill in its original form have been removed and the consideration that 

when the Government, after what has occurred, ask us for increased powers to 

deal with disturbed districts, we ought not to refuse them unless the powers 

asked for are manifestly injurious or excessive. I trust that these powers so far 

&s they are new will be exercised with caution." ' 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO ~  CHITNAVISsaid :-" My Lord, 

the amendment which my hon'ble friend moves is that section 5 of the Bill, 

which provides for compensation being paid to persons injured in course of a 

disturbance, either in respect of person or property, may be struck out of the 
Bill. It seems rather a drastic amendment to move that an entire section 

be struck out of a Bill which the Government have had before it for some 
months, upon which a very large number of officials h2ve been consulted, and 

which has passed through a Select Committee who have considered carefully 

all shades of opinion recorded in reference to it, both officially and non-officiaUy. 

But if the amendment is so drastic the fact shows only that there is a great 

diversity of opinion on the subject. On the one hand, it is urged that it is 
necessary that persons injured in if. dis'turbed area in regard to which a proclam. 

ation has becn issued by 'the Local Government should ~ o p~  for 
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any injuries they may have suffered i on the other hand, it is argued that, fair as 
that may be, an Act I for the regulation of police.' has nothing to do with it. 

My Lord, I wish I could trace the origin of a section so much disputed as this. 

But the Bill has been so materially altered that the Statement of Objects and 

Reasons helps us but a very short way in this direction. I It is proposed by 

section 5, 'says the Statement of Objects. and Reasons, I that in some cases, 

where an additional police-force is not imposed, those who would be liable for its 

maintenance should pay compensation to persons injured.' By the original 
draft of the Bill as it was first presented, the paym()nt of compensatIon was 

therefore restricted to those only who would not have to pay the cost of any 

additional police. This only went 19 prove the humane object of the Hon'ble 
Moyer. But the Bill, as it stands to-day, provides for compensation being 

paid whether or not the inhabitants have to bear the cost of an additional police 
at the same time. This alteration has arisen from the contention that the 

question of damages should be considered quite apart from the:question of the 

cost of an additional police-a contention in which I so perfectly agree that had 

it stood as it did originally I would have rather incurred the disapprobation 
of my countrymen for harshness by moving for the necessary alteration, .than 
allowed the question of reparation to injured persons to be subordinated to that 

of reparation to Government, so to say, in the shape of the cost of additional 
police. In vain, therefore, my Lord, 1 seek for the origin of the section in the 

Statement of Objects and Reasons. I am, therefore, inclined to believe that the 
recent disturbances in the country between lhe Hindus and the Muhammadans 

may have had something to do with it-a belief in which I am conf1rmed by the 

fact that the Police Act was passed thirty-three years ago, and that it has never 
until now been suggested that provisions should be made therein for the pay-

ment of damages to persons injured, and the existing civil and criminal laws have 
always been considered sufficient for such purposes, and that it is the recent 
experiences of the Government which have proved to it the inefficiency of the 

existing laws. Indeed, the following extract from a letter of the Government of 

the North-West Provinces. dated as far back as 18th September, 1893, to the 
Government· of India, seems to throw considerable light on the origin of this 
section. The North.West Provinces Government says:-

I At Azamgarh the Lieutenant.Governor received several petitions (rom Muham-

madan" praying that o ~ o  might be awarded to them (or the injuries they had 
5ultained, and it appears obviously right that such persons should be compensated at the 
expense of those who are responsible (or the mischief. In this connection it would, 

Sir Charles Crosthwaite thinks, be well to provide that, instea.d of or in addition to the 
quartering o( additional police at their cost, the landowner. or inhabitants should be liable 
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to fine to such amount as the Local Government 11light direct, the fine to be iml)osed . 
dd'  . h £.. tn 
a tbon to t  e cost 0 the poltce h~  the mlscondllct of the landownel'S anc\ inhabitants 

had caused loss to any person, and to be applied to compensating the injured p r~o  i the 

fiue to be instead o£ police when the l:lIIdolvners or the inhabitants had been guilty of mis-
condllct deserving punishment. but not such as to rentler the quartering of police d'!sirable. 
The class of cases which this provision is intended to meet is that, for example, in which 

the illbabitants of a village turn out and assault Muhammadan cattle-drh'rrs and bar the 
road. The village may be unable to bear the cost of a police.guard for any lengthy period, 

while it is very inconvenient to enlist additional officers aud constables for a short 

period. A moderate fine. on the vi1\age would be a most appropriate and effectual punio!t-
meut: 

" My Lord, I think it probable that these and similar experiences of 

recent years may have induced the Government to consider the expediency 

of making in the Police Act a provision for compensation like that undf"r 

discussion. I am sincerdy sorry that, when the Muhammadans of Azamgarh 

petitioned the Lieutenant·Governor for compensation, His Honour did 

.not see his way to complying with their prayers, just as I would have been sorry 

if some Hindus or some other class had petitioned for redress and had not met 
with it at His Honour's hands. To refer to another example cited by the 
North.West Government, if the inhabitants of a village turn out and assault 

Muhamuladan cattle-drivers and bar the road, a moderate fine on the villagers 

by ~  of compensation would be a most appropriate and effectual punishment. 

Of course, in this latter instance also I can see quile clearly that both sections 

of the community, Hindus and Muhammadans, miglat be benefitted by a provi-

sion for compensation, for these cattle-dri\'ers might be as often Hindus as 

Muhammadans, and the villagers turning out to assault them might not alway!. 

be Hindus. 

" I, therefore, perfectly agree with the GO\'ernment of the North-Western 

Provinces as to the justice and propriety of compensating those who have suffered 

in any way at the expense of those who have caused the suffering. But ~ e 

question is whether the law of damages already existing is not sufficient to 

meet even cases like those which have been brought to light by the recent ex-
periences of the Goverument, particularly as would appear in the North Western 

Provinces. 

« My Lord, I would not put myself forward as an authority qualified to 

pronounce an opinion on the question of the efficiency or inefficiency of the ex-

isting law. But the Government have taken the trouble of consulting a large 

llumber of perscns who, from their education, their position, their office, or their 
% 
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knowledge of the country, might he expected to give at:' opinion deserving of 

attention from this Council. Thus 1 have had before me a very large number 
of such opinions, and I would implore the. Council to decide the point in the 
light of those opinions. In the first place, then, those who are in favour of the 

compensation provision have generally disposed of the question by saying that 

it is a very good provision and that it is very urgently r r ~ Few of them 

nave taken the trouble to show how it is urgently required or how the existing 
law is inefficient. 1 regret, therefore, that 1 am deprived of the opportunity of 

quoting their arguments on these heads for the consideration of this Council. 

.Generally speaking, however, their arguments are the same as those put forth 

by the North· Western Provinces Government in reference to the objection taken 

by Mr. Justice Banerii of the Allahabad High Court to the compensation sec-

tion. This is what Mr. Justice Banerji says in reference to it:-

I Section IsA seems to me to be out of place in an Act for the regulation of police, 
enacted. lUI the preamble to Act V of 1861 recites, It to reorganize the police and to make 
it a more efficient instrument for the prevention and detection of crimes." The proposed 
section h~ nothing to do with the organization or re-organization of the police. It is a 
piece of substantive legislatioD, and I fail to see what connection it has with the regula-
tion of police. 

I If the poHcy of the proposed section is. open to qeUstioD, it seems to me to be 
extremely doubtful whether such legislation should be undertaken j tbe law as it exists 
affoc-d. to io.dividual suflerers sufficient remedy against those who have caused them injury 
by a civil action for damages. It seems to me that it will be too drastic to malte a whole 

community pay compensation to members of anQther community for the acts of indivi. 
duals. Such a measltre, I fear, is likely to embitter the feelings of one community against 
anotber, and is calcul&ted to keep up rather than allay nt.feeling between members of 
different communities. Individual sufferers should. I think. be left to their ordinary 
remedies.' . 

" In reply to these remarks the Government of the North-West Provinces 
says ~

I With due deference to tbe opinion. of the learned" Judge, Sir Cllarres Crosthwaite 

does Qot think that the civil Jaw is always a sufficient protection to the sufferers in cases 

or riot. The perpetrators of the damage are often unhown,. and, eye. if they are knoWlJ', 
the delays, uncertain i8sue and. expense of a law suit tend to give them pr ~  
immuQjty.' 

" My Lord, I attacn some i.mportanc:e to the concluding WOf"ds of· His 
Honour, as almost the same words were used by the Hon'ble Mover of the Bill 
Qn the da); tho Bill was referred tQ the. SelAct Committee as argwnents 
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in favour of the compensation section. It ,is said that in a riot the perpetrators, 

of a damage are unknown, and so no civil' suit can be brought against them. 

My Lord, if they are unknown, it foHows that the order of the Magistrate 

awarding compensation to the sufferers would not touch so much those who had 

really caused the damages as those who had not. It will, perhaps, be contend-
ed that in making the entire community liable the chance of including the 

really guilty would certainly be very great. That is to say, my Lord, lor the 

mere chance of making the really guilty pay, their number being, perhaps, two, 

three, half-a-dozeo, or say, a dozen only, for the mere chance of enfolding these 

dozen men, an entire communi'ty of hundreds of confessedly innocent persons 

is to be taxed. • Wi1l such a course, I would ask, be consistent with the 

principle that it is better that ten guilty persons should escape than one 
innocent person should be puaished, with which it is believed in this country 

the British sense of }ustice and Uritish legislation is permeated? Will such a 

course, my Lord, be consistent with the benefit of doubt given by 'British laws 

even to the meanest criminal? Does it not, in fact, reverse that principle, by 

penalising. not tbose only whose guil.t is established, but all whose innocence 

is not established? If the perpetrators of the damage are unknown, it is 
a misfortune for the sufferers ~ but it cannot constitute a reason for making 
hundreds of innocent persons responsible. any more than, when a murderer is 
unknown, it is reasonable tQ hang another man in his place. Then, my Lord, 

it is argued that, even if tbe perpetrators of the damage are known, they are 

often men. of straw. This is one of the arguments which the Hon'ble Mover of 

the BilL used on. the occasion, referred to above. Of course the Hon'ble Mover 

did not mean to say, as the Indian Relief Society have suggested, that, because 
the perpetrators were men of straw, therefore tlleir rich, neighbours, were to 

be mulcted in damages. What the Hon'bte Mover evidently meant was that 
very often there are ricb people in the b.ackground who instigate tbese m'en 
of straw while they themselves remain, concealed, and there can be no harm, 

therefore" in including these rich neighbours amongst the persons responsible 
for the ~r  done by their tools. But where is the certainty, my Lord, 
that every rich man is an instigator, and that innocent men" rich and poor alike, 
will not suffer (or tbe faults of Qlhers ? 

If It is argued' that civil suits cause delays. t am under the impression, 
my lord, that the Judges and Munsif! are the most hard-worked class of 

officials in the «ountry., I am at the ~ time aware that a civil suit is, generalty 
speaking, not so quickly disposed of as a criminat suit. So far as this delay 
j,s. avoidable" m,r Lord. it mar furnish good ground for improving the procedure 
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of the Civil Courts, but whetller it is avoidable or not, it cannot furnish a 
grou1\d -{or subSl\tuting a procee.: ure which involves the risk of p ~  the 

innocent along wilh the guilty • 

.. Then, again, it is argued that a civil suit is expensive and its issues are 

uncertain. As regards expense, my Lord, 1 think there is not one law for the 

rich and ~o h r o~ the poor,as Sir BaTLIes Peacock puts it. If a poor man 
has suffered :njuries, hI! can claim damages according to the law already 

existillg, and his poverty can be 110 reason for fresh legislation by which the 

first principles of law to punish the guilty, and guilty only, would be violated. 

Belides, if litigation be costly for the sufferers, and certainly it is very costly· 

in this country for al1 c1;lsses, I hope the Government may see their way, if not 
in the face of the present financial difficulties, at least at some future time, to 

reduce the charges for court-fee stamps, etc., and thus earn the gratitude. of 

all sectio: IS of the people. Moreover, if any of the sufferers from damages 

are really so poor that they cannot obtain justice simply owing to their inability 

to bear the costs of a suit, there is no reason why the Government should not 

allow them to sue in jOT11I4 tau/en·s. So far with regard to the argument of 

a civil suit being expensive. As regards the issues of a civil suit being 

uncertain, 1 believe the uncertainty is a quality which attaches equally to civil' 

and criminal suits, and that, just as in the case of delay, the uncertainty of a 

suit does not imply injustice in a greater degree than the summary decision of 

a case by the executive according to their impressions implies justice. I believe, 

my Lord, that every suit, civil or criminal, whether before a judicial or before an 

executive authority, whether. in this country or in any other. must from the 

nature of the case be uncertain, so long as the Judge does not try i.t with his 

mind already made up as to the merits of the case before hearing it. 

" I hope, my Lord, I have now answered the arguments put forth generally 

t-y the supporters of the compensation section to prove that the existing .Jaw 

of damages is inefficient. I will, however, beg leave to quote from the opinions 

of some of the highest authorities in the country, both executive and judicial, 

who, as I said above, have had ample opportunities of knowing how far the 

existing law is defective, or otherwise, and what ;tmount of mischief the pro. 

posed provi5ion for compensation is liable to produce. I have already quoted 

the opinion of Mr. Justice Banerji of the Allahabad High Court. ~h  Judges 

of the Calcutta High Count characterise the powers of awarding damages pro-
posed to be given to the Magistrates as' anomalous and extraordinary,' and • in 

supersession of the ordinary law,' and are not apparently confident that it is 
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absolutely necessary for the Government to arm the Magistrate with such 

powers. The Hon'ble Judges are certainly far from being strong in their 

recommendation that the section should be embodied in Act V of 1861, and two 

of them, th.e o~  Mr. ~  Ghose and the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Banerjee, 
are strong In their condemnatIOn of the proposal. Such are the opinions of 

the highest judicial authorities in the land, and I should have questioned the 

propriety of retaining the section after such serious objections have been taken 

to it by them. The question takes, however, a still more serious form when we 

find that the very executive officers whom it is proposed to arm with these 

powers, and who, rightly or wrongly, it is sometimes complained in the Press are 

always anxious to have large powers conferred upon them-it is a serious matter. 
I say. when these executive officers themselves condemn the section as utterly 

unfit to find a place in the Police Act. This is what Mr. Windsor, the Officiat-
ing Deputy Commissioner of Manbhum, says :- ... 

I I am inclined to think that section 5 goes too far in placing in the hands of the District 

Magistrate the power to assess loss or damage caused to sufferers from the commission of 

death or griCYous hurt or damage to property, and also the. power to determine summarily 
what persons should pay this compensation. It seems to me that this section is in fact a 

reversion from the system of justice administered by the Courts of law to the older method 
which existed prior to the estllblishment of tbese Courts. If this section i. required, it i. 

a confession that our Courts, both criminal and civil, are incompetent to fulfil the purposes 

for which they exist. The remedy appears to me to lie in a reform in the procedure of 

the Courts, rather in empowering the executive authorities to perform acts which apper. 

tain to the Courts of law: 

" This is again what the Magistrate of Balasore writes of this section :_ 

'The principle of awarding compensation Lo persons suffering from the misconduct of 

the inhabitants of a particular locality, or of persons having interest in land in such 
locality, is theoretically very sound and just, but I am not sure whether it may not give 

rise to great injustice and hard:lhip in practice. In the first place, it is extremely difficult 

tit assess the pecuniary compensation payable for death or grievous hurt, and in the 

second place it will be a matter of equal difficulty to Ii. upon the peraon. to whose mis. 

conduct such death or grievous hurt rhould be held to be attributable. Even in cases in 
which offenders are convicted and punished 'for causing death or grievous hurt, the Judge 

-rarely finds it practicable to award compensation to the 6Dfferera, and the difficulty will 
be much greater in the cast's comtcmplated by this section, in which there will be lliach 

uncertainty as to the persons who should be held responsible for causing the injury for 

which compensation should be granted.' 

I' My Lord, 1 would draw particular attention to the nature of the difficulties 
pointed out by the Magistrate of Balasore as likely to be entailed by the pr3cti. 

2A 
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cal or ~  of this s.ection j they are sel ious practical difficulties, and ,claim our 

consideration .as practical men. . 

C, My Lord, I do not wish to take up the. time of the Council by quoting 
(Ulther at length from the opinions of officials who have condemned tbe com· 

pensation section as likely to beproducti ve of great mischief. I will ~  refer 

to fhl': opinions of the Officiating Comm.issioner of the Burdwan Division and of 

the Magistrates whosc opinions he had invited. They are all executive officers . 

. I would also refer to the strong protest made against it by Colonel Bowie, 

Commissioner of the Nerbudda Division, who has been oQe of the oldest and 

most sympathetic officers in that .part of the country, and who has had, in the 

words of the Chief Commissioner of the province, 'long and varied experience as 

a Magistrate and Inspector General of Police.' The Chief Commissioner him-

self, with his very valuable experiences, not only of my provinces but also the 
North-West, while he does not recommend the section to be dropped,re-

marks as follows :-

~ Nevertheless the etTect of any such award of compensation will unquestionably be in 

the great majority of cases to increase the angry attitude which had already led to" riot, 

and, if the Chief Commissioner were himself a District MagistraLe, he would be very un. 
Willing to make an award of compensation under the proposed section, unless or until. he 

had made sure by the presence of special police that all risk of renewed turbulence was 

sufficiently met.' 

" Such then is the risk, my Lord, which may have to be r ~ sometimes in 

giving effect to this section, that a special police must be on the spot before-

hand to meet any renewed turbulence that may arise owing to the section being 

put in force. Is it worth our while to run this risk? If the object be to punish 
the inhabitants in more ways than one, 1 believe that they can be so punished 

according to the penal laws already in force. I do not think that suffi-

cient reasons have been produced to show that the existing laws have been 

found insufficient for the purpose, and that the'Indian Penal Code has failed, 

But if the object be not to punish them, but to recoup the losses suffered by 
others, then again the existing law of damages gives them sufficient protection, 

an,l that it does give it has been, I hope, made sufficiently c1o::ar from the 

opinions which 1 have quoted or referred to . 

.. My Lord, there are one or. two other points in this connection to which I 
would \leg leave to draw the attention of the Council, in order to show how far 

safer it would have been to leave the question of damages to be settled by the 
ordinary Courts of law. The section, c\s it stands now, makes the inhabitants of 
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any proclaimed area liable to pay compensation for the injuries suffered by any 

person through the misconduct of others. Now, my Lord, in a disturbed place 

there is every chance of some persons being grievously hurt, or some loss of or 

damage to property taking place i and, as a matter of course, in these places 

additional police must have bet!n quartered; so, generally speaking, the inhabitants 

will have to bear both the charges. Thus the incidence of taxation in such cases 

will be double that which the inhabitants used to bear before. The individual 

incidence, however, will be still (urther increased when the exemption dausc is 

brought into operation. Then a number of innocent persons will, as admitted by 

the Hon'ble Mover, always be included with the really guilty, and what will be 
the feelings of these innocent persons under this threefold pressure of taxation? 

They, at least, are conscious that they are o ~  and when they see that 

they have to bear not only the cost of the additional police as before, but also 

a share of the compensation charges, and when they feel that the incidence of 

this twofold charge presses upon them all the more sharply because of some 

persons having been exempted, amongst whom, though innocent, they have not 

been included-when, my Lord, they begin to think and feel in this way, will 

tbey not begin to think and feel also, however unreasonably, that the 

Government is doing them great injustice, and that the GOTec-nment IS 

favouring a certain class or number of people at their expense? I would thus. 

humbly and respectfully suggest that this supposed sense of favour will 

make the sting all the more poignant, and is likely to create an unpleasant 
impression. The people in this country, my Lord, are proverbially loyal, peaceful 

and law-abiding, and they have great faith in the justice of the British Govem-

ment. But when these common ignorant people have once begun to think and 

feel in the way I have pointed out above, is it not to be apprehended, my Lord, 
that they will give expression to their thoughts? Is there not some ground for 
fearing that when ideas such as these I have described above have once tilken 
hold of them, they will raise a cry from one province to another' till there will 
be a good deal of discontent throughout the country.' My Lord, I '!lake no 

pretension to being able to read the signs of the times and say with a certainty 
what causes may bring danger to the State, and what policy it would be 

best for the British Government in this country to adopt. This much, however, 
seems to me certain, namely, that any measure which tends to spread discontent 

amongst the subjects of the Government, though such a o ~  may not at 
once manifest itself openly, requires to be carefully wcigh(·d in the balance 
before it is launched upon, and as a loya\ subject, who feels himself bonnd both 
to his God and to his sovereign to remove all such ~  of disaffection by 

means both private and public, J venture to appeal to Your Lordship and to 
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this Council to drop this much· vexed compensation section from the Bill, and 

,thus remove what may be the cause of-l\s the Commissioner of a Division puts 

it in this connection-' a wide-spread disaffection which may assume a political 
significance.' 

/I I make this appeal with the less hesitation, my Lord, as the pa.rt of the 

country which I specially represent is happily exempt from the violent disputes 

which have unfortunately given rise, of late, to rather serious troubles in some 

other parts of India. In the Central Provinces not only' are agrarian disputes 

practicaily unknown, but the relations of the Hindu and Muhammadan communi-

ties have always been marked by mutual good-will and respect. I consequently 

lie under no temptation to form an exaggerated estimate of the dangers which I 

foresee are likely, where an opposite s,tate of things prevails, to arise from the 

operation of the clauses which provide for compensation for injuries to be 

awarded by the executive authorities against particular cl asses of the inhabit-

ants of a disturbed locality. On the contrary, I feel-and I am sure that this 

will also be the feeling of the people of the Provinces r ~ h  -in the 

absence of some great change in the circumstances and temper of the people, 

which there is no reason to apprehend in the near future, these provisions of the 
Bill are likely, as far as these Provinces are concerned, to remain a dead-letter. 

Nevertheless, my Lord, I cannot help feeling that the general tendency of the 

compensation clauses of the Bill will be to increase irritation where it exists, 
rather than allay it, and thus to bring about a state of things which every loyal 

subject of the Government must deplore. and that there is much room to fear 

that they will have this tendency no matter how carefully and impartially they 

may be worked." 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER said :-" I think that the oppo-

nents of this clause have been under a misapprehension when they speak of 

this as a punishment of the guilty, or as requiring a judicial investigation in 
order to discover who arc guilty. This is not in the nature of a punishment or 

fine. It is a compensation which is to be given to the victims of an outrage 
01 whom the p rp~ r or  are ordinarily unknown. It is said that hitherto no 
such law has existed in this country. I think that if the clause now proposed 
by Government en:.; in any way-and I do not mean to affirm that it does so 

err-it is because it is lao cautious and too much confined, that instead of 

laying down the broad principle which prevails in England, and I helieve'in every 
country in Europe, that in cases of this kind, where the aggressors are unknown, 

the locality is bound to make compensation to the sufferers, it limits the com-
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pensation to be given to a few admittedly very exceptional cases. It is in 
fact a mere tentative clause not affirming the principle as broadly as I believe 

the Government might be justified in affirming it. But I do not think that it is 

really to. be attributed as a fault to Government that in introducing an innowi. 

tion of this kind they have thought it fit in the first instance to minimise it as 

far as possible, and I do not think that anyone who looks at the provision of 

this section as now altered can help thinking that if compensation of this kind 
is to be given at all, it could not possibly be given in more limited circumstances 

or subjected to more careful safeguards than those inserted in this section. 

Certainly the safeguards are largely in excess of those which exist in similar 

circumstances either in England or Ireland. There is no such thing-it is a 

misapprehension on the part of Hon'ble Members-as a judicial investigation 
~ h r in England or Ireland as to the question of whether there has been 

an outrage committed, or as to the amount of damages for that injury. 

All that is given by the Act already quoted is a right on the part of persons 
who are to have compensation assessed to them to bring an action against 

the public authorities if they refuse to do their duty in assessing and levying 

that compensation; but it is not an action against supposed aggressors at all i 

it is an action against the public authorities in order to make them do 
their duty. That is not given in this section, and I have no reason to suppose 

that it could be required. It is said that the ordinary Jaw is sufficient to deal 

with these injuries, but it is overlooked that the ordinary law can only deal with 

persons proved to be aggressors. No doubt, if you can show that a given in. 

dividual has inflicted an injury, you have an action against him; but this Bill is 
intended to meet a case where it is absolutely impossible to say who are the 

particular individuals who have committed an outrage, and therelore where the 

ordinary law is ·perfectly powerless. All that is at all peculiar in the section is 
this, that the duties which are entrusted in England to the police authorities, and 
which are entrusted in Ireland to the Grand Jury of the county, are entrusted in 

this Bill to the very h ~h  executive authority of the Pro\·ince, that is to say, 
the Local Government i and I am bound to say that it appears to me that the 

section is so limited and so safeguarded that it is almost impossible lor com. 
pensation to be given in any case where it is not lairly due; and I am afraid it 

. is very possible that there may be cases where it would be desirable that 
compensation should be given, where the terms of this section would not enable 

Government to give it." 

The Hon'ble MR. MEHTA saiJ :-" When the Hon'ble the Legal Member 

said that the executive authorities may be trusted to deal with claims lor 
compensation untler the section in the same manner as the ' police-

2 fl 
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authority' under the English Statute, I should like to point olit that he was 
forgetting the essential difference between the two bodies. I have already pointed 
out that the • police-authority' of the Statute stands in technical language for the 
corporations of the towns and the benches of Justices of Counties, that is to 

say, for the local bodies who maintain their own police and who have to pay 

the cost from their own pockets by taxing themselves to levy a police-rate 

for the purpose. They can, therefore. well be trusted to scrutinize claims against 

themselves. The executive authorities under the section have, on the other hand. 

only to put their hands in other people's pockets. But what Hon'ble Members 

who  oppose my motion forget mostis that under the Statute the claim is made for 

the purpose of ascertaining whether the party against whom it is made is prepared 

to admit it, otherwise the only resort is an action at law. That is very different 

from a District Magistrate awarding compulsory compensation without the con-

sent or, if he likes it, without even consulting the parties who are ordered to pay 

it. The rest of the arguments of the Hon'ble Members proceed upon a 
misconception of our position in this matter. We have not said and we do not 

say t?at parties who have suffered damage from riots should not be compen-
sated at all. I n England, the hundred is liable, because in England the 
police is local, and the hundred maintains it. In India it is different, and the 
cost of the district police is not localized, but is paid out· of general funds. 
P"im4/aci,. the compensation should come out in the same way. But, even 

admitting that it were right to make special areas liable, our main contention 
is that  that liability should be adjudged judicially like all other pecuniary 
liabilities, and that executive officers should not be vested with the power of 
adjlldging it arbitrarily without trial and judicial enquiry, in which both sides 
could be heard. " 

The amendment was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble MOHINY MOHUN Roy asked for leave to withdraw his motion 
that section 6 of the Bill as amendt:d by the Select Committee be omitted •. 

Leave was granted. 

The o~  MR. MEHTA, with the permission of His Excellency the 
President, then moved the two following :\mendments which stood in his name 
togl'ther :--

That the (ollowing be substituted for section 10 of the Bill as amended by 
the Select Committee, namely:-

It 10. For sec'ion 30 of the said Act the following shaH he substituted, namely:-

'30. (1) In any case of an actual or intended religious or ceremonial or corporate 
display or exhibition or organixed asscDlblage in any street ~ to whieh or the conduct 
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of or participation in which it shall appear to the MagistTate of the district tltat n dispute 

or contention exists which is likely to lead to grave disturbance of the .peace, such Mag-

istrate may give such orders as to the conduct of the persons concerned townrds 
'each other and towards the public as he shall deem necessary nnd reasonable under tbe 

circumstances, regard being had to the apparent legal rights and to any established 

practice of the parties and of the persons interested. Every such order shall be published 

in the town or place wherein it is to operate, and all pe'rsons concerned shall  be bound 
to conform to the same. 

~  Any order made under the foregoing sub-section shall be subject to a decree, 

injunction or order made by a Court having jurisdiction, and shall be recalled or altered 

on its beillg made to appear to the Magistrate of the district that such order is ~
Cllt with a judgment, decree, injunction or order of such Court, on the complaint, suit or 
application of any person interested, as to the rights and duties of any person» affected 

by the, order aforesaid.''' 

And that the following be substituted for section II of the Bill as amended 

by the Select Committee, namely:-

" II. After section 30 of the said Act the following shall be inserted, name/y:-
, 30A. (r) The District Superintendent or an Assistant District Superintendent of 

Police may, subject to any rule or order whtch may at any time be legally made by any 
Magistrate or other authority duly empowered in this behalf,-

(a) make rules for and direct the conduct of assemblies and processions and 
moving crowds or assemblages on or along the streets, and prescribe, in the 
case of processions, the routes by which, the order in whicb, and the Limes 

at which the same may pass j 

(6) regulate and cootrol, by the grant of licenses or otherwise, the playing of 
music, the beating of drums, tomtoms or other instruments and the blowing 
or sounding of horns or other noisy instruments in or near a street; 

(e) make reasonable orders subordinate to and in furtheranco of nny order made 

by a Magistrate UDder section 30• 

I ~  Every rutc and order made under this section shall be published at or near the 
place where it is to operate or shall be notified to the person affected thereby, and all 

persons concerned shall be bouod to act conformably thereto.' " 

The Hon'ble Member said :-" I do not propose to detain the Council at any 

length on this motion, as I recognize that, on whichever side may be the argu-

ments the votes are certainly on the side of the! Hon'ble Member who protects 
the Biil. The Hon'ble Member is so much in love with the experiments of the 
Bombay Legislature, that my amendment aims at substituting h~ orr p~  
sections of the Bombay District Police Act of 1890 for those to the Bdl. I 
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have copied the sections in roy amendment word by word from the Bombay Act. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Stevens, who says that he has industriously waded through the 

debates in the Local Council on that Act, will no doubt remember that it was the 
avowed object of Lord Reay's Government that in imposing new duties, 

liabilities and restrictions they acknowledged at the same time their obligation 

to provide safeguards against· the abuse of the powers vested in the police 

and the executive. The difference in the Bombay ~ o  and the sections 

in the Bill is that the former incorporates safeguards, and the latter does not. 

For example, the orders of the Magistrate in the Bombay sections are controlled 

'by the ~ o  of the Courts of law with regard to eSlablished rights of the 

parties. They regulate and control the use of music, but do not place it at the 

mercy of the executive. If we are to be consistent, let us follow the Bombay 

legislation on both sides and not simply take it up when convenient and drop 

it when it does not suit our purpose. My amendment gi es the Council the 

opportunity of showing whether the affection for the Bombay Act is real or not." 

The ·Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL said :-" My Lord, the Hon'ble 

Member has said that as we shew such an affection for the Bombay Act we 

ought to accept these sections which are taken from the Bombay law. But one 

may have an affection for the whole of a thing without being in love with a 

fraction of it. To these sections in themselves and in the abstract I desire 

now to take no exception, but they only form part of an elaborate procedure 
extending over several sections and comprising an entire chapter of the Bombay 

Act. Some of the more substantial provisions dealing with the powers of the 

police for the prevention of riot and disorder which the Bombay Act contains 

have been ignored by the Hon'ble MovC!r of this amendment, and particularly 
that provision of-the Bombay Act, namely section 54. ~h h confers on any 

r~ r  or police.officer spt'cial powers to enforce obedience to orders 

issued under the provisions of his draft sections 30 (J), (3). The two sections 
proposed by the Hon'ble Mover of the amendment are, therefore, as it were, 

in the air, and by themselves supply an entirely inadequate substitute for sec. 
tions 10 ancl 11 as they stand in the Bill. 

II My i,.ord, the Bombay  Act enters into much greater detail on dlis 

subject than Act V of 1861, and we should be departing altogether from the 
framework of the latter Act were we to import into it the same details as are 

found in the Dombay Act. We shall take power in the rule.making sections 
tv enable Local Governments to provide detailed regulations wherever they ~  

be necessary." 
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h~ i-Jon'ble ~  ~ :_u I havt: t;ken those sections of the Dombay 
Act wlllch deal with the subject-matter which sections 10 and II of the 

amended Bill propose to deal with." 

The amendments were put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MADHAV CHITNAVJS said :_U My Lord, 

in moving the amendment standing against my name that the proposed sub-

section (3) of section 31A be omitted, I beg to observe that the proposed 
sub-section would cause needless harassment. The sub-section declares that 

any procession or assembly which neglects or refuses to obey an order to 

disperse shall be deemed to be an qnlawCul assembly. :fhis has been introduced 

with a view to make such procession or assemblies liable to be dealt with under 

the provisions of Chapter IX of the Criminal Procedure Code. The question 

is, whether the penalties attaching to a ~ o o  of .the terms of a license were 

not sufficit:nt, and whether it is necessary to make such assemblies or procE's· 

sions liable to further penalties. . 

1/ To start with, the proposed sub-section (3) of section 30, which provides 

for licenses to be taken in the case of such assemblies or processions as, in the 
opinion of the Magistrate, would, if uncontrolled, be likely to cause a breach of 
the peace, is a precaution which would in itself in some cases act as a penalty. 
For the terms of a license may be so stringent that people may not be able to 
bring out processions at all. No doubt the power of requiring licenses to be 
taken under the circumstances stated above already existed, and J refer to it 
only to show that the probabilities of a disturbance arising from an ~  

or procession had already been guarded against by it. But that is not all. 
Section 32 of the existing Act also prodded that any assembly or procession, 
violating the conditions of a Ii.cense, reudered itself liable to a fine up to two 
hundred rupees This should have been considered a sufficient safeguard. 
But some further provision has been suggested in the Bill. For the latter part 
sub-section (/) of the new,section 31A now provides that the Violation of the 
conditions of a license would render a procession or assembly liable to be dis-
persed. This new provision itself was in my opinion rather a little too harsh, (or 
section 3!1 of the Act, which has in no way been altered by the Rill, had already 
provided a heavy punishment for the o~ o  of the ~  of a license,. and the 
new provision just referred to, embodied In suh'sectlOn (I) of section 31A, 
would only serve as a double remedy. To enforce this second remedy, it 
seems this third remedy, which I so strongly object to, has been added by lub-

~ (.a). My Lord, to make an assembly liable to be deemed as an unlaw-
2 C 
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ful assembly means that every member belonging to it' shall be, as a member 

of an unlawful assembly, liable, under section 143 of the Indian Penal Code, to 

be punished with ,imprisonment of either description for a term which may 

extend to six months, or with fine, or with both. Then again, blunt swords and 

firearms are oftentimes carried in a plOcession as a matter of show, and thus 

the procession may come to be deemed not only as an unlawful assembly, but 

also as an unlawful assembly armed with deadly p~  and the members 

thereof rendered liable, under section J 44 of the I ndian Penal Code, to a sen-, 

tence of two years' imprisonment; or fine, or both. Thus the provision of 

sub-section (2) of section 31 A would'needlessly embarrass the law and harass 

the people. It will be contended perhaps that some provision must be made 

against disobedience of the orders for dispersal. It will be urged, what would 

be the good of passing orders for the dispersal of the pro ~ o  or assembly 

unless provisions are made for the carrying out of those orders? I concur in 

the opinion given on the point by the North-Western Provinces Government that 

the police-officer concerned will be within his legal rights in so disposing the 

men under his command as without actual resort to force to make his ofder 

effective. If they are resisted by the procession or assembly, the act of resist-
ance will convert the procession or assembly into an unlawful one, and there-

upon it may be dispersed by force. The Government of the North.Western 

Provinces goes on to suggest t hat I the legal position is not, however, as clear 

as might be wished, and it would be better if section 31 (now 31A) were to 

ellpressly authorise any officer in charge of a police-station to command a pro-' 

cession to stop or an assembly to disperse when the terms of a license have 

been violated, and to make his command effective by the use of force.' I think, 

my Lord, that if the object of sub·section (2) was simply to legalise the use of 
force in dispersing a procession or assembly ordered to disperse, a provision 

might have been made to that effect only. The provision of sub-section (2), 
however, goes much farther than is absolutely necessary, and I venture to hope 

that it will be omitted from the Bill, and I am sure that, for reasons already 
adduced above, its omission will in no way frustrate the object in view." 

The Ilon'ble SIR ANTONY ~  said :_If My Lord, it is no 

doubt true, as the Bon'ble Member says, that section 3.3 of the existing Act 
provides a penalty [of ~oo  for (Iisobedience to an order issued under the two 

preceding sections. But the Police Act, as it stands, gives no power to the 
~ r  or to the police to disperse an assembly which refuses to obey such 

,\1\ order. It is obviously most necessary th'lt such a power should exist. The 
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order to disperse will never be given unless the assembly, on violating the con-
ditions of its license, gives proof of its turbulent tendencies. If an order to 

disperse is lonce given, it should thereupon be possible for the police to enforce 

it. But, as I have said, the police, proceeding ~r Act V of J 861, cannot 

enforce an order to disperse j they must proceed under the Criminal Procedure 

Code. Under section 127 of the Criminal Procedure Code the Magistrate or 

police-officer has power to disperse an unlawful assembly. This sub-section 

thus will bring such an unruly assembly as I contemplate within the meaning 

of section ~ of the Criminal Procedure Code, and will give the police 
immediate jurisdiction to act. 

"It is true that the punishment for being a member of an unlawful assembly 

provided by the Indian Penal Code is more severe than the penalty of fine 

provided by section 32 of the Police Act. But I do not th.ink it unreasonable 

that a riotous mob shou!d have the deterrent fear of adequate punishment held 

up before them. Practically an assemblage which acts contrary to the condi. 

tions of a license, which exhibits such riotous tendencies as to justify an order 

to p ~  and which refuses to disperse on issue of that order by a police • 

. officer, has become an unlawful assembly within the meaning of the Penal Code, 

and I see no objection, but every advantage, in sayiny this plainly in this sub. 

section. By saying it we avoid all the contentious questions which might r ~ 

owing to the license having been necessarily directed to some few leaders of 

the assemblage, and not to each individual in a large crowd. The Government 

must therefore oppose the amendment." . 

The amendment was put and negatived. 

The Hon'bJe SIR ANTONY MACDONNELL said :-" This morning my 

attention was drawn to the wording of section 30, clause (.a), and it has bee" 
brought to my notice that the wording of the section, as it stands in the Bill. 

might be interpreted to restrict the right of public meeting. I need hardly say 
that there was no intention on the part of the Government of India. to do any-

thing or to take any power to restrict the right of public meeting, and the 

Hon'ble Sir Griffith Evans, the Hon'ble Sir A. Miller and myself have been consi. 

dering what words we might adopt with the view of removing any misapprehen-

sion of this kind j and, with Your Excellency's permission, I would beg to 

move the following amendment, namely, that the words • place not being a 
private house or place of worship', in the third and fourth lines of section 30, 
sub-section (3), should be omitted, and that the words' such road, slreet or 
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thoroughfare I be substituted for them. Then the siJb·section would run as 

follows :-

I (,) He may a\so, on beipg satisfied that it is intended by any person or class of 

persons to cQnvene or collect an assembly in any such road, street, or thoroughfare, or to 

form a procession which would, in the ~  of the Magistrate of the district or of the 

sub-division of a district, if uncontrolled, be likely to cause a breach of the peace, require 

by general or special notice that h~ persons convening. or o~  such assembly or 

directing or promoting such procession shall apply (or a license. 

" 1 may explain that the question arises on sections 30, 31 and 32 of the 
Police Act. Section 30 deals with assemblies and processions. on public roads, 
public streets or public thoroughfares. Section 31 says it shall be the duty 
of the police to stop any procession which violates the conditions of the license 

granted. Then we come to the penal clause, section 32, which runs :-

• Every person opposing or not obeying the orders issued under the last two preced-
ing sections, or violating the conditions of any license granted by the lJistrict Superin_ 
tendent or Assistant District Superintendent of Police for the use of music, or for the 
conduct of assemblies and processions, shall be liable, on conviction before a Magistrate, . . 
to a. fine not exceeding two hundred rupees. 

II Those assemblies and processions can only be assemblies and processions 
in public roads and thoroughfares. The object of the Government of India is 

not to alter the existing law upon these points, and I may say that it did not 
strike any member of the Select Committee that our language was capable of 
being interpreted in that manner. However, if Your Excellency permits that 
amendment to be put to the Council, and if the Council accepts it, all chances of 
misconception will have been removed." 

His Excellency THE PRBSIDBNT i-" 1 . think that  that is an amendment 
lfhich ought to be put." 

The amendment was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR GRIPFITH EVANS moved that the foHowing be substi-
tuted for sub-sections (3) and (3) of section 46 of Act V of 186., as proposed 
to be substituted by section IS of the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, 
namely:-· 

II ~  When the whole or any part of this Act shall have been so extended, the Local 
Govornment may from time to time, by notification in the official Guette, [Qake rules con-
;istent with this Act-

(OJ to regulate the procedure to be followed by Magistrates and police-officers in 
the disctlarge of allY duty imposed upon them by or under this Act; 
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(6) to prescribe the time, manner and conditions within and under which claims 
for compensation under section is A are to be made, the particulars to be 
stated in such claims, the manner in which the same are to be verified 

and the proceedings (including locai enquiries if necessary) \)'hich are to 
be taken consequent thereon; and 

(e) generally for giving effect to the provisions of this Act. 

II {j> All rules made under this Act may from time to time be amenderl, added 10 Or 
cancelled by the Local Government." 

He said :-" The amendment comes to this. I t provides for rules to be 

!llade for carrying out the ~ rpo  of the Act, in particular prescribing the 
time, manner and, conditions under which claims for compensation should be 

made, and the manner in which these various proceedings shall be carried out 

by the local officers. I thought it was very necessary to have some rules 

regulating the procedure under section 15 for reasons previously stated. 

'c This is the last of my amendments, and I only desire to add further that 
as amended, there are only three questions of any importance raised by this Bill-
should non-resident zamindars be treated as inhabitants, should a power of 

ofexemption begiven to the Local Government, and should compensation be granted 

in special cases under special orders of the Local Government? That opinions 

should differ on' these points is to be expected, but much of the opposition in 

Council to.day was more appropriate to the original than to the amended Bill. 
The angry waves of feeling raised by the original Bill have not yet subsided." 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDONNELL :-"1 accept the amendment." 

The amendment was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNKLL said :_CC My Lord, I havenow 

to propose that the Bill as now amended be passed, but before doing so I have a 
few finat words to say, and I am bound to make them very bricf, considering 
the many speeches which have already been made on the Bill, and the patient 

consideration that has been given to it. But I do not wish to propose the 
motion without first asking the Council to consider what changes-what 
substantial changes-are made by the Bill in the existing law. I submit to 
the Council that the substantial changes are only three: first, there is the 
enlargement of the meaning of the word C inhabitants' j next there is the 
compensation section i ,and, lastly, thcre is the power oC exemption. The 
Hon'ble Mr. Mehta, no doubt, believes that the provisions regarding assemblies 

and processions are a substantial change, but I submit that on that head we 
20 
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really do nothing but regula rise the ~r  01. a somewhat indefinite-power-,. 
thereby limiting it. The substantial changes are the three 1 have mentioned, 
and, after all that has been said in this Chamber o~  1 may surely indulge 
the hope that the public will. come \0 recognise· these changes in their true 

ropo r o ~ and to regard as mere figments of the imagination the many extra-

vagances that have been said and written about them. 

II One word more. It l\as been suggest!!d that this is a one-sided measure 
aimed at a p.3nicular section of the c;;ommunity. h~  is only one of the ~ 

able misconstructions-l shall use no harsher word-which are often placed on 

much of the actions and saying of the Government and its officers. I wish to 
giv.e to that suggestion the most public, the most emphatic, contradiction, and I 

cannot con.ceive how any sane man can honestly give credence to the suggestion 

for one moment. The Bill is aimed at no section or creed or nationality j  . ~ 

intention is to injure no ORe, but to prevent the misguided of all creeds and of 
an nationalities within this wide empire from injuring themselves. It is, I again 
repeat, a measure of prevention, of the existence of which,. if it passes. on' to 
the Statute-book, ninety-nine out of every hundred of the population will 
probably feel nothing. If the hundredth comes to. feel it, it win do hj.m good, 
while preventing harm tothe otheF ninety-nine. ~ 

The Bon'hle SIR CHARLRS. PRITCHARP said :-" My Lord., the amend-
Jpenls of the Police Act made by the passing of this Bill will, 1 believe, have a 
most salutary effect· iJl strengthening the deterrent influen"ce of the taw and its 
power to prevent disturbance of the peace and check tbe commission of crime. 

1 have not thought it necessary to intelvene in the debate, but I do not like to 
·give ap absolutdy sHent vote for tbe ~  which h3$ my cordial support." 

His Honou1 'rHR LJ..KUTI!NANT-GO\,ERNOR said :.-" l have not spoken 

before on this Bill c:hiefly because the arguments whi£h had been. used in the 

attacKS IDilde upon the measure. appeared to .. me so flimsy and· so transparent 
t.hat they. hardly ~ r  an answer, and also. because the ans.wers given by the 

Hon'ble Member i.n charge of. tohe Bill a.ss.isted by other Hon'ble Members sitting 
opposite were ~o able that there was very little that coulrl be added to what 

was snid by him. But 1 do not wish to give·an absolutely silent vote on. this 
Illotion. I wish to say that the Bill as amended. has. my cortlial. support as far 
as its main principles are concerned. It is a great improvement upon. the law 
as it stood, and I. believe it will be for lhe benefit of the populace gfmerally_ 
It ,,·ill streng!hen the hands. Qf lhe ~ho  only SQ far as they ought to be. 
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strengthened, and it will have a beneficial and salutary effect in producing 
peace and quietness in districts which are occasionally troubled by religious and 

agrarian disturbances." 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 

iNDIAN RAILWAY COMPANIES BILL. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER moved for leave to postpone his 

motion that the Bill to provide for the payment by Railway Companies registered 
under the Indian Companies Act, 1882, of interest out of capilal during (:on· 

struction be taken into o r o ~ 

Leave was granted •. 

• 
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